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INTPRODUCTION

High quality tool maintenance means gains in raw material yield,

increased productivity and products of limp:eyed quality which will command

higher prices. High quality tool maintenance, whether saws or knives,

requires good equipment installed in a saw shop large enough with all the

lighting and other facilities necessary for it to be used to full

advantage. Above all these requirements however, it requires skilled

personnel, satisfied in their work who are prepared to use the eguipment to

its full potential. Under these circumstances economical advantages much

greater than the tooling costs will arise.

The information given is based on experience of proven techniques

in various countries where processing of softwoods and hardwoods is carried

out. It must be emphasized however, that the full theoretical knowledge of

all the above subjects will not yield satisfactory results without the

requisite skills necessary to put them into nractice. The need for all key

personnel engaged in wood processing industries to be properly trained, and

to acquire the practical ability and experience necessary to achieve and

maintain maximum efficiency from the various equipment with which they are

working is therefore paramount. Without this experience, the best

equipment available will not produce satisfactory results and the natural

forest resources of any country will not be used to full advantage.
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This manual is intended to provide management, key personnel and

trainees enaaged in wood processing in developing countries where softwoods

and/or hardwoods are being utilised with basic information.

The manual is based upen work of AB Sandvik International, Sweden,

in collaboration with the FAO Forestry Department,
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0. ABSTRACT

Fig. 1.0 The use of higher-quality Raise tool quality
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tools, properly maintained can

result in the following benefits.

More product output from raw

material input.

Lmproved quality of product.

Increased production from roen

and machines involved.

Reduction in fuel or por

costs relevant to volume of

product.

<2
Save raw materials

Make better use of machine

and personnel capacity

<2
Raise product quality

Earn more than the
total tool costs
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1. WUCTURE
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Fig. 1.1 The cost of tools (purchase and

maintenance) is camnaratively

small if taken relative to the

total costs. The figures given as

an example in Fig. 1. are in-

tended as a guide

mill cost structure can be calcu-

lated. Relevant to the prevailing

costs of raw material, cost of

labour, machines and buildings in

various countries, the figures can

be amended. Costs in tropical

hardwood mills will be higher.

1.1. Raw Material

The largest ítem in

sawmills is the cost _= raw

material, which for example may

well exceed 651 of the total costs

when the cost of transportation is

included. It 15 therefore obvious

that the objective must be to

obtain the highest possible yield

from the raw material by using the

best tools in the most efficent

manner. Hardwood sawmills in

4/% e5l;
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developing countries must be even

more concerned with this objective

due to the fast diminishing

resources of their natural

forests.

Personnel and Machines

The next largest item of costs is

wages followed by machines and

bai,:.;s. The machine and

personnel costs will decline if we

use tools that reduce the number

o, st and malfunctions.

Planned tool and machine main-

tenance will reduce stoppages and

lost production time. This in

turn will increase product output

and reduce the production cost per

cubic metre of sawn timber.

1.3. Aggregate Savings Correct choice and correct maintenance of tools

Fig. 1.2 The correct choice and maintenance

of tools will often produce

savings in raw materials, labour

and machine time that are many

times greater than the entire tool

cost.

produce savings that often add up to

more than the entire cost of tools.
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2. RAW-MATERIAL YIELD: kerf losses

Fig. 1.3 The choice of tools and the

maintenance of tools have a direct

effect on the raw-material yield

in the form of kerf losses in

ripsawing. This must he taken to

include not only the sawdust but

also the margin of thickness that

is added to compensate for rough

surfaces and for wavy sawing.

Fig. 1.4 Sawdust and thickness margin (i.e.

the kerf loss) cost a lot of money

in the form of unutilised raw

material. Theoretically, for 25 x

100 mm of sawn timber for example,

kerf losses can amount to 25%.

The example is taken from a gang

saw. A sound choice of tools and

gocd tool maintenance will reduce

that percentage, with savings of

raw material in consequence.

Fig. 1.5 Of the total kerf loss, the actual

blade thickness seldom accounts

for more than half. The use of

thinner blades is very likely to

lead to wavy sawing, so that it is

better to look for other ways of

Raw-material yield

Raw-material volume

Kerf loss Croppings

(sawdust +
thickness
margin)

25.6

Sawmilling yield

Edgings and

slabs

Kerf loss in sawing to size

Kerf loss

-- blade thickness seldom more than half

thickness margin 1.0-2.5 mm

VVanted size With kerf loss
dry 25x 100 mm (sawdust + thickness

margin)
+ 25.5%
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increasing yield. There are

numerous ways in which we can do

something about this part of the

kerf loss.

Fig. 1.6 Steps can be taken to reduce kerf

losses by improved saw maintenance

by choosing the right size and

type of tool, and by appropriate

choice of spring-setting or swage-

setting.

2.1. Better Tool Maintenance

-9

Fig. 1.7 Improved maintenance of tools,

which enables the thickness margin

to be somewhat reduced, yields

prompt savings in raw materials.

If, for example, in gang-sawing,

you can reduce the size of spacers

the raw-material requirement

declines possibly by 2%. For a

typical sawmill, buying 30,000

cubic metres a year, 2% could

represent an annual saving of US$

30,000.

25.6

Kerf losses are kept down by:
140,. blade maintenance

correct tool size

swage-setting where possible

Wanted size
dry 25x 100 mm

With kerf loss
(sawdust + thickness
margin)

+ 25.5%

After straightening
and maintenance

+ 23.5%
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2.2. Ct Diameter of Circular Saw
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Fig. 1.8 It is important not to choose

circular saw blades with too large

a diameter, particularly if the

blades are carbide-tipped, since

the cutting width increases with

increasing blade diameter.

Sawing timber on a line with a

1000-mn blade where an 800-mm

blade would do gives a cutting

width that is 0.5 mm too big -

creating a 2% unnecessary raw-

material demand.

2.3. Spring-set Versus Swage-s('

iTh

1000-wirn blade gives o (55 ciitting width,
which increases raw-material requirement by 2%.

- a switch from spring-set to swage-set bladeg

diameter

800-nnna
blade

1000-mear

blade

Fig. 1.9 Going over from : to

swage-set blades can f,- example

'

reduce the thickness margin by 0.2

mm, since the margin with respect

to surface roughness can be

29.7 mrn 29 5 mm
reduced. 0.2 awn = 2% higher sawing yield
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2.4. Thriftier Sawing

2.5. Feed Equipment

Too much spr ng- or swage-setting

or uneven setting can readily

lead to losses of a few tenths of

a millimetre in the form of

sawdust and sur'ace - roughness

margin. Th:7 ' the impor-

tance of good blade maintenance.

Fig. 1.10 Tools and tool maintenance that

permit a smaller thickness margin

not only produce a smaller kerf

loes but also give increased

output from the side slabs, less

wane and smaller off cuts, since

they enable the blades to be

spaced more economically.

Fig. 1.11 There may be other r,iaL

loases besides the kerf lees. A

common cause of this is wavy

sawing due to faulty feed equip-

ment, such as feed rolls that are

out of true, play or dirt on the

guide rails, or defects in the

machinery.

Thrituer sawing

greater side output

less wane

smaller cut,offs

Feed equipment

- Fed rolls
'out of true

Defects in
the mach

Play or dirt on
the guide railq

Increased yield
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2.6. Summary: Raw-material Yield

Fig. 1.12 We have now had a look at the

gains in raw-material yield that

result from reduced thickness

margins. Better tool maintenance,

correct choice of blade diameter

and switching from spring-set to

swage-set blades all give econo-

mically worthwhile savings.

Giving the feed eguipnent proper

maintenance reduces crooked sawing

and thus will also raise raw-

material savings.

Now let's have a look at how tools

can affect the costs of machines

and personnel.

3. MACHINERY AND PERSONNEL COSTS

3.1. Opening up a Bottleneck

Fig. 1.13 By a better choice of tools or

maintenance measures you can even

raise the capacity of a whole

machine line. Fewer saw changes,

increased feed speed and fewer

Raw-material yield

Raw-material volume

00110Aquimiift,..,,

Better choice of tools/maintenance measures

A better choice of tools at a bottleneck

0-4ar 4ffor
4WZ/Jv v

4teff4OvArf9v#

... can increase the capacity of an entire machine line.

Kerf loss Croppings Sawmilling yield
(sawdust + Edgings and
thickness slabs
margin}
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operating snags will permit higher

output if the sawing operation is

a bottleneck. A common method of

achieving this is to use blades

with harder teeth. Let's have a

look at tooth-point hardening and

carbide-tipping.

3.2. Tooth-point Hardening

- 13-

Fig. 1.14 An example of the gains to be made

by using hardened tooth points on

gang saws is that you get more

effective working time by being

able to change saws at longer

intervals. You can also raise the

machine capacity, since yet no

longer need to reduce the feed

speed towards the end of a sawing

run.

3.3. Carbide Tips

The introduction of carbide tipped

circular saw blades can be con-

sidered when the standard of

expertise by saw maintenance and

operational personnel makes it

possible for them to be used to

hango

Gang saw without
hardened tooth points tooth points
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time the giality of the product

should be greatly improved.

Fig. 1.15 However, these saws will not stand

abuse in handling or operation and

a high degree of skill, care and

knowledge is a prerequisite to

their maintenance and efficient

operation.

Autcxnation can also be considered

where the product ion flow is

sufficiently constant in size and

volume to be introduced sucess'

fully. In most developing coun-

tries the general size of the

sawmills, and the variety of

species which are sawn limit this

possibility and make the reduction

of labour cost to any great extent

unlikely, particularly in hardwood

mills. Diminishing resources from

the natural forests make the

utidisa- tion of sub standard logs

a necessity in many wood pro-

cessing industries in developing

countries. Processing these logs

Longer running times made posible by

carbide tips give

-- better capacity utilisation

scope for automation

lower maintenance cost

advantage. Without doubt they

will give increase sawing time

between sharpenings, particularly

on abrasive timbers. At the same

- l4 -
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is not conducive to automation and

can in sane cases necessitate

extra labour to assist in primary

conversion of logs to lumber.

3.4. Planing Costs

When the product is upgraded by

- 15 -

Fig. 1.16 planing, the thickness margins are

not only a raw-material loss.

They also have the effect of

raising tool and energy costs in

the planing mill and reducing its

capacity. Its important to keep

down surface roughness and crook-

edness by properly maintaining the

sawmill's tools and machines, so

as to avoid high planing costs.

3.5. Job Satisfaction

Fig. 1.17 The economic consequences of job

satisfaction are hard to measure,

but it is a known fact that better

tools have a positive effect on

personnel and on their efficiency.

Planmgcosts

Better tools = greater lob satisfaction

Costly working Cheap working
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4. PRODUCT QUALITY
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Fig. 1.18 Better designed and maintained

tools have a favourable effect on

production costs. Product

quality, too, shows an improvement

when better tools are used.

Finished products that have better

surfaces or greater dimensional

accuracy often command a higher

price.

As we've already noted, tool costs

are a very small proportion of a

sawmill's expenditures. All

savings that in any degree reduce

the tool quality will be more than

eaten up by losses in raw

materials or production capacity.

Better choice of tootsfmaintenance measurei

se-

- increase quafttj ot finished products

raise yatue of byprodect chips
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5. SAVINGS ON THE TCOL ACCOUl\'T 

As vle've already noted, tool costs 

are a very small proportion ot a 

sawmill's expenditures. All 

savings that in any degree reduce 

the tool quality will be more than 

eaten up by losses in raw 

materials or production capacity. 
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Fig. 1.19 Carbide-tipped circular saw blades

are examples of a tool with a

higher purchase price which by

reason of its longer life actually

turns out cheaper than traditional

circular saws providing skilled

maintenance personnel with suit-

able equipment for keeping them in

first class working order are

available.

6. SUMMARY

Fig. 1.20 The use of higher-quality tools

brings about savings in raw-

material consumption, better

utilisation of machinery and

personnel, improved capacity and

product quality.

In consequence, the use of higher-

quality tools can result in gains

that are considerably in excess of

the total tool cost.

Savings on the tool account by

increased tool quality

More efficient
purchasing

Earn more than the
total tool costs

Annual requirements

10x150= 5x200=
1500 1000

Standardisation
measu res

Raise toot quality

<J>

Save raw materiats

<=)-

Make better use of machine

and personnel capacity

Raise product quality
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CHAPTER 2 - ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF SAWMILL TOOLING

WHAT ARE THE PROBLEMS?

DUST

2.1. Origin of Dust in Sawmills

2.2. Measures Against Dust

NOISE AND VIBRATION

3.1. What Is Noise?

3.2. Now Much Noise Can We Take?

3.3. The Origin of Noise in Sawmills

3.4. Measures Against Noise

3.4.1. Sound-absorbing Enclosures

3.4.2. Air Eddies

3.4.3. The Cutting Pr cess

3.4.4. Tool Vibration

3.45. Vibration of the Workpiece

3.4.6. Other Machine Sounds

3.4.7. Background NOise
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASPECTS OF SAWMILL TOOLING

1. WHAT ARE THE PROBLEMS?

Fig. 2.1 According to various studies the

most trying inconveniences to saw-

mill personnel at present are dust

and noise. Dust, moreover,

constitutes a very serious fire

hazard.

Fig. 2.2 The problems of dust and noise can

be somewhat reduced by placing

the personnel in insulated com-

partments. This is a costly

solution, since it calls for

remote control and monitoring of

the machines - besides which the

reliability of electronic equip-

ment has proved to be the weak

link in dusty environments.

Insulation also masks the telltale

sounds and other signs of trouble

in the machine that would other-

wise alert the operator to tool

damage or impending break-downs.

A much more effective approach is

to attack the dust and noise at

the source, i.e. at the tool.

Drawbacks of insulated compartments

More costly control equipment

Additional maintenance requirements
Personal contact impeded

Machine monitoring impeded

Conclusion: Tackle the problems at the
source: the tool.

Stresses on sawmill personnel

Percentages reporting distress
10 20 30%

Noise

Dust

Rate of work

Vigilance

etc.
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2. DUST

2.1. Origin of Dust in Sawmills

Fig. 2.3 Sawmill dust consists of the

smallest particles among the chips

produced by sawing. It arises in

greatest abundance when chips are

violently bent or crushed by

1) a blunt edge

- 20-

by ensuring that the tools are

well sharpened, have a suitable

hook angle, and have the correct

tooth bite per edge, and by

improving the chip exhaust. The

chip exhaust can be improved by

changing the shape and siting of

exhausts. Thus ducts should not

be rigidly attached to the

machines but should be connected

using rubber-cloth bellows.

blunt edge

Origin of dust

an edge with unsuitable angles insufficient
/, cutting depth

insufficient cutting depth per

edge

2.2. Measures Against Dust

Fig. 2.4 The dust problem can be alleviated

Measures against dust

Chip and dust exhaust

unsuitable
angles
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Fig. 2 . 3 Sawmill dust consists of the 
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Fig. 2.5 The edge must be sharp to avoid

overheating. Dust formation due

to a blunt edge is especially

noticeable in the chipping of dry
sharpened

waste. edge

The operation of edgers is liable

to produce resin vapours, which

cause breathing difficulties for

many people.

Sawmills in some countries cool

their saws with water sprays when

working on highly resinous woods.

Fig. 2.6 Ripsaws should have a large posi-

tive hook angle. The pitch should

be made as wide as possible

without impairing surface quality.

Fig. 2.7 The correct cutting depth per edge

is achieved by appropriate choice

of pitch, cutting speed and feed

speed. The cutting depth should

be made as large as the machine

power and surface requirements

will permit. Cutting depths of

0.1 mm or less should be avoided.

Measures against dust

Measures against dust

Measures against dust

greatest \
possible`\\\
cutting
depth

largepositive
hook angle in
npsaws
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Fig. 2.5 The edge must be sharp to avoid 

overheating. Dust formation due 

to a blunt edge is especially 

noticeable in the chipping of dry 

waste. 

The operation of edgers is liable 

to produce resin vapours, which 

cause breathing difficulties for 

many people. 

Sawmills in some countries cool 

their saws with water sprays when 

working on highly resinous woods. 

Fig. 2.6 Ripsaws should have a large posi-

tive hook angle. The pitch should 

be made as wide as possible 

without impairing surface quality. 

Fig. 2.7 The correct cutting depth per edge 

is achieved by appropriate choice 

of pitch, cutting speed and feed 

speed. The cutting depth should 

be made as large as the machine 

power and surface requirements 

will permit. Cutting depths of 

0.1 rnm or less should be avoided. 
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sharpened 
--;':\!'r~¥ 

edge 

Measures against dust 
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hook angle in 

s\fI" .... --fL ripsaws 
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\ 
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\ , 
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cutting \ 
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I .. ~ 



3.1. What 15 Noise?
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3. NOISE AND VIBRATION

Fig. 2.8 Noise is unwanted sound which can

cause stress, safety hazards and

permanent hearing damage.

Noise is measured in terns of the

power level in watts per square

metre. The ear pain threshold

being about 1W/m2 while the

faintest sound audible to a young

person is one-millionth of a

millionth thereof. The instr-

uments used in noise measuremen:

are customarily graduated in

decibels (dB), which is in better

accordance with human perception

of loudness.

Doubling the sound intensity

corresponds to an additional 3 dB,

tenfolding it to an additional 10

dB. The pain threshold is 120 dB

and the faintest audible sound

0.dB.

Noise scale

dB

12

100

Pain threshold
Planing mill,
discotheque
ircular saw

Lorry

Conversation

Breathing,
pin-drop
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3.2. How Mu Can
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Fig. 2.9 Human beings can take only a

certain amount of noise per day

without eventually suffering

hearing damage. The longer the

Lime of exposure per day, the

leer the noise level must be.

- This can be expressed by saying

that a human being can tolerate 85

dB for eight hours, 88 dB Eor four

hours, 91 de for two hours, etc.

If the seise exceeds these levels,

ear protectors should be used.

Noise-level calcul . si

regarded as a

ment in the planning : 'dings,

and 85 dB must be taken as the

maximum at permanent workplaces.

When a new workplace is being

prepared, 80 dB should be the

accepted level. This allows some

margin for unforeseen incrementa.

In due course, machine manu-

facturers will be required to

submit certificates showing the

noise produced by their machine -

95 dB

Noise limits

8 hours at 85 dB

4 hours at 88 dB

2 hours at 91 dB

90 dB 7
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fig. 2.9 Human beings can take only a 

certain amount of noise per day Noise limits 

without eventually suffering 8 hours at 85 dB 
4 hours at 88 dB 

heaLing damage. The longer the 2 hours at 91 dB 

,,--~\ 
time of exposure per day, the 

90dS 
lowe>: the noise level must be. 

-
This ca:; be expressed by saying 95dS 
that a huw~n being can tolerate 85 

dB for eight hours, 88 dB for four 

hours, 91 dB for two hours, etc. 

If the ooise exceeds these levels, 

ear protectors should be used. 

Noise-level calculations should be 

regarded as a necessary require-

ment in the planning of buildings, 

and 85 dB must be taken as the 

maximum at permanent workplaces. 

,,'hen a new workplace is being 

prepared, 80 dB should be the 

accepted level. This allows. some 

margin for unforeseen increments. 

In due course. machine manu-

facturers will be required to 

submit certificates showing the 

noise produced by their machine -



Sounds produced by the vibration

of the tool
Motors, belt drives, gears, etc

Sounds produced by the vibration

of the work piece

Sounds from motors, gearing,

feed devices, air cYli

chip exhausts etc.

Each of these noise components can

be reduced by various measures.

- 24 -

as is already the case in many

countries.

3.3. The Origin nf

The noise from a saw or a planer

is made up of several components:

Fig. 2.10 - Air eddies at cutting edges and

Cutting
process

tooth gullets Origin of noise

Sounds generated by the cutting

process

VibratR:n of work
v;bration

Air eddies
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as is already the case in many 

countries. 

3.3. 

The noise from a saw or a planer 

is made up of several components: 

Fig. 2.10 - Air eddies at cutting edges and 

tooth gullets 

- Sounds generated by the cutting 

process 

- Sounds produced by the vibration 

of the tool 

- Sounds produced by the vibration 

of the work piece 

- Sounds from motors, gearing, 

feed devices, air cylinders, 

chip exhausts etc. 

Each of these noise components can 

be reduced by various measures. 

Origin of noise 

Vibration of 
T 001 vibration 

Air eddies 
~' 

4~:::;;;;",..---=~ 
Motors, belt drives, gears, etc. 



3.4. m,

3.4.1. rbind ures
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Fig. 2.11 All types of noise are reduced by

enclosing working parts.

Sound-absorbing casing material

should be used, e.g. laminated

sheet metal with layers of rubber

asphalt glued or sprayed on. The

machines should be set up on a

vibration-damping base.

3.4.2. Air Eddies

Fig. 2.12 The sound of the air eddies is

reduced by suitable shaping of the

tools, e.g. rounded-off edges,

small gullets and small clearance

angles in circular saw blades.

The distance from the tool to

fixed parts, e.g. the slot in the

machine table, should be large

from considerations cf sound,

though this has disadvantages in

other respects.

Measures against noise

Sound-absorbin
enclosure

Measures againt

Reducing the round of the air eddies
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3.4. Measures Against Noise 
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3.4.3. The Cutting Process
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Fig. 2.13 The sound from the cutting process

in planing can be reduced by using

cutters with many short, staggered

blades skewed or helical blades.

In sawing, you can reduce the

noise of the cutting process by

using bevel-ground teeth and posi-

tive hook angles. In all cases

the rule holds good that well-

ground edges produce less noise.

3.4.4. Tool Vibration

Fig. 2.14 Tool vibration is of very great

significance, since the large flat

face of a saw blade acts like the

diaphragm of a loudspeaker.

Substantial reductions of the

noise produced by circular saw

blades can be achieved by damping

incorporated directly into the

disc. An added advantage thereby

gained is that a tool with less

vibrations remains sharp a good

deal longer.

Measures against noise

Reducing the sound of the cutting process

Measures against noise

Reducing toot vibration

V,.
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3.4.5. Vibration of the Wbrkpiece
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Fig. 2.15 Vibration of the workpiece can be

reduced by siting hold-down rolls

and feed devices as close to the

tool as possible. This kind of

noise is most closely associated

with the sawing and planing of

thin material, e.g. plywood,

fibreboard and panels.

3.4.6. Other Machine Sounds

Other sounds produced by machines

are harder to deal with, even

though maintenance and lubrication

help to some extent. Usually, so

much sound remains that changing

to quieter tools will reduce the

total noise by only 6-7 dB. even

though the tool noise is reduced

by 10-15 dB.

Fig. 2.16 Enclosing the machine is the solu-

tion of last resort, but in such

case the walls must be sound-

absorbing, clad for example with

mineral wool on the inside.

Measures against noise

Reducing vibration in the work
Lubrication and rnaintenance of
the machine

Measures against noise

))

Without
damping

With
damping

Enclosing the machine
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A hard, sound-reflecting wall will

function well as a screen or in-

sulation between two rooms, but is

useless for purposes of enclosure.

The results would merely be an un-

changed noise level outside and a

fearful increase in noise inside.

A simpler approach is to hang up

sound-damping curtains. To be

effective, they must be heavy and

must reach right up to ceiling.

3.4.7. Background Noise

Fig. 2.17 The background noise, that is to

say the noise from mach:nes in

other parts of the room, can best

be reduced by sound-absorbing

ceiling material, e.g. 5-10 cm

mineral wool covered with thin

plastic foil so as not to collect

inflammable dust. At least half

the ceiling surface should be

covered.

Measures against noise

Background noise
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Fig. 2.18 The most economical solution to

reduce noise is to use silent-

running tools and to maintain them

well.

a quiet tool must not be

'ior to a conventional one in

point of productivity or safety.

In such cases, enclosure is

preferred instead. Some indexable

insert cutters embody the prin-

ciple of damping at the source in

their design.

`-. I s-

,

Tools that attack the problem at source

-11
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Fig. 2.18 The most economical solution to 

reduce noise is to use s ilent

running tools and to maintain them 

welL 

However, a quiet tool must not be 

inferior to a conventional one in 

point of productivity or safety. 

I n such cases, enclosure 

preferred instead. Some indexable 

insert cutters embody the prin

ciple of damping at the source in 

their design. 

TOQls that attack the problem at source 
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CHAPTER 3 - PLANNING THE SAW SHOP IN A SAWMILL

IN-HOUSE SAW SHOP OR OUTSIDE SERVICE?

DESIGN OF THE SAW SHOP

2.1. Size

2.2. Location

2.3. Floors

2.4. Walls and Ceiling

2.5. Lighting

2.67 Electricity

2.7. Ventilation

THE FUNCTION OF THE SAW SHOP

3.1. Storage

3.2. Transportation

3.3. Machine Siting

MACHINE REQUIREMENTS FOR VARIOUS SAWS
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PLA.NNING THE SAW SHOP IN A SAWMILL

SERVICE?

- 32 -

IN-HOUSE SAW SHOP OF OUTSIDE

Fi g. 3.1 Sawmills usually maintain their

own facilities for servic i rigs

SaWS. They do so out of

consideration for the f requent

resharpeninq needed by spring-set

ard swage-set saw blades of all

kirds - every three of four hours.

If they farmed the job out to a

saw servicirg station they would

have to arrarge for the collec-

tion and delivery of blades on a

daily basis. Otherwise the

requisite stock of blades to

maintain continuous sawirg would

become excessive.

Saw blades, especially bandsaw

blades, are awkward thirgs to

transport. They take up a lot of

Advantages ot an in-house saw shop

number of blades in stock can he
kept down
troublesome transportation
avoided
close contact between grinder
and sawyer
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Ph~~NING THE SAW SHOP IN A SA"~ILL 

L OF OUTSIDE 

SERVICE? 

Fig. 3.1 Sawmills usually maintain their 

own facilities for servici ngs 

saws. They do so out of 

consideration for the f r e que n t 

resharpening needed by spring-set 

and swage-set saw blades of all 

kinds - every three of four hours. 

If they farmed the job out to a 

saw servicing station they would 

have to arrange for the collec-

tion and del of blades on a 

daily basis. Otherdise the 

reguisite stock of blades to 

maintain continuous sawing would 

become excessive. 

Saw blades, especially bandsaw 

blades, are awkward things to 

transport. 1~ey take up a lot of 

Advantages of an in-house saw shop 

- number of blades in stock can be 
kept clown 

- troublesometransportat;on 
avoided 
close contact between grinder 
and sawyer 
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space and require special trans-

port packing or hangers to prevent

damage beirg caused to or by the

sharp teeth. For this reason the

transport distance must not be

long, whether you do your own

grindirg or use an outside serv-

ice.

Another araument in favour of

short lines of communication is

the need for close contact between

the sawmill personnel and the

grinder to allow for individual

preferences in the matter of swage

width, angles, etc.

Fig . 3.2 The main argument in favour of a

central saw shop serving several

sawmills is that it saves costs,

since the load on machines and

personnel can he spread more even-

ly. . You can also equip such sta-

tions with more sophisticated

machines, and your saw servicing

is less 1 ikely to be disrupted by

sickness and vacations.

Advantages of a grinding station

more even machine loading gives

lower cost

more sophisticated machines can

be used

fewer problems due to absent

grinders
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space arrl require special trans-

port packing or hangers to prevent 

damage bei ng caused to or by the 

sharp teeth. For this reason the 

transport distance must not be 

long, whether you do your own 

grirrling or use an outside serv-

ice. 

Another argument in favour of 

short lines of communication is 

the need for close contact between 

the sawmill personnel arrl the 

grinder to allow for individual 

preferences in the matter of swage 

width, angles, etc. 

Fig. 3.2 The main argument in favour of a 

central saw shop serving several 

sawmills is that it saves costs, 

since the load on machines and 

personnel can be spread more even-

ly. you can also equip such sta-

tions with more sophisticated 

machines, arrl your saw servicing 

is less likely to be disrupted by 

sickness arrl vacations. 

Advantages of a grinding station 

- more even machine loading gives 
lower cost 

- more sophisticated machines can 
be used 

- fewer problems due to absent 
grinders 



2.1. Size

Fig. 3.3 In view of the weight and size of

saw blades it is important for the

saw shop to be large enough. The

minimum is about 30 m2 for gang

- 34 -

Carbide blades have such a long

running time that they are usually

sent away for regrinding.

2. DESIGN OF THE SAW SHOP

and circular saws, with an Saw shop for gang-saw mill with
two or more gang-saw lines (3-4 men)

additional 20 m2 for band- saws

and 10 m2 for chipper knives.

The main requirement for a multi

purpose sawshop therefore is to

make certain it has adequate

space. Saws of any description

are dangerous to personnel partic-

ularly large band or circular saws

if they have be moved around in

confined areas. The actual size

of the sawshop in a sawmill will

be dependant on the size of the

Saw shop for a smaller gang-saw
mill (1 man)

Carb ide blades have such a l ong 

running time that they are usual l y 

sent away for regrinding. 

2. DESIGN OF THE SAW SHOP 

2 .1. Size 

Fig . 3 .3 In view of the weight and size of 

saw blades it is important for the 

saw shop to be large enough. The 

minimum is about 30 m2 for gang 

and c ircular saws , with an 

additiona l 20 m2 for band- saws 

and 10 m2 for chipper knives . 

The main requirement for a multi 

purpose sawshop therefore is to 

make certain it has adequate 

space . Saws o f any description 

are dangerous to personnel partic-

ularly large band or circul ar saws 

if they have be moved around in 

confined areas. The actual s ize 

of the sawshop in a sawnill will 

be dependant on the size o f the 

12m 

§j --@- 0 1 . ~ --Bi}-
- ~ 5m 

-Q-. '. 

Saw shop for gang-saw mill with 
two or more gang-saw lines (3-4 men) 

, " 
Saw shop for a smaller gang-saw 
mill (1 man) 
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saws and number of saws to be

maintained. In hardwood sawmills

using bandsaws (e.g. 10 m in

length) the sawshop should at

least be 15 m in length and 10 m

wide. This will ensure sufficient

floor space being available for

saws awaiting maintenance when

sawing abrasive timbers and more

frequent saw changes are made,

thus avoiding interference to

circular saw and gang saw

maintenance.

Location

Most convenient is to have the saw

shop inside the actual sawmill.

This simplifies the task of trans-

portation.

Even so, this location must be

avoided in milis that have not

succeeded in damping out vibra-

tions from gang saws or chippers.

Many maintenance machines, e.g.

grinding machines and tooth-point-

- 35 

saws and number of saws to be 

maintained. In hardwood sawmills 

using bandsaws .g. 10 m in 

length) the sawshop should at 

least he 15 m in length and 1.0 m 

wide. This will ensure sufficient 

floor space being available tor 

saws awai ting maintenance when 

sawing abrasive timbers and more 

frequent saw are made, 

thus avoiding interference to 

circular saw and gang saw 

maintenance. 

2.2. Location 

Most convenient is to have the saw 

shop inside the actual sawmill. 

This simplif.ies the task of trans

portation. 

Even so, this location must be 

avoided in mills that have not 

succeeded in damping out vibra

tions from gang saws or chippers. 

Many maintenance machines, e.g. 

grinding machines and tooth-point-
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hardening machines, will never

give optimum results in a vibrat-

ing building.

2.3. Floors

Fig. 3.4. The flooring should be soft enough

not to damage tools that are

bumped against it. A bare

concrete floor is wholly unsuit-

able. Best of all is a wooden

floor, either boards or industrial

parquet. Metal, rubber, or plas-

tic floors are not so good,

because of the risk of grinding

liquids being spilt and making

them slippery. Wooden floors also

have the advantage of being more

sound-absorbent than other types.

2.4. Walls and Ceiling

Ceilings should be covered with

sound-damping material, e.g. min-

eral-wool, slabs or perforated

fibreboard.

The saw shop

Soft flooring, able to with-

stand spilt liquids

- 3fi -

hardenirq machines, will never 

give optimum results in a vibrat-

irq buildirq. 

2.3. Floors 

Fig. 3.4. The floorirq should be soft enough 

not to damage tools that are 

bumped against it. A bare 

concrete floor is wholly unsui t-

able. Best of all is a wooden 

floor, either boards or industrial 

parquet. Metal, rubber, or plas-

tic floors are not so good, 

because of the risk of grinding 

liquids beirq spilt and makirq 

them slippery. Wooden floors also 

have the advantage of beirq more 

sound-absorbent than other types. 

2.4. Walls and Ceilirq 

Ceilings should be covered with 

sound-dampirq material, e.g. min-

eral-wool, slabs or perforated 

fibreboard. 

The saw shop 



2.5. Lightirg
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Fig. 3.5 Walls should have sound-damping

properties, e.g. clad with wooden

panels up to a height of 1.5

metres and perforated board above

that. On no account should bare

hard concrete be used without

cladding. Enough of the wall area

must be kept free for racking or

hanging knives and saws.

For precision work on bright metal

objects, strong, diffuse lighting

is needed.

Wherever possible natural lighting

through translucent roofing sheets

should be used tc the maximum

extent and all ceiling and wall

areas should be painted white.

This will minimise the cost of

lighting during daylight hours

particularly if large windows can

also be used to advantage.

Thesawqlop

to .0r
N Gi

Sound-damping lining of walls and ceiling
Lighting 5-10 W per m2 of floor area
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Fig. 3.5 Walls should have sound-damping 

properties, e.g. clad with VK>Oden 

panels up to a heiqht of 1.5 

metres and perforated board above 

that. On ro account should bare 

hard concrete be used wi thout 

cladding. Erough of the wall area 

must be kept free for racki ng or 

hangi ng knives and saws. 

2.5. Lighting 

For precision work on bright metal 

objects, strong, diffuse lighti ng 

is needed. 

Wherever possible natural lighting 

through translucent roofing sheets 

should be used to the maximum 

extent and all ceiling and wall 

areas should be painted white. 

This will minimise the cost of 

lighting during daylight hours 

particularly if large windows can 

also be used to advantage. 

The saw shop 

~~ 
So'"n<l-dampirlg lining of walls and ceiling 
Lighting 5-10 W per m2 of floor area 



2.7. Ventilation
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There should be sane 5-10W of gen-

eral lighting per square metre of

floor area from fluorescent lamps

giving an illumination of 150-300

lux available for other periods

when necessary.

Additional lighting will also be

needed on grinding machines and

hciiruiering benches.

2.6. Electricity

Fig. 3.6 Most machines impose normal

demands on the power mains. Excep-

tions are tooth-point-hardening

machines, which have proved to be

sensitive to voltage variations

and must therefore be provided

with their own voltage stabiliser.

Dry-grinding machines for saws

call for the suction removal of

grinding dust. Most saw sharpener

Electricity

Tooth-pointhardening machines
need special treatment

Ventilation

Suction removal of dust from
dry-grinding
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There should be some 5-10W of gen-

eral lighting per square metre of 

floor area from fluorescent lamps 

giving an illumination of 150-300 

lux available for other periods 

when necessary. 

Additional lighting will also be 

needed on grinding machines and 

hammering benches. 

Fig. 3.6 Most machines impose normal 

demands on the power mains. Excep-

tions are tooth-point-hardening 

machines, which have proved to be 

sensitive to voltage variations 

and must therefore be provided 

with their own voltage stabiliser. 

2.7. ventilation 

Dry-grinding machines for saws 

call for the suction removal of 

grinding dust. Most saw sharpener 

Electricity 

Tooth-pointhardening machines 
need special treatment 

Ventilation 

Suction removal of dust from 
dry-grinding 



3.1. Storage

Fig. 3.7 Bandsaw blades are best stored

standing in stalls, preferably

tied together with loose loops.

- 39 -

manufacturers supply such units

for their particular machines at

extra cost. Grinding dust has

serious adverse effects on person-

nel and machines. It is most

essential to ensure effective

means of collection.

The need for air conditioning

should not be overlooked for saw-

shops in tropical countries. A

much higher standard of saw main-

tenance can be maintained under

this condition especially in areas

where humidity is very high. The

possibility of weld failures or

faulty brazed joints in particular

are greatly reduced as there is

far less likelihood of perspira-

tion from the technician falling

on to the work in progress.

3. THE FUNCTION OF SAW SHOPS

Storage of bandsaw blades

Diameter at east 280
times the thickness

3. 

3.1. 

Fig. 3.7 
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manufacturers supply such units 

for their particular machines at 

extra cost. Gri ndi ng dust has 

serious adverse effects on person-

nel and machines. It is most 

essential to ensure effective 

means of collection. 

The need for air conditioning 

should not be ovedooked for saw-

shops in tropical countries. A 

much higher standard of saw main-

tenance can be maintained under 

this condition especially in areas 

where humidity is very high. The 

possibility of weld failures Or 

faulty brazed joints in particular 

are greatly reduced as there is 

far less likelihood of perspira-

tion from the technician falling 

on to the work in progress. 

OF SAW SHOPS 

Bandsaw blades are best stored 

standing installs, preferably 

tied together with loose loops. 

Storage of bandsaw blades 

Diameter at least 280 
times the thickness 



They can also be hung on the wall

over semicircular formers, the

diameter of which must be at least

260 times the band thickness. For

the most part, therefore, plenty

of headroom is needed.

Fig. 3.8 When a blade is tied into a bundle

the welded joint must come on a

straight portion. The teeth must

be protected from damage by con-

tact with concrete floors, other

blades and so on.

Fig. 3.9 Gang-saw blades should be stored

in stalls with their teeth towards

the wall. They can be arranged

according to length.

Circular saw blades can be stored

standing in stalls. The smaller

sizes can be hung on hooks. Carb-

ide blades should always be stored

in indivudual containers of wood,

plastic or similar material.

weld

Storage of bandsaw blades

A

Pads

weld

Storage of gang-saw and circular
saw blacies

Ili

wood, plywood

AilÌ.011§ililli4

Loose Tight
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They can also be hung on the wall 

over semicircular fonners, the 

diameter of which must be at least 

280 times the ba nd thickness. For 

the most part, therefore, plenty 

of headroom is needed. 

Fig. 3 . 8 When a blade is tied into a bundle 

the welded joint must come on a 

straight portion . The teeth must 

be protected from damage by corr-

tact with concrete floors, other 

blades and so on. 

Fig. 3 .9 Gang-saw blades should be stored 

in stall s with their teeth towards 

the wall. They can be arranged 

according to length . 

Circular saw blades can be stored 

stardi ng in stalls. The smaller 

sizes can be hung on hooks. Carb-

ide blades should always be stored 

in irdivudual containers of wood, 

plastic or similar material. 

Storage of band saw blades 

loose Tight 

Storage of gang-saw and circular 
saw blades 



3.2. Transportation

It is particularly important to

see that circular saw blades are

not left standing on the floor

leaning against a bench, since

this is bad for the saw body. Nor

should they be stacked without

protectors between blades, since

this is liable to damage the

teeth.

Chipper knives should be stored

standing against a wall or lying

in a wood or carboard box. It is

important not to let them slide

over each other, which might dam-

age their edges.

Fig. 3.10 The easiest way to transport band-

saw blades is by using an overhead

crane.

The lifting device should be in

the form of an open frame so that

the blades can easily be lowered

Transporting bandsaw blades

- 41 -

It is particularly important to 

see that circular saw blades are 

not left standing on the floor 

leaning against a bench, since 

this is bad for the saw body. NOr 

should they be stacked without 

protectors between blades, si nce 

this is liable to damage the 

teeth. 

Chipper knives should be stored 

standi ng agai nst a wall or lyi ng 

ina wood or carboard box. It is 

important not to let them slide 

over each other , which might dam-

age their edges . 

3 . 2. Transportation 

Fig . 3.10 The easiest way to transport band- Transporting bandsaw blades 

saw blades is by using an overhead 

crane . 
, -
1/ -
" , ... ~ - _ ...... 

The lifting device should be in " 
... - ---

the form of an open frame so that 

the blades can easily be lowered 



on to grinding and sawing

machines. Another way of carrying

a long blade is to tie it to a

board. In this case the joint

should be positioned against the

board.

Gang-saw blades will have to be

carried for the most part. The

same applies to circular saw

blades, though they can often be

handled using a carrying hook.

Chipper knives are transported in

boxes. A convenient conveyor

makes a gocd way of handling heavy

knives as long as they are pro-

perly boxed to avoid damage to the

cutting edge and injury to

personnel.

Fig. 3.11 To reduce the risk of damaging

saws and injuring personnel the

teeth of saw blades must always be

fitted with protectors during

transportation. Usually, it is

advisable to use these protectors

during storage as well.

Tooth protector

in transportation
and storage
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on to grinding and sawing 

machines. Another way of carrying 

a long blade is to tie it to a 

board. In this case the joint 

should be fXlSi tioned against the 

board. 

Gang-saw blades will have to be 

carried for the most part. The 

same applies to circular saw 

blades, though they Can often be 

handled using a carrying hook. 

Chipper knives are transfXlrted in 

boxes. A convenient conveyor 

makes a good way of handling heavy 

knives as long as they are pro-

perly boxed to avoid damage to the 

cutting edge and injury to 

personnel. 

Fig. 3.11 To reduce the risk of damaging 

saws and injuring personnel the 

teeth of saw blades must always be 

fitted with protectors during 

transportation. Usually, it is 

advisable to use these protectors 

during storage as well. 

Tooth protector 

in transportation 
and storage 



3.3. Machine Siting

Fig. 3.12 To make the operation of the saw

shop easier the equipment should

be grouped by type oE saw, with

bandsaws being serviced in one

part of the room, circular saws in

another.

There must be separate spaces for

unground and for sharpened blades.

Equipment at which the operator

s its , or stands still, should

preferably be sited along the

walls. Automatic machines, where

plenty of elbow room is needed for

setting up and removing large

blades, are best sited in the mid-

dle of the room.

A multipurpose sawshop is shown in

3.13.

3

11m

Band grinding mac'hine
left

I

\ / I \
\\ Band grinding machine\ right

Band hammering bench
,

Saw shop for-multi-band saws
(right-hand and
left-hand bands)

Band twaging machine

!wool

Saw shop for gang-saw mill with
two or more saw lines (3-4 men)
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3.3. Machine Siting 

fig. 3.12 To make the operat ion of the saw 

shop easier the equipnent should 

be grouped by type o E s aw, with 

bandsaws being serviced in one 

part oE the room, circular saws in 

another. 

There must be separate spaces f or 

un;Jround and for sharpened blades. 

Equipmen t at whi ch the operat o r 

si t s , or stands still , should 

preferably be si ted a l o ng the 

walls. Automatic machines , where 

plenty oE elbow room i s needed for 

setting up and rerrovi ng l arge 

blades, are best sited in the mid-

dIe of the room. 

A mUltipurpose sawshop is s hown in 

3 .13. 

11m 

/ n " B41nd grinding machine 
'- right ./ 

Band \Wagin9 machine 

Sand hammering bench 

" Saw shop fo,-,multi-band saws 

(right-hand and 
left-hand bands) 

12m 

61 ~ 0 
.00. QiI §l 

-Q- '. 

Saw shop for gang'saw mill with 
two or more saw lines (3-4 men) 

S m 

7 m 



4. MACHINE REQUIREMENTS FOR VARIOUS SAWS

Gang saws

Handsaws

Definitely needed Automatic grinding machine. Levelling

block and stretcher roll. Crossface

and doghead hammers. Backgauqe,

straight edge/tension gauges. Swaging

and shaping equipment.

Definitely needed Automatic grinding machine. Levelling

block and stretcher roll. Swaging and

shaping equipment, welding equipment.

Backgauge, straight edge/tension

gauges. Crossface and doghead hammers.

Shearing machine.

- 44 -

Possibly needed Tooth point hardening machine. Side

grinder for stellite tipped teeth.

Tooth press (punching machine).

Shearing machine.

Possibly needed Tooth point hardening machine. Side

grinder for stellite tipped teeth.

Brazing equipment. Tooth press

(punching machine).

4. 

saws 

Bamsaws 
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MACHINE REQUIREMENTS FOR VIIRIOUS SAI'IS 

Definitely needed 

possibly needed 

Definitely needed 

needed 

Automatic griming machine. Levelling 

blocK am stretcher roll. Crossface 

am dog head hammers. Backgauge, 

straight gauges. swaging 

am shaping equipment. 

Tooth nt haLdeni ng machi ne. Side 

grinder for stellite tipped teeth. 

Tooth pLess (punching machine). 

ng machine. 

Automat griming machine. Levelling 

block am stretcher roll. swaging am 

shaping equipment, welding equipment. 

Backgauge, straight edge/tension 

gauges. Crossface and dog head hammers. 

Shearing machine. 

Tooth point hardening machine. 

mer for stellite tipped teeth. 

Brazing equipment. Tooth press 

(punching machine). 



Circular saws Definitely needed Hand gulleting machine. Stretcher

roll and saw anvil. Twist cace and

doghead hammers. Straight edges.

Automatic grinding machine,

Possibly Deeded Cxy/acetylene welding egJipment. Side

grinder for stellite tipped teeth.

Swaging and shaping equipment. Tooth

hardening machine.

In addition to the equipment already specified, all sawshops

should be equipped with an assortment of spanners and socket wrenches in

appropriate sizes necessary to carry out repairs and adjustments to the

various machines. Likewise an engineers bench and vice together with a

small bench grinder are standard requirements which must not be overlooked.

Straight edged gauges need periodic checking to ensure the faces are not

worn out of true ard a long master gauge kept for this purpose is a great

asset.

Circular saws Definitely needed 

possibly needed 

Hand gulleting machine. stretcher 

roll and saw arwil. Twist face am 

dog head hammers. Straight 

Automatic griming machine. 

oxy/acetylene welding equipnent. Side 

grimer for stellite tipped teeth. 

Swaging and shaping equipnent. Tooth 

hardening machine. 

In addition to the equipnent already specified, all sawshops 

should be equipped with an assortment of spanners and socket wrenches in 

appropriate sizes necessary to carry out repairs and adjustments to the 

various machines. Lik~vise an engineers bench and vice together with a 

small bench gdnder are standard requirements which must not be overlooked. 

Straight edged gauges need periodic checking to enSure the faces are not 

'Nern out of true am a long master gauge kept for this purpose is a 

asset. 
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SET UP WITH SUPPORTS FOR RIGHT
HAND SAWS.

COMPLETE SAWSHOP FOR BANDSAWS,
1:100GANGSAWS AND CIRCULAR SAWS

1. GANGSAW SWAGING CLAMP 6. CIRCULAR SAW STRETCHER
ROLL

2. GANGSAW LEVELLING BLOCK
AND STRETCHER ROLL 7. CIRCULAR SAW MILL

3. GANGSAW SHARPENER B. CIRCULAR SAW GULLETTING
MACH INE

4. BANDSAW LEVELLING BLOCK AND
STRETCHER ROLL 9. CIRCULAR SAW SHARPENER

5. LEFT HAND AUTOMATIC BANDSAW 10. CIRCULAR SAW SWAGING OR
SHARPENER WITH SWAGING CLAMP SETTING CLAMP

n,

F i g . 3 .1 3 

L" a_--T ---------.-... -
~ 

TOol.. .. 
.. . . ~!<.qo rl 
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COMPLETE SAWSHOP FOR BANDSAWS, 
GANGSAWS AND CIRCULAR SAWS 

1. GANGSAW SWAGING CLAMP 

2. GANGSAW LEVELLING BLOCK 
AND STRETCHER ROLL 

3. GANGSAW SHARPENER 

4. BANDSAW LEVELLING BLOCK AND 
STRETCHER ROLL 

5. LEFT HAND AUTOMATIC BANDSAW 
SHARPENER WITH SWAGING CLAMP 
SET UP WITH SUPPORTS FOR RIGHT 
HAND SAWS . 

6. 

7 • 

8 . 

9 • 

10 . 

.·~O·····.····· ._-... .. 

1 : 100 

o 
o 

.. 'i ' 

CIRCULAR SAW STRETCHER 
ROLL 

CIRCULAR SAW MILL 

CIRCULAR SAW GULLETTING 
MACHINE: 

CIRCULAR SAW SHARPENER 

CIRCULAR SAW SWAGING OR 
SETTING CLAMP 
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CHAPTER 4 - THE EDGE (of various cutting tools)

1. THE SHAPE OF THE TOOTH AND CUTTING FECES

1.1. Related Angles

1.2. Elige Iniar

1.3 Wire Edge

2, FORCES

2.1. Where?

2.2. Two Directions of Force

2.2.1. Cutting Force

2.2.2. Feed Force

2.3. Forces at WOrk in Circular L'awing

2.4. Forces at WOrk in Chipping

THE SIZE OF THE GULLET

EDGE MATERIAL

4.1. Types of Material

4.1.1. Carbon Steel: Hardening and Tempering

4.1.2. Alloy Steels

4.1.3. Carbide and Stellite

4.2. Fatigue Cracks
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arious cutting tools)

THE SHAPE OF

=TING ECGES

Related Angles

Hook argle

Sharpness angle (on a saw blade

e tooth-poi nt angle)

Clearance angle

In general, the edge is approx-

imately at right angles to its
direction of movement.

Fig. 4.1 The way in which the edges on Angles of the saw edge

Clearance
angle Sharpness

angle

Positive
hook angl

knives or saws perform

by their argles relevant ':he

density of the v.ged beirg sawn,

the direction of the cut being

made, and the type of saw beirg

used. i.e. ripping or cross-
cuttirg.
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1.2. Edge Wear

Fig. 4.2 In reality, a cutting edge is

a completely sharp intersection

of two surfaces but is more or

less rounded. The roundness

increases with wear. Soft edge

materials generally become smooth

and evenly rounded. Hard edge

materials, and edges that have

struck large arel foreign bolies

in the wood, develop an

jagged rourding.

Typical radii would be 0.001 ran

for a keen edge arel 0.1 mrn for a

dull one.

1.3. Wire Edge

Fig. 4.3 The grirdirq of an edge pniuces

a "wire edge", a thin, de'

extension of the ,dge. It feels

sharp to the h, but breaks

off at once when the tool is put

to work arel quickly gives way to

_ 11.9

VVi:..; edge (schematic)

Before use After use

VVorn edge (schematic)

Edge radi

1.2. 

Fig. 4.2 

Wear 
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a canpletely intersection 
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i ocreases wi th wear. Soft edge 
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and evenly rourded. Hard edge 

materials, and edges that have 

struck large ard foreign lxxiies 

in the wocd, develop an uneven, 

jagged rounding. 

Typical radii would be 0.001 Inn 

for a keen edge and 0.1 mm for a 

dull one. 

1.3. wire Edge 

Fig. 4.3 The grinding of an edge produces 

a "wire edge", a thi n, defonned 

extension of the edge. It feels 

sharp to the touch, but breaks 

off at once when the tool is put 

to work ard quickly gives way to 
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2.

2.1. Where?

Fig. 4.4 When the edge cuts into wood a

thrust arises in the area where

the edge is in contact with the

workpiece and with the chip that

is just being removed. This area

is from one to a few millimetres

wide. The thrust against the

parts of the wood is equal to the

thrust against the parts of the

edge, but acts in the opposite

direction.

2.2. No Directions of Force

Fig. 4.5 For the purpose of calculating

strength, motor power, etc., we

can often sum up the efEect of

the thrust within the narrow area

next Lo the edge in terms of two

forces.

50
a dull edge. This wire edge must

be removed by honing. A honed

edge takes much longer to wear

down.

Contact face of the edge

Directions of edge forces

Dnection
of movement of edge

Cutting force
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One acts along the cut surface

and is called the cuttirig force;

the other acts at right angles

thereto and is called the feed

force.

2,2.1. Cuttirg Force

Fig. 4.6 T'ne cutting force is spent in

parting the chips from the work

piece

shaping the chips by bending or

breaking them so that they

follow the edge arri are carried

away

dragging the blank or cleararece

surface of the tooth alorxg the

workpiece

The cutting force

The cutting force

Fig. 47 When the chips are more t n 0.1 1, I

mm thick, most of tI Friction predominates
with thin chips

spent on shaping them. : the

chips are thinner than this the

- 5l ~ 

One acts the cut surface 

ard is called the cuttirg force, 

the other acts at right angles 

thereto and is called the feed 

force. 

2.2.1. Cuttirg Force 

rig. 4.6 The cutting force is spent in 

- partirg the chips fram the work 

piece 

- shaping the chips by berdirg or 

break! ng them so that they 

follow the edge ard are carried 

away 
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surface of the tooth along the 

workpiece 

Fig. 4.7 When the chips are more than 0.1 

rom thick, most of the force is 

spent on shaping them. If the 

chips are thinner than this the 

The cutting force 
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Parting 1\ Shaping 
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aggregate forces will Be only

slightly less, since the effect

of friction will Be all the more

noticeable. Besides the chip

thickness, other influencing fac-

tors are

the density of the wood and its

moisture content

the temperature of the wood

- the direction of grain of the

wood

- the keenness of the edge, and

the angles of the edge

Fig. 4.8 The cutting force becomes

progressively less with hook

angles up to 30 degree. Further

increase in the hook angle

reduces the cutting force only

negligibly, but weakens the

tooth.

Influence of edge angles on cutting force

Clearance
angle of 10"
usually keeps
the friction
down

hook angles
above 30°

uce the
cutting
force only
negligibly

aggregate forces will be only 

slightly , since the effect 

of friction will be all the more 

noticeable. Besides the chip 

thickness, other influencing fac-

tors are 

- the of the \>KlOd and 

moisture content 

- the temperature of the wood 

- the of grain of the 

wood 

- the keenness of the edge, and 

- the angles of the edge 

Fig. 4.8 The cutting force beccrnes 

progressively less with hook 

ang les up to 30 Further 

increase in the hook angle 

reduces the cutting force only 

negligibly, but weakens the 

tooth. 
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Clearance 
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above 30° 
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If the clearance angle is very

small the flank of the tooth will

drag against the work piece pro-

ducirg heavy friction.

However, clearance argles of 10

degree are satisfactory, except

at high feed speeds, when larger

argles are called for in order to

keep the friction down.

With gang-saw blades the position

is som. ' different, since they

have a f.rward inclination. The

clearance angle on such blades

must he put at 25 degree so that

the friction will not become too

great.

2.2.2. Feed Force

Fig. 4.9 Passage of the chips along the

face of the edge and the thrust

against the flank serve to in-

crease the feed force. On the

other hard the thrust is reduced

when the chips are parted from

the workpiece (provided the hook

angle is positive).

The feed force

flank ace

chip being parted from
wo r kp iece

If the clearance angle is very 

small the flank of the tooth will 

drag agai nst the work piece pro-

ducing hea~j friction. 

However, clearance angles of 10 

degree are satisfactory, except 

at high feed speeds, when larger 

angles are called for in order to 

keep the friction down. 

with gang-saw blades the position 

is somewhat different, since they 

have a forward inclination. The 

clearance angle on such blades 

must be put at 25 degree so that 

the friction will net become too 

great. 

2.2.2. !"eed Force 

• 4.9 Passage of the chips along the 

face of the edge ard the thrust 
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Fig. 4,10 The result will be that we have

to press the workpiece against

the edge if the hook angle is

negative or moderately positive,

up to 20-30 degree. This is

referred to a positive feed

force.

with greater positive angles we

shall in same cases be to

hold the workpiece back to

prevent the eve from digging in

and becomin2 eeding. When

this happens, the feed force has

gone negative.

Fig. 4.11 For safety reasons it is prefer-

able to have a small positive

feed force.

When the edge encounters a harder

zone, e.g. a knot, the workpiece

or the blade will then deflect a

little, thereby reducing the cut-

ting force. A negative feed force

would have pulled the edge

The feed force

all agio hook A

IrVork must be pressed Work must be
against edge held back

(Positive feed force) (Negative feed I orce)

Positive feed force Negative feed force
deflection nicking blade

damage -
:

Kn
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Fig. 4.10 The result will be that 'lie have 

to press the workpiece against 

the edge if the hook angle is 

negative or moderately positive, 

up to 20-30 degree. This is 

referred to a posi ti ve feed 

force. 

wi th greater positive angles we 

shall in some cases be forced to 

hold the workpiece back to 

prevent the edge from digging in 

ard becoming self-feeding. vlhen 

this happens, the feed force has 

gone negative. 

Fig. 4.11 For reasons it is 

able to have a small positive 

feed force. 

When the encounters a harder 

zone, e.g. a knot, the workpiece 

or the blade will then deflect a 

little, thereby ng the cut-

ting force. A negative feed force 

would have pulled the edge 

The feed force 

• ismail angle hook , / ~arg. ~ook angle 

~ ~*L Q,«xI'O"D' 

Work must be pressed Work must be 
i3!)ainst edge held back 

(Positive feed force) (Negative feed forcel 
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further in and overloaded it. A

heavy positive feed force would

be liable to throw the workpiece

to the rear, normally called a

kick back.

Fig. 4.12 A large clearance angle gives a

somewhat lower feed force but

reduces the strength of the edge

and causes it to dull faster,

through sheer lack of metal.

A small clearance angle gives a

stronger tooth and slower wear.

On the other hand it calls for

greater feed force and can give

trouble because of small gullets

and evolution of heat.

2.3. Forces at Work in Circular Sawing

Fig. 4.13 Circular sawblades have several

teeth in action simultaneously at

different inclinations. It is

essential to ensure that the saw

teeth are uniform in height and

shape. Some teeth taller than

Influence of clearance
angle on feed force

Large clearance

Small clearance

Forces at work in circular sawing

Lower feed Requires greater
force feed force

(stronger edge)
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the others will create a rough

surface, cause vibration on the

workpiece, and varying thickness,

as well as possible kick backs.

Cracks and broken teeth can also

result from uneven tooth height.

2.4. Forces at Work in Chipping

Fig. 4.14 In chippina operations the knife

has both a shearing and a prising

action. This mear s that before

the knife has gone right through

the wood it will to some extent

have deformed the chip it is

producir. The smaller the

sharpness angle, the less will be

the deformation. A normal figure

is 37-38 degree. Angles below 30

degree give a weak edge that does

not stay sharp very long.

3. THE SIZE OF THE GULLET

- 56 -

The gullets must be sufficiently

large to accomodate the chip that

is formed from the moment when

the edge starts to bite until the

Forces at work in chipping

the smaller the sharpness angle,
the less the deformation of the
chip
37-38° is normal, below 30°
makes the edge too weak

- 56 -
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Fig. 4.15 gullet is opened just before the

edge leaves the kerf. The chips

take up more space than the wood

they were made from - how much

more will depend on the shape of

the gullet. A well-rounded gull-

et only needs to be 1.3 times

larger than the solid volume of

the chip, whereas a shallow or

angular gullet into which the

chips cannot be packed must be

twice as large or more. If the

gullet is too small the chips

will be packed in under heavy

pressure, evidenced by a rise in

both feed force and cutting force

and causing the saw to labour.

4. EDGE MATERIAL

4.1. Types of Material

Fig. 4.16 - Steel is iron with a suitable

carbon content and perhaps

containing other alloys.

The size of the gullet

Easy to
pack
chips
in

Hard to
pack
chips in

Relations/lips between types of material

Steel Stellite Carbide
Toughness 0 0
Durability
Grindability
Heat resistance

Thin edge
Repairfacility
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Fig. 4.15 gullet is opened just before the 

edge leaves the kerf. The chips 

take up more space than the wood 

they were made from - how much 

more will depend on the shape of 

the gullet. A well - rounded gull-

et only needs t o be 1 . 3 times 

larger than the solid volume of 

the chip , whereas a shallow or 

angular gullet into which the 

chips cannot be packed mus t be 

twice as large or more . If the 

g ullet is too sma ll the chips 

wi 11 be packed in under heavy 

pressure , evidenced by a rise in 

both feed force and cutting force 

and causing the saw t o labour. 
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4.1. Types of Material 

Fig . 4.16 - Steel is iron with a sui table 

carbon content and perhaps 

containing other alloys . 
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- "Carbide" is made up of grains

of tungsten carbide or similar

materials embedded in metallic

cobalt.

- Stellite is an alloy of cobalt

and chromium with a suitable

carbon content, perhaps with

some tungsten and other alloy-

ing elements.

4.1.1. Carbon Steel: Hardening and

Tempering

Fig. 4.17 The most common material used in

woodworking tools is carbon

steel. It has a carbon content

of around 0.75%. Manganese is

added to increase its toughness

and to counteract brittleness.

A carbon steel of this carbon

content can be hardened. This is

because the structure of the

steel is different at high and

low temperatures. The usual low-

Use of materials

Carbon or low-alloy steel for:
Gang Band- Circular
SWNS SWNS saws
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Fig. 4.18 temperare structure, pearlite,

is on the soft sitie, but if we

first hc-_7it the steel to about 800 806

degree C a -0 then "quench" it,
26-

i.e. cool it rapidly, it assumes

a structure known as martensite.

Such steel r ains some of the

characteristics of the high-

temperature structure and is very

hard and brittle.

The steel is tempereci by heatin)

it again, though not at so high a

temperature. It is then allowed

to cool slowly. Some of the

rnartensite tnereupon undergoes

transformation and canes to

resemble pearlite. The brittle-

ness decreases and the steel

becomes tougher.

4.1.2. Alloy Steels

Fig. 4.19 Alloy steels for cutting tools

contain additional elements

intended to prevent tempering and

softening at high working tem-

Structure of carbon steel

Pearlite

Austenite

Rapid
cooling

Use of materials

High-alloy steel for:

Chippers

Martensite

Tempered
martensite

Time
518

Round cutters

Mills

Drills

Chromiumsteel Highspeed
steel

Fig. 4.18 tempera tllt,e struc ture, pearIi te, 

is on the soft side, but if we 

first heat the steel to about 800 

deg r ee Cad then "quench" it, 

i.e. cool it :cap idly, it assumes 

a structut'"B k l"YYlTO as martensite . 

Such stee l reta ins some of the 

characteristi cs of the high-

temperature structure and is very 

hard and brittle . 

The steel is t empered by heating 

it again , though not at so high a 

temperature . It i s then allowed 

to cool slol'lly . Some of the 

martensi te thereupon undergoes 

transformation and canes to 

resemble pear lite . The brittle-

ness decreases and the steel 

becomes tougher. 

4.1.2. Alloy Steel s 

Fig. 4 . 19 Alloy steels for cutting tools 

conta in addit ional elements 

intended to prevent tempering and 

soften i ng at high working tem-
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peratures. Materials in common

use are chromium-steels, ard

high-speed steels, alloyed with

tungsten, chromium and vanadium.

4.1.3. Carbide and Stellite

Fig. 4.20 Carbide does not contain any

iron: it consists instead of

extremely hard grains of tungsten

carbide cemented together by

metallic cobalt. Such cemented

carbide has a much higher wear

resistance than steel and can

withstand high working tem-

peratures. It is ;e brittle

than steel and cannot be used for

edges more acute than 45 degree,

whereas steel can be used for

edges down to 30 degree, or even

less in certain cases such as

veneer cutting.

By reason of its grain structure

a carbide edge carnet normally be

made as sharp as a newly ground

steel edge. For carbide we can

take the edge radius as 0.002 mm.

Use of materials

Carbide for Stel I ice for overlaying

fhe teeth of the teeth of

Circular
torte, Bandsaws 311NiS
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Stellite is a very hard-wearing

but brittle alloy of chromium and

cobalt containing no iron. Tt

can be shaped only by casting or

overlay welding followed by

grinding.

4.2. Fatigue Cracks

Fig. 4.21 It is a well known fact that a

material will break if we load it

too much, but with many tools

there also occurs another kind of

failure which is caused by

fatigue. Fatigue failures can

occur if a material is subjected

to a heavy, rapidly alternating

load. At first, cracks appear,

usually starting from a scratch

or surface fissure; they grow

slowly until the remaining un-

damaged cross-section becomes too

small and fails by over-loading.

If a surface is free from

scratches or fissures fatigue

will be delayed, but npt entire-

ly avoided.

Alternating load

Fatigue

Crack Grovirth Failure

Stell i t e i s a very har-d-wear- i rg 

but br-ittle alloy o f chr-amium a nd 

cobalt co ntain ing no ir-on . It 

can be shaped only by casting o r-

oveday weldi ng fo llowed by 

g d ndi rg. 
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to a heavy, r-apidly a lter-natirg 
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or- sur- f ace Eissur-e; they g r-ow 

s l owly until t he r-emaini ng un-

damaged cross-section becanes too 

small and fails by over-loadi rg. 

If a sur-face is free fran 

scratches o r fi ssur-es f atigue 

will be delayed, but not entire-

ly avoided. 
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Fig. 4.22 In many cases it is difficult to

avoid small fatigue cracks in saw

gullets. It is therefore import-

ant to remove them during grind-

ing before they can grow too

much.

Fatigue cracks
at

grinding scratches

wire edges and grinding burrs

emery-hardened zones

hammering dents

uneven welds

rig. 4.22 In many cases it is diEfieul t to 

avoid small fatigue c,acks in saw 

gullets. It is therefore impo,t~ 

ant to remove them during grind~ 

ing befo,e they can grow too 

much. 
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~ uneven welds 
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CHAPTER 5 - BANDSAWING

WHERE AND WHY ARE HANDSAWS USED?

THE MACHINE

2.1. Working Direction

2.2. Blade Tension

2.3. Blade Speed

2.4. The Pulleys

2.5, The Blade Guides

THE BLADE

3.1. Length

3.2. Width

3.3. Thickness

THE MUTH

4.1. The Pitch

4.2. The Hook Angle

4.3. Tooth Shape

OPERATING CONDITIONS

5.1. The Chips

5.2. The Life of the Blade: Bending Fatigue
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BANDSAWING

1. WERE AND 1411Y ARE BANDSAWS USED?

Bandsaws have long been used for

the sawing of large-sized logs.

In recent years they have also

begun gaining ground at the

expense of gang saws, chiefly in

plants with log reducers.

The advantages of handsaws over

other types of machines are

Fig. 5.1 - small kerf losses

adaptability tc large log

diameters arxil unsorted log input

capacity for high feed speed

good surface quality in the

sawn timber

Advantages of the handsaw

small kerf losses
applicability to large diameters
and unsorted logs

capacity for high and uniform
feed speed
good surf ace quality in the
sawn timber

BANDSAI'HNG 

L \,'HERE AND WHY ARE BANDSAI\lS USED? 

Bandsaws have long been used for 

the sawi ng of large-si zed legs. 

In recent years they have also 

begun gaining ground at the 

expense of gang saws, chien yin 

plants with leg reducers. 

The advantages of bandsaws over 

other types of machines are 

Fig. 5.1 - small kerf losses 

adaptabil i ty to large log 

diameters and unsorted leg input 

- capacity for high reed speed 

- good surrace quality in the 

sawn timber 

Advantages of the bandsaw 

small kerf losses 

- appl icability to large diameters 
and unsorted logs 

- capacity for high and uniform 
feed speed 

- good surface quality in the 
sawn timber 



high machine cost

large space requirements for

machine groups

- more elaborate blade main-

tenance

The most cOmon types of bandsaw

used in sawmills are:

Fig. 5.3 - the log bandsaw or headrig for

repeated sawing of blocks or

boards from large size logs.

Such machines may have blades

working vertically or horizon-

tally.

- 66 -

Fig. 5.2 The bandsaw also has some disad-

vantages as compared to other

typeS of machine. The most

important are

Fig. 5.4 - resawing bandsaws - singly or

in groups - for sawing planks

or boards from blocks or

smaller-size logs. These

machines often work together

with chipper canters (reducers).

Disadvantages of the bandsaw

high machine cost

large space requirements for
machine groups
more elaborate blade
maintenance

Double bandsaw

Bandsaw

1 Bandsaw blade 5 Tensioning pulley

2 Upper blade guide, 6 Tilt gear

adjustable

3 Lower blade guide

4 Driving.pulley

Fig. 5.2 

Fig. 5.3 

Fig. 5.4 
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types o f machine. The TlDst 

im[X>rtan tare 

- high machine cost 

- large space req uirements fo r 

machine groups 

rrore elai:Drate blade main-

tenance 

The rrost common types o f bandsaw 

used in sawmills are: 

- the log band saw or headrig for 

repeated sawing o f blocks o r 

boards from large size logs. 

Such machines may have blade s 

working vertically or horizon-

tally. 

- resawing bandsaws - singly o r 

in groups - for sawing planks 

or wards from blocks o r 

smaller-size logs. These 

machines often work together 

WiLh chipper canters (reducer's). 

Disadvantages of the bandsaw 

high machine cost 

large space requirements for 
machine groups 
more elaborate blade 

maintenance 

Bandsaw 

, Bandsaw blade 5 Tensioning pulley 

2 Upper blade gu ide, 6 Tilt gear 

adjustable 

3 Lower blade guide 

4 Driving pulley 

bandsaw 



2. THE MACHINE

2.1. Wbrking Direction

Fig. 5.5 A right-hand blade is one whose

right-hand part travels downwards

(clockwise) when viewed from the

boo thed s i de . The work ing d irec -

t ion of the blade must not be

confused with the siting of the

machine, so always be careful to

state the working direction of

the blade.
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Nbw let's go on to have a look at

the machine adjustments that

decide the working conditions of

the bandsaw blade.

2 . 2 . Saw Strain c_Jr Blade Tension

Fig. 5.6 The saw strain c.ir blade tension

is adjusted by counter weights,

hydraulic means, or a combination

of air pressure and hydraulics.

High strain gives greater sawing

Right-hand bandsaw blade

VVorking direction
of the blade

Counter-
weight

Bandsaw blade tension

high dimensional accuracy
less risk of slippage

_
greater need for maintenance

CounterweightHigh tension:
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right-hand part travels do>Klwards 
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too thed s ide. The working direc-
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is adjusted by counter weights , 
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of air pressure and hydraulics . 

High strain gives greater sawing 

Right-hand bandsaw blade 

Working direction 
of the blade 

.'--..... 

Bandsaw blade tension 
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- high dimensional accuracy 
- less risk of sl ippage 

greater need for maintenance 
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accuracy and less likelihood of

the saw slipping on the wheels,

but increases the stresses on the

blade and the need for more fre-

quent maintenance. The amount of

strain is dependant on the width

and thickness of the saw blade

being used on the particular

machine and recommendations are

usually furnished by the manufac-

turer. General guide lines for

the calculation of strain

required would be 100N per mm2 of

blade cross section (10 kg/m2) =

1 tonne/cm2. Similarly this

formula 7 the width of the saw in

inches, times the thickness of

the saw in thousandths of an

inch, times 10 expressed in

pounds, plus the weight of top

wheel assembly is still widely

used It is most important to

ensure that the straining device

is always in golcd working order.

accuracy and less 1 ikelihcxxl of 

the saw on the wheels, 

but the stresses on the 

blade and the need for more fre-

quent maintenance. The amount of 

strain dependant on the width 

and thickness of the saw blade 

used on the particular 

machine and reccxTl1lendations are 

usually furnished by the manufac-

turer. General guide 1 ines for 

the calculation of strain 

required would be lOON per mm2 of 

blade cross section (10 kg/mm2) = 

1 tonne/cm2. Similarly this 

formula ; the ,.ddth of the saw in 

inches, times the of 

the saw in thousandths of an 

inch, times 10 in 

pounds, plus the weight of top 

wheel assembly is still widely 

used. It is most important to 

ensure that the straining device 

is always in gcxxl order. 
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2.3. Blades Speed (= Cutting Speed)

Fig. 5.7 A high blade speed gives a good

Cut surface or permits a high

feed speed but reduces the

service life of the blade by

reason of the higher fatigue

stresses. A lower blade speed

will very often give improved

results when sawing high density

hardwoods.

Feed force

Tensioning
pulley

1, Tilt

Blade guide

Driving
pulley

2.4. The Pulleys

Fig. 5.8 During sawing, the timber would

force the blade off the pulley

unless something was done bo

prevent it. The upper pulley

(and sometimes the lower one as

well) is therefore arranged so

that it can be tilted forward as

needed. The tilting must be done

so that the gullet line runs a

maximum of 5 mm in front of the

edge of the pulley while the saw

is running idle.

High blade speed

good cut surface
or
high feed speed

shorter life
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needed . The tilting must be cbne 
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High blade speed 

- good cut surface 

or 
- high feed speed 

- shorter life 

Tensioning 

Feed force 

ey 

~ Tilt 

Driving 
pulley 
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Fig. 5.9 In addition, the pulleys are

usually "crowned", the rise of

arc being 0.1-0.4 mu according to

the width of the pulley rim.

This makes the blade self-

centering. The top of the crow

must be on the forward third of

the rim. Exceptionally large

pulleys for very wide blades are

often made flat with a short

bevel on the edges.

Some form of convexity on the

pulley rims is rec.ommended.

During operation, this prevents

the blade from creeping too far

ahead, developing instability at

its front edge. The risk of

cracking is thereby reduced.

2.5. The Blade Guides

Fig. 5.10 The blade guides serve to keep

the blade running true. They

employ guide blocks made of

metal, thermosetting resin,

lignum vitae or some similar

material.

5 mrn

Crowning

of bandsaw pulleys

Blade guides
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Fig. 5.9 In addition , the pulleys are 

usually "cro wned", the rise o f 

arc being 0.1-0.4 ~ acco rding to 

the width of t he pulley r1m. 

This makes the blade self-

cen tering. The top of the croW'! 

must be on the forward third of 

t he rim. Exceptionally l arge 

pulleys for ver y wide blades are 

often made flat with a short 

bevel on the edges. 

Some form 0 f convexi ty On the 
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During operat ion, this prevents 

the blade from creeping too far 

ahead, developing instability at 

its front edge. The risk o f 

cracking is thereby reduced. 

2.5. The Blade Guides 

Fig. 5.10 The blade guides serve to keep 

the blade running true. They 

employ guide blocks made of 

metal, therrrosetting resin I 

lignum vitae or some similar 

material. 
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, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

5mm 

Crowning 

of bandsaw pulleys 

Blade guides 
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Fig. 5.11 Whatever the design of the

guides, it is important from

considerations of dimensional

accuracy that the distance Right

between the guides and the wood

should be as short as possible

and should be adjusted according

to the size of the log being

sawn.

The upper guide on vertical band-

saws is often counter-balanced

with weights or springs so that

it can be rapidly readjusted.

Fig. 5.12 Guides should not be adjusted so

tightly that the blade becomes

heated. The guides should extend

over as much of the blade width

as possible and must not be

allowed to become worn at the

front edge.

Tb prevent resin deposits on the

Positioning of the blade guides

Wrong

Worn guides easily result in wavy sawing

Fig. 5.11 

Fig . 5 . 12 
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Whatever the design of the 

guides , i t is imp::>rtant from 

considerat ions of dimens ional 

acc uracy that the distance 

between the guides and the v.ood 

should be as sho r t as poss i b l e 

and should be adjusted according 

t o the s i ze o f the log being 

sa~ . 

The uppe r guide on vert ical band

saws i s often counter- balanced 

wi th weights o r springs 9:l that 

it can be rapidly readjusted . 

Guides should not be adj usted 9:l 

tightly that the blade becomes 

heated . The guides should extend 

ovelC as much o f the bl ade width 

as possible and mus t not be 

a llowed t o beco me YKlm at the 

front edge . 

1b prevent res in deposits on the 

Positioning of the blade guides 

Worn guides easily result in wavy sawing 



blade and pulleys the blade or

the pulley must be moistened,

e.g. with diesel oil, while the

machine is in operation.

In addition, the pulleys are kept

clean by scrapers and to prevent

sawdust, knots, small pieces of

wood or other matter going

between the saw and bttiom wheel

shear boards are fitted. Shear

board carriers must be strong and

firmly fixed. The shear board

must be adjustable and should

span the full width ce the saw

and extend sore 5amm beyond the

saw teeth in length. When the

saw is under strain in its

working position the shear board

should be set Uo within 0.1 mm of

the blade. Preferably the shear

board will be made from brass,

alumInium or similar material

which will not damage the saw

teeth and can be easily refaced

when worn.

_ '7? _ , ~ 

blade and pulleys t.he blade or 

the pulley must be moistened, 

e.g. with diesel oil, while the 

machine is in operation. 

In addition, the pulleys are kept 

olean by scrapers and to prevent 

sawdust, knots, small pieces of 

w:JOd ot' other matter \ping 

between the saw and bottom wheel 
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board carriers must be strong and 

firmly fixed. The shear board 

must be adjustable and should 

span the full width of the saw 
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saw teeth in length. I'lhen the 

saw is under strain in its 

working p::lsi tion the shear toard 

should be set to within 0.1 rrrn of 

the blade. Preferably the shear 

board will be made from brass, 

aluminium or similar material 

which will not damage the saw 

teeth and can be easily refaced 

when worn. 



3. THE BLADE

3.1. Length

Fig. 5.13 The maximum and minimum lengths

are determined by the machine.

New blades should be of maximum

length so as to permit shortening

cf the blade after breakage.

When blades are sent in for

repair both maximum and minimum

lengths must be stated.

3.2. Wid h

This is determined by the

machine. As a rule, buy the

largest wid6h (= pulley width +

tooth depth + 5 mm). This gives

maximum scope for regrinding.

The widths in common use by

sawmills are 75-360 mm; blades of

60 mm are occasionally met with.

A blade can remain in service

down tc abcut 35% of its orginal

width; beyond that it becomes toc.)

narrow.

2- -

3. THE BLADE 

3.1. Length 

Fig. 5.13 111e maximum and min imum lengths Width (75-360 mm) 

are determined by the machine. 
Length 

New blades soould be of maximum ThiCkn~ 

length &J as to permit soortening (1.0-1.65 mOl) 

of the blade after breakage. 

Wnen blades are sent in for 

repair roth maximum and minimum The blade 

lengths must be stated. 

3.2. Width 

This is determined by the 

machine. AS a rule f buy the 

largest width (= pulley width + 

tooth depth + 5 rom). This gives 

maximum scope for regrinding. 

The widths in common use by 

sawmills are 75-360 rom; blades of 

60 rom are occasionally met with. 

A blade can remain 10 service 

down to aoout 35% of its orginal 

width; beyond that it becomes toe 

narrow. 
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3.3. Thickness

It is common practice in many

sawmills for saws that have

become top narrow for a partic-

ular machine tO shsrten them for

use on another. The success of

this depends on the relationship

between the diameter of the band-

wheel and the thickness of the

saw blade. If fatigue stress

crasks are 1:0 be avoided the

diameter of the wheel must be at

least 1000 times the thickness cf

the saw blade being used if under

1.5 mm thickness. For saw blades

over 1.5 mm thickness the wheel

diameter should not be less than

1,200 times the thickness of the

saw being used.

4. THE TOOTH

The bpoth shape is specified in

-

terms cf

3.3. Thickness 

4. 

It is common practice in many 

savrni lIs Eor saws that have 

tx."COme too narrow for a partic

ular machine to shorten them Eor 

use 011 another. The success of 

this depends on the relatienship 

between the di~eter ef the band

wheel and the thickness of the 

saw blade. If Eatigue stress 

cracks are to be avoided the 

diameter of the wheel must be at 

least 1000 times the thickness of 

the saw blade being used if under 

1.5 rnm thickness. Fer saw blades 

over 1.5 TIm thickness the wheel 

diameter should not be less than 

1,200 times the thickness of the 

saw being used. 

The tooth shape is 

terms ef 

hed in 



4.1. The Pitch

Fig. 5.14 A large pitch permits a high feed

speed but gives a poorer surface.

In order to ensure good stability

during sawing the pitch should be

less than half the cutting depth,

so, that two or more teeth are in

action at all times.

4.2. The Hook Angle

- 75 -

Fig. 5.15 The hcok angle is chosen so that

only a small force wilt be needed

for the timber feed. The angle

is put at 25-30 degree for soft-

wucds and xxrtewhat less for hard-

v.00ds

One should aim at the largest

possible hook angle. The angle

for any particular wood will have

to be decided by experience.

Making the hook angle unduly

large entails the risk that the

Serration of the ban-dsaw blade

-

Pitch
I Hook angle

Cutting Hepth

Serration of the bandsaw blade

The hook angle must give a lovv feed force

- 25-300 for softwoods

- 15-200 for hardwoods

PI h less half the cutting depth

- 75 -
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action at all times. 
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.. ----i-~ 
·!Hook angle 

I I 
Cutting depth 

_____ li. 
Pitch less half the cutting depth 

Serration of the bandsaw blade 

Hook angle 

The hook angle must give a low feed force 

- 25-30° for softwoods 

- 15-20° for hardwoods 
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blade will be drawn into the wood

of its own accord, tearing the

chips out and vibrating. The

results will be poor sawn sur-

faces, quick dulling of the

edges, and a risk of cracking.

If the hook angle is unduly small

the blade will require too much

feed force, tooth bite will be

low and the risk of cracking

greater.

4.3. Tooth Shape

The tooth should have a gently

rounded gullet of generous radius

so as to give a good service

life. Common tooth shapes for

wide bandsaw blades are shown as

follows:

Fig. 5.16 - Type S, with a tooth depth

about 40% of the pitch. It is

intended for small-size logs,

compelling the use ot small

pitches, but with which high

feed speeds and green timber

give an abundance of tangled

chips.

for small-size logs

blade will be drawn into the wood 

of its own accord, tearing the 

chips out and vibrating. The 

results will be poor sawn sur

faces, quick dulling of the 

, and a risk of cracking. 

If the hook is unduly small 

the blade will require too much 

feed force, tooth bite will be 

low and the risk of cracking 

greater. 

4.3. Tooth Shape 

Fig. 5.16 

The tooth should have a gently 

rounded gullet of generous radius 

so as to give a good service 

life. Common tooth shapes for 

wide bandsaw blades are shown as 

follows: 

- Type S, wi th a tooth depth 

about 40% of the pitch. It is 

intended for small-size 

conpell ing the use of 

pitches, but with which 

feed speeds and green 

logs, 

small 

high 

timber 

g an abundance of tangled 

chips. 

s - for smaL L-s1 ze Logs 
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- Type LS, with a tooth depth

about 30% of the pitch. It is

suitable for all timber and

large dimensions on which a

larger pitch can be used. The

lateral stability of the teeth

is high, which is necessary

with high density hardwoods.

There is also a special chip-

breaker tooth, Type SB, for

sawing green, high density

timber. The tooth depth is 30%

of the pitch.

The tooth depth is usually put at

about ten times the blade thick-

ness.

5. OPERATING CONDITIONS

5.1. The Chips

Fig. 5.17 The thickness of the chips

produced by a bandsaw will be

tooth pitch(m0 x feed speed(m/s)

blade speed (m/s)

LS for large-size Logs

SB for green high
density logs

Chip thickness (mm)
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Pitch 
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One normally aims at chip thick-

ness of 0.3-0.7 rrm for larcadleaf

v,t,,od in lame sizes, 0.5-0.6 for

dry ripsawing and 1.0-1.2 for the

ripsawing of green iood With a

feed speed of 0.75 m/s, a pitch

of 35 WI and a band speed o f 35

m/s we get a chip thickness cf

0,75 mm.

Fig. 5.11 Finer chips would not stay in the

gullet but would run out intc the

space between the hlade and the

wood, resulting in harmful heat-

ing, a risk of wavy sawing and

chip adhesion. Thicker chips are

Fiore valuable as a raw material

for pulp cr fibrebcards but glye

a poorer surface quality and may

lead to more yibraticn in the

blade.

Fig. 5.19 The gullet area must provide room

for the chips. If the gullet is

too small, the chips are packed

so tight that the stability of
the blade is reduced.

Finer chips would run out betvveen
the blade and the wood
Thicker chips give a poorer surface

Gullet area

--/

epth

x cutting depth
'7_ K chip thickness

(he normally aims at chip thick-

ness of 0.3-0.7 rrm for broadleaf 

v.uod in larqe sizes, 0.5-0.8 Eor 

dry ri~sawing and 1.0-1.2 for the 

ri psawing of green w:.od. wi th a 

feed speed of 0.75 m!s, a pitch 

of 35 rrm and a band speed of 3S 

m!s we get a chip thickness of 

0.75 mm. 

l"i9. 5 .18 Finer chips would not stay in the 

gullet but would run out intD the 

space between the blade aCId the 

wood, l:esulting in harmful heat-

ing, a risk of wavy sawing and 

chip adhesion. Thicker chips are 

rore valuable as a raw material 

fOl: pulp or fibrebcal:ds but gIve 

a poorer surface quality and may 

lead to more vibration in the 

blade. 

Fig. 5.19 The gullet area must provide reJOm 

for the chips. If the gullet is 

t;a:; small, the chips are packed 

so tight that the stability of 

the blade is reduced. 

Finer chips would run out between 
the blade and the wood 
Thicker chips give a poorer surface 

Gullet area 

~!~al~ x Gutting depth 
~; x chip thickness 

I 



5.2. The Lite of the Blade:

Bending Fatigue
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Fig. 5.20 AnDng other things, the life of a

bandsaw blade is limited by the

cracks that fatigue stress is

liable to produce in the tooth

gullet. It would admittedly be

possible to dimension the machine

and the saw blade so as tp rule

out cracks entirely, but it wDuld

involve some very costly and

heavy construction.

With good sawdoctoring and large

enough pulleys, saws have been

known to last their service life

without cracking.

Fig . 5.21 The decisive factor in the

appearance of cracks, apart from

such things as faulty tensioning,

is the bending of the band round

the pulleys. It gives a stress

change of 210 N/sq.snm (21 Kg/sq.

mm) if the blade thickness is

411-

1/1000 1/1200
of the pulley diameter

Bending fatigue

Heavy stress in the gullet
therefore: a large gullet
radius reduces the risk of
cracking

Bending of the blade round the pulleys
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.. :..-
1/1000 - 1/1200 

of the pulley diameter 



1/1000 of the pulley diameter,

whic:h is the trist that should be

accepted below 1.5 mum. With

larger pulley diameters the

thickness of the blade should he

not mire than 1/1200 theraof,

since thicker blades have a scime-

what lower strength.

The flexural stress in the tooth

and the tensile-stress variation

due to the cutting forces are

each nc more than one-tenth as

large : 20 NI/sq .mro ( 2 Kg/sei .mm)

Fig. 5.22 Increasing the saw strain tar ve

the normal figure of 100 N/sq.mrn

(10 kg/sq.mm) has only a negligi-

ble effect on the fatigue

strength but makes it necessary

to retension the blade mere

often.

Particularly in rbrth America,

developments in recent years have

led up to "high-strain" bandsaws.

High-strain bandsaws

4- thinner blades
reduced stress in the
bends +higher blade
tension ..bet-ter
dimensional accuracy

more difficult to
tension

more susceptible to
damage from stones
and nails

1/1000 of the pulley diameter, 

which is the most that should be 

accepted below 1.5 mm. With 

large::- pulley diameters the 

thickness of the blade should be 

not nOre than 1/1200 there-A, 

since thlcke::- blades have a some-

what lower strength. 

The flexural stress in the tooth 

and the tensile-stress variation 

due to the cutting [crces are 

each nc mere than one-tenth as 

large: 20 N/sq.mm (2 Kg/sq.rnm). 

Fig. 5.22 Increasing the saw strain above 

the normal figure of 100 N/sq.mn 

(10 kg/sq.rom) has only a negligi-

ble effect on the fatigue 

strength but makes it necessary 

to retension the blade rrore 

often. 

Particularly in tbrth i'ffierica, 

developnents in recent years have 

led up to "high-strain" bandsaws. 

High-strain bandsaws 

+ thinner blades ~ 
reduced stress in the 
bends -.higher blade 
tension ~better 
dimensional accuracy 

- more difficult to 
tension 

more susceptible to 
damage from stones 
and nails 



At any given plant, improvements

can generally be made by one of

the following:

- the distance between
the guides

the blade tension

By the use of thinner blades,

1/1500 of the pulley diameter,

the flexural stress is reduced.

Instead, we can then increase the

blade tension by 30-50%, which

improves the dimensional accuracy

of the timber. The disadvantage

is that the thinner blade is Fore

difficult to tension and Fore

subject to damage from running

into stones or nails.

5.3. Feed Speed

Fig. 5.23 If we progressively increase the The feed speed is decided

feed speed we reach a point among-other things by:

- the quality of the
beyond which the dimensional acc- machine maintenance

uracy rapidly deteriorates. The - the quality of the

maximum usable feed depends on a blade maintenance

pitch and tooth depth
number of factors.
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By the use of thinner blades, 

1/1500 of the pulley diameter, 

the flexural stress is reduced. 

Instead, we can then increase the 

blade tension by 30-50%, which 

improves the dimensional accuracy 

of the timber. The disadvantage 

is that the thinner blade is more 

difficult to tension and ITOre 

subject to damage from running 

in to stones or nails. 

5.3. Feed Speed 

Fig. 5.23 If we progressively increase the 

feed speed we reach a pcint 

be',<)nd which the dimensional acc-

uracy rapidly deteriorates. The 

maximum usable feed depends on a 

number of factors. 

At any given plant, improvements 

can generally be made by one of 

the fo 110wing : 

The feed speed is decided 
among 'other things by: 

- the quality of the 
machine maintenance 

- the quality of the 
blade maintenance 

- pitch and tooth depth 

- the distance between 
the guides 

- the blade tension 
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- improving the quality of

machine maintenance

improving the quality of blade

maintenance

changing the pitch and tooth

depth

changing the blade speed

reducing the distance between

saw guides

- increasing the saw strain (by

raising the tensioning force on

the top wheel)

5.4. Maintenance Requirements

5.4.1. Tensioning

Fig. 5.24 The tensioning of the blade is a

matter of elongating its middle

zone by rolling. The greater

part of the tensile stresses is

thereby shifted to the "short"

edges.

Tensioning by rolling

5 .4. 

5 .4.1. 

Fig . 5 . 24 
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improving the quality o f 

machine maintenance 

- imprvv ing the quali ty of blade 

main tenance 

- c hanging the pitch and t oo th 

depth 

- changing the blade speed 

- reducing the distance between 

saw guides 

- increaSing the saw str ain (by 

raising the tension ing fo rce on 

the top wheel) 

Maintenance Requirements 

Tensio n ing 

The t ensioning of the blade is a 

matter of e lo ngating its middle 

ZOne by ro lling. The greater 

part o f the t ensi le stresses is 

thereby s hifted to t he "short" 

edges. 

•• -' y" 

Tensioning by rolling 
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Fig. 5.25 This raises the torsional stiff-

ness of the blade and keeps the

tooth line stiff even after it

has warmed up on the lob. The

indication of a tensioned blade

is that it assumes a dished shape

when bent, whereas an unteru-iioned

blade assumes a saddle shape.

The tension ing gradually

disappears while the blade is in

use and normally it has to be

restored after 25-40 running

hours. Variations may occur with

different kinds of wood.

5.4.2. Swaging

Fig. 5.26 The teeth on narrow bandsaws (up

to 75 mm ) , are most often spring-

set, whereas tse on wide saws

are swage-set. Blades less than

0.90 mu thick are difficult to

swage because of insufficient

stab i 1 ty in the tooth . Swag in g

gives better dimensional accuracy

in the timber, less vibration in

Checking the tension

Swaging instead of \
spring-setting \

better dimensional
accuracy in the
timber

less vibration in
the blade

increased hardness
in the tooth points

for evening out the
teeth, grinding,
pressing or rolling is
required
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Fig. 5.25 This raises the torsional stiff-

ness of the blade and keeps the 

tooth line stiff even after it 

has warmed up on the job. The 

indication of a tensioned blade 

is that it assumes a d ished shape 

when bent, whereas an untensioned 

blade assumes a saddle s hape. 

The tensioning gradually 

disappears while the blade is m 

use and normally it has to be 

restcred after 25-40 runn ing 

hours. Var iations may occur with 

different kinds of wood. 

5.4.2. Swaging 

Fig. 5.26 The teeth on narrow bandsaws (up 

tc 75 urn), are llDst often spdng-

set , whereas those on wide saws 

are swage-set. Blades less than 

0.90 mm thick are difficult to 

swage because of insufficient 

stability in the tooth. SWaging 

gives better dimensional accuracy 

in the timber, less vibration in 

Checking the tension 

Swaging i~stead of \01 <'!'> 
spring-setttng \ I VV 
- better dimensional 

accuracy in the 

timber 

- less vibration in 

the blade 

increased hardness 

in the tooth points 

- for evening out the 
teeth, grinding, 

pressing or rolling is 

required 
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the bl d a noticeable

increase in tuoth-pc,int hardness

- about 7 FOckwell C for a newly

swaged blade.

Fig. 5.27 Swaging can be carried out in an

automatic machine or with a hand

appliance, the procedure being

that an eccentric swage bar is

slowly twisted in the tooth

gullet. The metal of the chip

face of the trx, th is thereby

forced backwards, outwards and

upwards against an anvil which is

held against the flank of the
too th

Fig. 5.28 Side-dressing or shaping - which

gives the teeth the same width,

the correct radial and tangential

clearance - is effected by

pressing, rc,lling or grinding.

Polling gives no tangential

clearance and t e . refc-,re be

recommended,

Swaging

Anvil

Swaoe bar

Newly awaged Sidedressed Ground
(by pressing)

the blade and a noticeable 

increase in tuoth-p::. in t hardness 

- aoout 7 Fbckwell C for a newly 

swaged blade. 

Fig. 5.27 Swaging can be carried out in an 

automatic machine or with a hand 

appliance, the prccedure being 

that an eccen tr swage bar 

slowly twisted in the tuoth 

gullet. The metal of the chip 

face of the tuoth is thereby 

forced backwards, outwards and 

upwards against an anvil which is 

held against the flank of the 

tuoth. 

Fig. 5.28 Side-dressing or shaping - which 

gives the teeth the same width, 

the correct radial and tangential 

clearance is effected by 

pressing, rolling or grinding. 

Rllling no tangential 

clearance a~d cannot therefore be 

recom:nended . 

Swaging 

. 
, Anvil : 
\ , 
\ 

Newly swaged Sidedressed 
(by pressing) 

~ 
Ground 
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Normally, swaging needs to be

carried out only once in every

three or four regrindings, or

after 15-20 running hours.

Grinding is normally done after

3-4 hours of sawing, depending on

sawing speed and wood density.

5.4.3. Hardening

Fig. 5.29 For sawing highly abrasive wood,

tooth-point-hardened saw blades

may be used. Only about 0.2 mm

of the tooth point is hardened.

Residual hardness must be removed

during regrinding, otherwise the

subsequent swaging would produce

cracking.

Fig. 5.30 With wide bands, a stellite face

can be applied to a normal tooth

using gas-welding equipment.

Stellite is a cobalt-chromium-

tungsten alloy possessing very

high wear resistance and is

suitable for tropical woods,

which are often highly abrasive,

examples being teak and macor6.

Tooth-point handening
0,2 mm

Stellite facing

5.4.3 . 

Fig . 5 . 29 

Fig . 5.30 
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Nonnally, swaging needs t o be 

ca~~ied out only o nce in eve~y 

th~ee or fo ur regrindings, o r 

after 15- 20 running hours . 

Grinding is nonnally done after 

3-4 hours of sawing, depending on 

sawing speed and wood density. 

Hardening 

For sawing highly abrasive wood , 

tooth-poi nt- hardened saw blades 

may be used. Only about 0 . 2 mn 

o f the tooth point is hardened. 

Residual hardness must be removed 

during regrinding , otherwise the 

subsequent swaging would produce 

cracking • 

wi th wide bands , a stelli te face 

can be appl i ed to a normal tooth 

using gas-welding equipnent. 

Stellite is a cobalt-chromium-

tungsten alloy possessing very 

high wear resistance and is 

sui table for tropical woods, 

whic h are often highly abrasive , 

examples be i ng teak and macore. 

Tooth-poi nt hardening 
0,2 mm 

Stellite facing 
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Fig. 5.31 For certain machines that deal

with large-sized logs it may be

necessary to serrate the back of

the blade as well, using sliver

teeth. The log carriage makes nc

lateral movement, so the kerf in

the large-sized log is cleared

out during the return movement of

the carriage.

Fig. 5.32 There are also machines using

blades with identical teeth along

the front and back edges. Such

bands cut a kerf on the return

movement of the log carriage as

well. This method is used when

boards alone are being sawn from

logs and blocks.

6. SPECIMEN CALCULATIONS

The following data is intended as

an example for the selection or

calculation of correct tooth

pitch.

Serration along both edges of the band

Sliver teeth

A Al

5.5. 

Fig. 5.31 
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Special Patterns 

For certain machines that deal 

with large--sized legs it may be 

necessary to serrate the back of 

the blade as well t us i ng sliver 

teeth. The leg carriage makes no 

lateral movement, so the kerf in 

the large-sized log is cleared 

out during the return movement of 

the carriage. 

Fig. 5.32 There are also machines using 

blades with identical teeth along 

the front and back edges. Such 

bands cut a kerf on the return 

movement of the leg carriage as 

welL This method is used when 

boards alone are being sawn fran 

legs and blocks. 

6. SPECIMEN CALCULATIONS 

The following data is intended as 

an example for the selection or 

calculation of correct tooth 

pitch. 

SI iller teeth 

Serration along both edges of the band 
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Fig. 5.33 We know that the blade speed is

2050 m/min, and that the maximum

feed speed is 50 m/min., which is

equivalent to 2.5% of the blade

speed. If you have a block of

220 mm and wish to use an LS

tooth shape, you must have a

40-mm pitch without any reduction

in the feed speed. The cutting

depth per tooth will then be 1.0

mm, which is normal for rip-

sawing green wood.

Fig. 5.34 The tooth depth with LS serration

is 30% of the pitch, i.e. 12 mm.

From strength considerations the

thickness of the blade should be

at least 1.2 mm. The bandsaw has

a pulley diameter of 1500 mm and

the blade thickness should there-

fore be under 1.5 mm. The

conclusion is that suitable stan-

dard thicknesses would

1.25-1.47mm.

10017"

The roothort
Thr rms. rrov,,1,,,,nmically

P

-iraIP,i
-doe Or, odd. ty

HrobtrorisperY

10t,
OPPP

Necessar, rd speed F as a percent-

egg of tr d speed B, determirrcd

by e c r e -or cuttrng ,:epth
per toot sur lace smoothnessr and

for the fi al the chip area

= 1.51

Summary bandsawing

Tt-tt 'ttt t

MLA

Th. ato..
Correct d a r

- s asr so so
- r t, *or r

tta'tc milita.

F/
Tirnber thickness
- Tooth shape

Fig. 5.33 We know that the blade is 

2050 mlmin. and that the maximum 

feed speed is 50 mlmin., which is 

equi valent to 2.5% of the blade 

speed. If you have a block of 

220 mm and wish to use an LS 

tcoth shape, you must have a 

40-mm pitch without any reduction 

in the feed speed. The cutting 

depth per tcoth will then be 1.0 

rom, which is normal for 

sawing green wcod. 

• 5.34 The tcoth depth with LS serration 

is 30% of the pitch, Le. 12 rom. 

Fran strength considerations the 

thickness of the blade should be 

a t least L 2 am. The bandsa'" has 

a pulley diameter of 1500 rom and 

the blade thickness should there-

fore be under 1.5 mm. The 

conclusion is that suitable stan-

dard thicknesses would be 

1. 25-1.47mm. 

FIB 
Timber thickness 
- Tooth shape 

Necessary feed speed F as a percent
age of the band speed B, determined 
by the conditions for cutting depth 
per tooth {surface smoothness} and 
for the filling of the chip area 

(k ~ 1.51 

Summary bandsawing 

The blade; 
raw materiil:! ecot\omicaHy Correct data choice 

used due to - Exact Hmsionmg 
Small kerf loss - Risk for cracks in 

- Good flexibility by tooth gullets 
choice of cut 

High feed speed 
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CHAPTER 6 - MAINTENANCE OF BANDSAW BLADES

STORAGE

THE BLADE

2.1. Operational Routine Procedures and Checks

2.2. Joining

2.2.1. TIG Welding

2.2.2. Butt Welding

2.2.3. Brazing with Silver Solder

2.3. Straightening

2.4. Tensioning

2.5. Levelling

THE l'ETH

3.1. Swaging

3.2. Tboth-point Hardening

3.3. Grinding and grinding wheels

3.4. Sane Common Causes of Cracks in Bandsaw Blades

4. VARIOUS KINDS OF FAULTS
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MAINTENANCE OF BANDSAW BLADES

1. STORAGE

- 89 -

typical of cold-rolled steel and

is due to the large mechanical

stresses that are present in the

material after manufacture.

kept on semicircular hangers.

Longer blades are most coliusonly

stored tied into loops. They

should be kept standing on the

floor in a stall. The tighter

form of bundling should only be

used for long bandsaws, with a

length at least 6,000 times their

thickness.

Coiling bandsaw bladesFig. 6.1 Bandsaw blades are levelled

before delivery, but they can

easily become permanently Upto1.47mm:
deformed if they are transported 41 cm diameter

or stored while too tightly ) Diameter

coiled or bent, particularly over Over 1.5 mm:

a protracted period. This is 51 cm diameter

Fig. 6.2 Shorter bandsaw blades should be Storing bandsaw blades
Loose Tight

pads
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MAINTENANCE OF BANDSAI-I BLADES 

1. STORAGE 

Fig. 6.1 Bandsaw blades are l eve lled Coiling band saw blades 

before delivery, but they can 

eas ily become permanently 

deformed if they are transp::>rted 

o r stored while too tightly 

coi led o r bent, particul arly ove r 

- 41 em diameter 

II ) Di~meter 
Over 1.5 mm : 

a protracted perio d. Thi s i s 

typical of cold- rolled steel and 

is due to the large mechanical 

stresses that are presen t in the 

material after manufacture. 

Fig. 6.2 Shorter bandsaw blades should be Storing bandsaw blades 

kept on semicircular hangers . 
Loose Tight 

pads '-;;:::fr~~v--7Pads 

weld 
LDnger blades are rrost comrronly 

stored tied into loops. They 

should be kept standing on the 

floor in a stall. The tigh ter 

form of bundling should only be 

used f o r long bandsaws , with a 

length at l east 6 , 000 times their 

thic kness. 
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If the blade is bent beyond the

aforesaid limits it develops a

curl set along its length,

alttcugh this is fairly easy to

straighten, and also assumes a

channelled shape, which is harder

to flatten out and unsuitable in

operation.

2. THE BL;DE

2.1 Operational Routine Procedures

and Cnecks

A new handsaw blade receiv d from

a manufacturer should always be

checked over on the bench be.fore

being put on the bandmill.

Faults can arise during storage

or in transit as previously

mentioned. If the blade is found

to be satisfactory and the tooth

points are correctly swaged or

set the saw should be given a

light grind and tooth alignment

c;hec ked

2. 

2.1 

90 -

If the blade is bent be~nd the 

limits it develops a 

curl set along its length, 

alth::ugh this is fairly easy to 

straighten, and also assumes a 

channelled shape, which is harder 

to flatten out and unsuitable in 

operation. 

THE BLADE 

Operational R:lutine Procedures 

and 

A new bandsaw blade received from 

a manufacturer should always be 

checked over on the bench before 

being put on the bandmill. 

Faults can ar during storage 

or in transi t as previously 

mentioned. If the blade is found 

to be satisfactot"y and the tooth 

points are correctly swaged or 

set the saw should be given a 

light grind and tooth alignment 

checked. 
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On the first rim if it is pass-

ible to run it for an tour with-

out cutting and then take it off

for a check up so much the

better. (Perhaps this can be

done during meal times). If this

is not possible the saw should

preferably be put to crk for

half an hour sawing low density

timber and then taken off for re-

checking. Pwduction pressures

are not always ccnducive tc idle

rimning of new bandsaw blades but

within reason, light sawing for

half an hour for the first two

runs should not cause problems.

After every run all blades must

be thcroughly cleaned and

carefully checked for any cracks,

1GSS of tension, lumps or irreg-

ularity of the back edge. After

this if all is correct the saw

teeth can be checked for the

condition of the swaped tx)ints

and if still satisfactcry the saw

can be sharpened and teeth

91 

On the first run if it is lX'SS

ible to run it for an !nur with

out cutting and then take it off 

for a check up so moch the 

better. (perhaps this can be 

done during meal times). If this 

is not possible the saw should 

9referably be put to work for 

half an !nur sawing low density 

timber and then taken off fur re-

checking. Production pressures 

are not always conducive tD idle 

running of new bandsaw blades but 

within reason, light sawing fot: 

half an hour for the first tl-K) 

runs s!nuld not cause problems. 

After every run all blades must 

be t!nroughly cleaned and 

carefully checked for any cracks, 

loss of tension, lumps or irreg

ularity of the back edge. After 

this if all is correct the saw 

teeth can be checked for the 

condition of the swaged points 

and if still satisfactDry the saw 

can be sharpened and teeth 
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checked for alignment in prepara-

tion for the next run. Bandsaw

blades are often used in batches

of four. Each saw being numbered

and the number being recorded

each time it goes te 1...ork and the

duration of its '1/4,orking spell

noted.

Tnis procedure helps te highlight

the need for a more stringent

check on a bandsaw blade which is

not giving satisfactory results.

All bandsaws should be dealt with

after each run in the inann er

already described and techniques

to deal with the various require-

ments likely to be identified

during the check up are given

accordingly under the respective

headings.

2.2. Joining

Figs 6.3 Blades that are supplied in fixed

lengths or wound intc coils are

joined by welding or brazing.

The methods employed are TIG

(= Tungsten Inert Gas) welding,

VVelding methods

TIG welding

butt welding

brazing

gas welding

checked for alignment in prepara

tion for the next run. Bandsaw 

blades are oft.en used in batches 

of four. Each saw being munbered 

and t.he number being recorded 

each time it goes b:; ¥.Ork and the 

duration of its ¥.Orking spell 

noted. 

This procedure helps to highlight 

the need for a more stringent 

check on a bandsaw blade which is 

not giving satisfactory results. 

All band saws should be dealt with 

after each run in the manner 

already described and techniques 

to deal with the various require

ments likely to be identified 

during the check up are given 

accordingly under the respective 

headings. 

2.2. Join 

Fig. 6.3 Blades that are supplied in fixed 

lengths or W?und into coils are 

joined by welding or brazing. 

The meth::lds employed are TIG 

(= Tungsten Inert Gas) "",lding, 

Welding methods 

- TIG welding 

- butt welding 

- brazing 

- gas welding 
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buct o iash F.:1ding, brazing

with silver solder, and gas weld-

ing.

2.2.1. TIG Welding

Fig. 6,4 TIC welding (argon-arc welding)

is bect,o,ng increasingly common.

The current is supplied not

through the welding rod but

through a special tungsten elec- Piece of scrap

trode, Aron is bloyn onto the

welding zone to prevent oxida-

tion,

This prpcess is faster than gas

welding, which reduces the spread

of heat.

This makes it p-,)ssib]e to

complete the whole weld in (7ln e

run f row. front edge to bac k , an.11

to avoid he risks of carburising

or decarburising.

The weld- ...a cedure s as

follows;

11G (argon) welding

Piece of scrap

2.2.1. 

Fig. 6.4 

bu[.t 0 1. f .la s!; ',...' (~ ldlng, braz l r.g 

with silver solder 1 and gas "';0210-

ing. 

TIG Weld i0;l_ 

TIG weld ing (arcpn-arc ~<elding) 

is becv,"·i.1g increasingly -::>:)rw.Y.)n. 

The cur-ren t is suppl i ed not 

thro ugh the weld inq rod but 

through a special tungsten elec-

tmde. l\rqon is blO'...n 0" to the 

welding zone to pre veo t ox.~da

tion , 

This process is taster- than g ?.8 

welding; which reduces the spy.ead 

of heat. 

This ma kes i. t p:>ss ibJe 

complete the whole weld 1n ""., 

run froh' fron t ed<]e t o back, an<i 

to avoid ~he risks o f car-burising 

o r decarbllr-is inq . 

The v.'eld·' .o ~ ·~iCedun~ .. s as 

follows; 

TIG (argon) welding 



Fig. 6.5 Shear the ende of the hand off

square, making the cut just below

the middle of the tooth flank.

(The flexural stress is toc high

in the gullet and the abrasion is

boo high at the tmoth point).

Clamp the blade in a fixture on

the welding table, with a gap

between the ends which is less

than the band thickness. The gap

disappears when the band is

heated. Apply copper clamps to

the ends of the hand about 10 mm

from the weld so as tu keep them

flat.

Fig. 6.6 The weld is made in a single rim.

Place small pieces of saw steel

next tm the edges of the band and

rim the weld out into them, since

the ends of a weld exhibit cracks

and fusion loases. The filler or

welding rod used in the process

should be of the carne metallic

structure as the bandsaw. Band-

saw manufacturers will usuzly

supply welding rods but a sil

of the steel from an old bands.,s

TIG welding: the ends of the band

below the middle
of the tooth flank

TIG welding: clamping

Anneal the whole
weld

Cool it slowly

94 -

Fig. 6.5 Shear the ends of the band off 

square, making the cut just below 

the middle of the tooth flank. 

(The flexural stress is too high 

in the gullet a'1d the abrasion is 
of the tooth flank 

too high at the tooth pJint) . ~ 

Clamp the blade in a fixture on 

the welding table, with a gap 

between the ends which is less 

tha'1 the ba'1d thic mess. The gap 

disappears when the band 

heated. Apply copper clamps to 

the ends of the band about 10 mm 

from the weld so as to keep them 

flat. 

Fig. 6.6 The weld is made in a single run. 
nG welding: clamping 

Place small pieces of saw steel 

next to the edges of the band and 

run the weld out in to them, since 

the ends of a weld exhibit cracks 

and fusion losses. The filler or 

welding rod used in the process 

should be of the same metallic Cool it slowly 

structure as the bandsaw. Band-

saw manufacturers will usually 

supply welding rods but a sliver 

of the steel from an old bandsaw 
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will be satisfactory if it is

thprogghly cleaned. The sliver

should not exceed 5 mm in width.

Mien the whole weld is finished

it must be annealed at once with

a gas flame until it is dark red.

The weld should then be allowed

to cool slowly.

Then cut away the pieces cf scrap

at the edges, and file off the
flash.

Fig. 6.7 Straighten the band

stretcher roller and by harrrner-

ing. Finally, grind the edges of

the band, the welded joint and

the vicinity of the weld with an

angled hand grinder.

TIG welding is well suited for

the repair of cracks in the

blade. The working procedure is

similar to that of joining.

In view cf the high stresses on

laidern bandsaws it is inadvisable

to drill away the of cracks

as a means cf stopping them.

TIG welding: grinding the jointFig. 6.7 
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will be satisfactory if it is 

too roughly cleaned. The sliver 

srDuld not exceed 5 mm in width. 
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2.2.2. Butt 1A: lding (flash welding)

Fig. 6.8 Butt welding is used in making

new bandsaw blades and in

repairing blades up to 150 mm

wide.

The principle of the method is

that an electric current off low

voltage and very high amperage is

passed between the ends of the

hand, which must be clean and in

good contact with each other.

When they become incandescent

they are rapidly pressed against

each other whereupon they weld

together.

The joint is then left to cool

slowly but is annealed at brief

intervals according to an anneal-

ing chart. These steps in the

work are carried out

automatically and may vary

somewhat from one machine bg

another.

Butt welding

2.2.2. 

Fig. 6.8 
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Butt. \\\?lding (flash welding) 
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new bandsaw blades and in 

repalrlng blades up to 150 fTU11 
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The principle of the method is 

that an electric current of low 

voltage and very high amperage is 

passed between the ends of the 

band, which must be clean and in 

good contact with each other. 

When they become incandescent 

they are rapidly pressed against 

each other whereupon they we~d 

tcgether. 

The joint is then left to cool 

slowl.y but is annealed at brief 

in tervals according tc an anneal

ing chart. These steps in the 

w::>rk are carried out 

autcmatically and may vary 

somewhat from one machine to 

another. 

Butt welding 
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'lb finish, the joint must be

filed, straightened and ground

just as with TIC welding.

2.2,3. Brazing with Silver Folder

Fig. 6.9 Brazing with silver solder can be

used for the joining of bandsaw

blades. Bevel each end of the

blade over a length equal to ten

times the thickness. DID not make

the end quite sharp, but leave

one-tenth of the thickness. Then

make an overlap joint.

6.10 Take some solder in the form of

sheet or ribbon, clean it with

emery and soak it with flux, then

lay it between the bevelled and

fluxed surfaces. The scIlder

should project beyond the joint

at the edges of the blade and

about 1-2 llui at the overlap. Put

an extra piece of solder at the

ends of the joint sc, as to

prevent the solder from being

squeezed out tco much.

Brazing with silver solder
Blade ends

" thickness
10 x thickness

Brazing with silver solder
Clamping the blade

4 L,,,
N1 0% of the
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10 finish, the joint must be 

filed, straightened and ground 

just as with TIG welding. 

2 . 2.3. Brazing with Silver Solder 

Fig. 6.9 Brazing with s ilver solder can be 

used fo r the joining of bandsaw 

blades. Bevel each end o f the 

blade ove r a length equal to ten 

times the thickness. Do not make 

the end qu ite sharp, but leave 

one-tenth of the thickness. Then 

make an overlap joint. 

Fig. 6.10 Take some solder in the form of 

sheet or ribbon, clean it with 

emery and soak it wi th flux, then 

lay it between the bevelled and 

fluxed surfaces . The solder 

sh::>uld project beyond the joint 

at the edges of the blade and 

about 1-2 rom at the overlap. Put 

an extra piece o f solder at the 

ends of the jo in t so as to 

preven t the solder from being 

squeezed out too much. 

Brazing with silver solder 

Blade ends 

-------r!~--~, :t'10~-t-h-e------
, , 
.+-------+' th ickness 

10 x thickness 

Brazing with silver solder 

Clamping the blade 
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If brazing irons are to be used,

heat them to 750-900 degree

centigrade (depending on the tYPE

of solder) and clamp them onto

both sides of the joint with the

clamping fixture.

Then undo the clamps hDlding the

blade next to the joint, in order

to give the blade room for therm-

al expansion.

Remove the irons when their

colour gives way to black (at

about 400 degree C). If they are

left in place the joint will turn

out too aift.

The brazed joint must be filed

and straightened, since the ends

were not marls quite sharp, and

excess silver solder must be

rernoved. A kerosene-soaked rag

If brazing irons are to be used, 

heat them to 750-900 degree 

centigrade (depending on the type 

of solder) and clamp them onto 

both sides of the joint with the 

clamping fixture. 

Then undo the clamps the 

blade next to the joint, in order 

to give the blade room for therm

al expansion. 

Rerrove the irons when their 

colour g way to black (at 

about 400 degree C). If they are 

left in the joint turn 

out teo &lft. 

The brazed joint must be filed 

and straightened, sinoe the ends 

were not made guite sharp, and 

excess silver solder must be 

renewed. A kerosene-soaked rag 



2.2.4. Acetylene Wielding
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is suitable for wiping. The

brazed joint is a weak point, and

the teeth nearest to it should

therefore be shortened. TO

reduce the risk of splitting it

is a good idea to file the brazed

zone a maximum of 0.05 mm thinner

than the rest of the blade.

Fig. 6.11 The preparation procedure for

butt welding bandSaw using oxy-

acetylene is the same as that

used for TIC welding. Oxy-

actylene welding is very widely

used for the purpose al sofc the

replacement of broken teeth and

the repair of cracks.

For best results a lightweight

torch, a two stage regulator and

a welding clamp with

adjustable anvil (preferably foot

operated) are required. It is

most important to ensure the

bandsaw ends to be welded and the

Acetylene welding

2.2.4. 

Fig. 6.11 
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reduce the risk of splitting it 
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The preparation procedure fo r 

butt welding band saw using oxy

acetylene is the same as that 

used for TIG welding. Oxy

actylene welding is very widely 

used for the puq::ose a lso fc ::- the 

replacement of broken tee th and 

the repair of cracks. 

For best r esults a lightweigh t 

torch, a tv.o stage regulator and 
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adjustable anvil (preferably foot 
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most imlXlrtant to ensure the 

bandsaw ends to be welded and the 
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welding rod are clean. The anvil

should be preheated to help slow

down cooling of the saw later and

the welding flame should be

adjusted by using a small excess

of acetylene to show a very

slight feather at the end of the

inner cone. This slight feather

is the indicator to ensure an

excess of oxygen is not being

used in the welding flame which

Te.ould cause the carbpn content of

the steel to bum up.

The welding process starts at the

centre with a run of abDut 20 mm

and continues alternately towarls

the edges. After each run the

anvil is raised and the weld run

is forged flat. Fbrging must not

be cbne when the metal is below

red heat and each weld will need

to be reheated as a series of

light hammer blows in 2 or 3

forgings make a better weld.

After welding is complete, slack

off the welding clamps and anneal

as for TIC annealing process.
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light hammer blows in 2 or 3 

forgings make a better weld. 

After welding is complete, slack 

off the welding clamps and anneal 

as for TIG annealing process. 



2.3. Straightening
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Fig. 6.12 Bandsaws must be straightened so

as to give them an even line of

teeth and ensure that the teeth 04- L
0.6 mm

will all cut equally, and at the

same time to lea,.7e the back edge

true so that the blade will run

srfoothly over the support points

during grinding.

Fig. 6.13 The back edge is straightened Stretching by rolling

using a stretcher roll which

rolls the blade lengthwise a few

centimetres from the back edge

until the whole edge is somewhat

convex. The blade will then run

true in cperation once the

toothed edge has warmed up.

It is normal to give the back

edge a rise of arc equal to

0.4-0.6 rrm over a length of 1.5

metres. The regularity of this

must be checked all round the

blade.

Straightening
1.5 m

Check the band all the way round
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2.3. Straightening 

Fig . 6.12 Bandsaws must be straightened 5<.' 

as to give them an even line of 

teeth and ensure that the teeth 

will all cut equally, and at the 

same time to leave the back edge 

true so that the blade wi ll nm 

smoothly over the support poin ts 

during grinding . 

fig. 6 . 13 The back edge is straightened 

using a stretcher roll which 

ro lls the blade lengthwise a few 

centimetres from the back edge 

until the whole edge is somewhat 

con vex . The blade will then run 

true in operation once the 

too thed edge has warmed up. 

It is normal to give the back 

edge a r i se of arc equal to 

0 .4-0 . 6 rrm over a length o f 1. 5 

metres. The regul ari ty of this 

must be checked all round t he 

blade . 

Straightening 
1 .5m-----~ 

/;;;;', 

L 
:"""'!": / 

0.4 - :±.::--=-~-----==lJ 
0.6mmf 

Check the band all the way round 

Stretching by rolling 
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2.9.

Fig. 6.14 The ; of tensioninq a band-

saw blac imrylves rolling it in

the stretcher roll so that its
central aDne becomes longer than

the two edges. The results of

this are that the tensile force
In the band is borne by the edges

so that the band is better able

to withstand lateral forces on

the toothed line and that the
band fits itself 'fore closely to

the rims of the pulleys - and
their crov.ning, if any

A blade with insufficient tension

has a tendency to produce wavy

cuts and surfaces that are not
flat, since the toothed edge

lacks stiffness. Besides this,

the blade may wander to and fro

over the pulleys as the load

varies, which can alas result in

fatigue cracks, blade with too

much tensiA :s overstrain

Tooth

Tensioning

Band

Wrong Wrong

~ 102 -

2.4. 

Fig. 6.14 '!he process of tensioning a band-
Tensioning 

saw blade in'Xllves rolling it Band 

the stretcher roll so that its Tooth Pulley 

central zone becomes longer than 

the tIM:) edges. The results of 
Right 

this are that the tensile force 

the band is tome by the 

so that the band is better able 

to withstand lateral forces on Wrong Wrong 

the toothed line and that the 

band fits itself rrore to 

the rims of the pul - and 

their crowning, if any. 

A blade with insufficient tension 

has a tendency to wavy 

cuts and surfaces that are not 

flat, since the toothed edge 

lac ks stiffness. this, 

the blade may wander to and fro 

over the pulleys as the load 

varies, which can also result in 

fatigue cracks. A blade with too 

much tension suffers overstrain 
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in the edges in flexing over the

pulleys, and is more likely to

develop cracks in the gullets and

the back edge.

Fig. 6.15 The rolling operat on is carried

out in a number of parallel

passes. In making a new blade

the first roll passes are

performed in the middle of the

blade. The subsequent passes

work alternately closer to the

toothed and back edges.

If the rolls of the stretcher are

identical - with the same cur-

vature and both powered - the

blade should lie flat on the

workbench after the operation.

Fig. 6.16 Fai1irg this, the blade should be

turned over and rolled again in

the spaces between the first set I\

of passes, with the blade running
I

\\,
beneath the table.

In the tensioning operation, no

roll passes should be made less

than 20-25 nut from the gullets or

the back edge.

Tension rolling

Bench for tension rolling
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in the edges in flexing over the 

rulleys, and is more likely to 

develor cracks in the gullets and 

the back edge. 
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out in a number of parallel 

passes. In making a new blade 

the first roll passes are 

performed in the middle of the 

blade. The subsequent passes 

work alternately closer to the 

toothed and back edges. 

If the rolls of the stretcher are 

identical - with the same cur-

vature and both rowe red - the 

blade should lie flat on the 

workbench after the oreration. 

Fig. 6.16 Failing this, the blade should be 

turned over and rolled again 1n 

the sraces between the first set 

of passes, with the blade running 

beneath the table. 

In the tensioning oreration, no 

roll passes should be made less 

than 20-25 rnm from the gullets or 

the back edge. 

Tension rolling 

! ________ l"r 
5 20-25mm 

Bench for tension rolling 

,c~~ __ ~ __ ~~ .. , 
I 
I 

\ , , '-



Fig. 6.17 ab check the tensioning of a

blade lift the blade with one
hand and bend it along its

length. It should flex of its
own accord so as to develop a

hollow across its width. The

rise of arc is measured either by

viewing or measuring the daylight

between the blade and a straight

rule or by measuring with a

convex rule , Tne daylight must

be checked on Loth sides and must

be equal. Suitable values for

various widths are

Blade width 150 180 230 mm

Daylight 0.5 0.8 1.2 rrto

Fig. 6.18 The size of the daylight the

rice of arc) must be different
for different band widths and

v.orking conditions. Crov.ned

pulleys call for a greater day-

light than flat ones; hard wods

call for a greater daylight than

soft ones.

Check on

The daylight must be the surs ri both sides.

Greater tension if:

the pulley nrn is crowned
instead of flat

a hard wood is being sawn
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Fig. 6.17 'lb chock the tensicning of a 

blade lift the blade with one 

hand and bend it along its 

length. It should flex of its 

own accord so as to develop a 

hollow across its width. The 

of arc measured either by 

viewing or measuring the daylight 

between the blade and a straight 

rule or by measuring with a 

con vex rule. The daylight must 

be chocked on both sides and must 

be equal. Suitable values for 

various widths are~ 

Blade width 150 180 230 rom 

Daylight 0.5 0.8 1.2 rom 

Fig. 6.18 The size of the daylight (the 

rise of arc) must be different 

for different band widths and 

I<.Orking conditions. 

pulleys call for a greater day-

light than flat ones! hard woods 

call for a greater daylight than 

soft ones. 

Check on tensioning 

c_ ~)r 0 

-~~~~ . 
-~ -nr:= 

The daylight must be the same on both sides. 

Greater tension if: 

- the pulley rim is crowned 
instead of flat 

- a hard wood is being sawn, 



Fig. 6.19 Hot-tensioning is an alternative

to roller stretching. The edges

of the band are quickly heated to

300-400 degree C using a gas

welding torch This causes a

measure of shrinkage in the edges

upon cooling.

-105 -

Fig. 6.20 Levelling of the blade is ne-

cessary in order to remove lumps

and channelling or dishing as it

is comunly called. Levelling is

effected by rolling in

conjunction with tensioning. Aly

remaining lumps are beaten dow

with light blows of the hammer

with the band resting on a soft

support, e.g. wood or leather.

Heavy blows on a band resting on

steel or other hard support may

upset the tensioning. Lumps left

uncorrected would overheat while

the blade was running and lead to

various kinds of trouble. A

channelled or dished blade would

give a wavy cut.

Hot-tensioning

Levelling by rolling

Height 15- 20 mm 3°°*-4°°'C- 7 - 10 mmWWW

If a hammer is used the band
must have a soft support

-20

2.5. Levelling
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Fig. 6.19 I-bt-tensioning is an alternative 

to ro ller- str-etching. The edges 

of the band are quickly heated to 

300-400 degree C using a gas 

welding tor-c h. This cause s a 

measure of shrinkage in the edges 

up::>n coo 1 ing . 
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Fig . 6 . 20 Levelling of the blade is ne-

cessar-y in order to rerrove lumps 

and channelling o r d ishing as it 

is commonly called. Levelling is 
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conjunction with tensioning. 
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uncor-rected WJuld over-heat while 

the blade was running and lead to 
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channelled o r dished blade WJuld 

give a wavy cut. 

Hot-tensioning 

Height 15 

Levelling by rolling 

~~ 
~);gy 

tJ'W 
If a hammer is used the band 
must have a soft support 

'20 



3. THE TEETH

3.1. Swag ing

Fig. 6.21 Cold-swaging g yes a new shape to

the tooth point and at the same

time increases its hardness

(30-35% or 5-7 Rockwell C) with-

out any loss of toughness.

Fig. 6.22 It is very important to remove

the grinding burrs before

swaging. In addition, the chip

face must be liberally lubricated

with a stick of wax or similar,

since the force applied to the

small area of contact is very

large and could otherwise produce

cracking in the tooth point. The

swage bar also suffers damage if

lubrication is neglected.

The anvil in the swaging machine

must project beyond the booth

point and must be adjusted so

that the swaging does not reach

- 106 -

Swaging

Hardness increase

in Rockwell C units

Newly s aged Side-dressed Ground
(by pressing) once

Reground

Anvil wrongly positioned Point too thin
12
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THE TEETH 

3.1. Swaging 

Fig. 6.21 Cbld-swaging gives a new shape to 

the tooth [Dint and at the same 

time increases its hardness 

(30-35% or 5-7 Fbckwell C) with-

out any loss of toughness. 

Fig. 6.22 It is very importan t to rerrove 

the grinding burrs before 

swaging. In addition, the chip 

face must be liberally lubricated 

with a stick of wax or similar, 

since the force applied to the 

small area of contact is very 

large and could otherwise produce 

cracking in the tooth [Dint. The 

swage bar also suffers damage if 

lubrication is neglected. 

The anvil in the swaging machine 

must project bejl:lnd the tooth 

point and must be adjusted so 

that the swaging does not reach 

Swaging 

Hardness increase 

in Rockwell C units 

\r'1t'~ 
Newly swaged Side-dressed Ground 

(by pressing) once , , , , 

~~~ \\ 
Reground 

~'t\r' 
Anvil wrongly positioned Point too th in 
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right up to the tip of the tooth

but leaves 0.5-0.7 mm, since the

steel at the tip might otherwise

became so hard and brittle that

it cracks or spalls. Results are

best if swaging is completed in a

single operation.

Swaging must be followed by side-

dressing of the teeth and

grinding of the edges. The

amount of swage on each side

should be 0.4-0.5 ram for dry wood

and 0.5-0.7 mm for green wood.

Added to this is an allowance of

0.3-0.4 mm per side for side-

dressing.

Side-dressing or shaping, is

usually effected by pressing.

Subsequent grinding of the sides

improves the accuracy and gives

more even cut surfaces. One

swaging usually lasts for three

or four regrindings.
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3.2. Tooth-point Hardening

Fig. 6.23 One can also harden the tooth

points and achieve a longer Tin-

ning time. Two methods are

employed, cne being high fre-

quency or inductive hardening,

which is carried out after cold-

swaging, and the other being 1-cit-

swag ing , with the tooth-pc int

being hardened in the same opera-

tion.

High-frequency hardening gives a

thin hardened layer 0.15-0.20 m

thick, with an annealed layer

beneath it, sifter than the rest

of the hand.

Unduly deep hardening 1.,ou1d lead

te a residual increase in hard-

ness in the tooth point after

grinding, which in turn would

make it difficult to cold-swage

the tooth next time. If the

hardening is too superficial the

Tooth-point hardening

High-frequency hardening

a thin hardened layer, 0.15
0.20 mm, with an annealed
layer beneath it

Hot-swaging

hardening to a depth of about
1 mm by electric heating
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3.2. 

• 6.23 One can harden the tooth 

p::>ints and achieve a longer run-

n ing time. T'WO methods are 

employed, one being high fre-

qualcy or inductive hardening, 

which is carried out after cold-

swaging, and the other being iut-

swaging, with the tooth-p::>int 

being hardened in the same opera-

High-frequency harden ing g a 

thin hardened 0.15-0.20 rrnn 

thick, with an annealed layer 

beneath it, rofter than the rest 

the band. 

Unduly deep hardening wuld lead 

to a residual increase in hard-

ness in the tooth J;Xlint after 

grinding, which in turn wuld 

make it difficult to cold-swage 

the tooth next time. If the 

hardening too superficial the 

Tooth-point hardening ~ 

High-frequency hardening '\ \ 

II thin hardened layer, 0.15-
0.20 mm, with an annealed 
I ayer beneath it 

Hot-swaging 

hardening to a depth of about 
1 mm by electric heating 
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blade ll exhibit sudden

dullness once the hard surface is

¡horn away exposing the 9oft

layer.

Ft)t-swaging gives a hardening

depth of about 1 mm, the tooth

being heated prior to swaging by

low-voltage electricity as in

making a spot weld. Otherwise,

the procedure is the same as in

ordinary swaging, and is

unaffected by any hardness

remaining frm earlier hardening

operations. Hot-swaging is

empboyed bo some extent in

Europe.

Both these hardening methods

produce a hard, untempered layer,

one which is wear-resistant but

not bough, involving an increased

risk oE spalling if the timber

contains stones or nails.
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3.3. Grinding

Fig. 6.24 The teeth of a bandsaw blade must

be reground after a time, depend-

ing on how hard they have to

work, the kind of wood being

sawn, and whether the teeth have

been treated in any way. It is

important to grind the tooth

gullets as well, since that is

where micro-cracks will appear

sooner or later.

Blades are ground in automatic

grinding machines with aluminium-

oxide wheels. It is important to

make quite sure that the template

fitted to the ginding machine

corresponds to the tooth form you

are working with. The machine

must be set to grind the whole

tooth true, thus maintaining the

required tooth shape. This

applies equally to new blades,

the tooth form of which may

differ from that of the grinding

machine.

Grinding

class of work, kind of wood
and tooth treatment, if any,
will decide how often re
grinding is needed

the gullet must also be
ground

use the right template for
the grinding machine

the grinding wheel must be
about one-third of the tooth
pitch in thickness, and well
rounded

the blade must be ground
from the outside
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Grinding 

Fig. 6. 24 The teeth of a bandsaw blade must 

be reground after a time, depend-

i ng on how hard they have to 

work, the kind of wood being 

sawn , and whether the teeth have 

been treated in any way. It is 

important to grind the tooth 

g ullets as well, since that is 

where micro-cracks will appear 

sooner or later. 

Blades are ground in automatic 

grinding machines with aluminium-

ox ide wheels. It is important to 

make quite sure that the template 

f i tted to the ginding machine 

corresponds t o the tooth form you 

are working with. The machine 

must be set to grind the whole 

tooth true, thus maintaining the 

required tooth shape. This 

applies equally to new blades , 

the tooth form of which may 

differ from that of the grinding 

machine. 

Grinding 

- class of work, kind of wood 
and tooth treatment, if any , 
will decide how often re o 
grinding is needed 

- the gullet must also be 
ground 

- use the right template for 
the grinding machine 

- the gr inding wheel must be 
about one-third of the tooth 
pitch in thickness, and well 

rounded 

- the blade must be ground 
from the outside 



The entire profile of the tooth

must be ground.

Fig. 6.25 The grinding wheel should approp-

riately have a thickness about

one-third of the tooth pitch and

should have a rounded edge.

Modern grinding machines can also

use thinner wheels and still give

a good gullet radius. For the

chipbreaker booth there is a

special wheel shape that produces

the profile of the tooth.

The blade must be ground from the

outside, SD that the grinding

burrs come on the inside where

they will not be subject bo

tensile stress.

Certain types of steel, especial-

ly the nickel-afloy steels that

are often used for the thicker

kinds of bandsaws, are somewhat

susceptible bD "emery-hardening",

which means that when the grind-

ing wheel in use is boo hard the

6rinding- wheel thickness

Avoid grinding wheels that are too

hard
they cause emery- hardening

Avoid grinding wheels that are too
coarse- grained

they cause scratches
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The entire profile o f the tooth 

must be ground. 

Fig. 6.25 The grinding wheel s hould approp-

riately have a thickness about 

one-third o f the tooth pitch and 

should have a rounded edge. 

rbdem grinding machines can also 

use thinner wheels and still give 

a goo d gullet radius. For the 

chipbreaker tooth there is a 

special wheel shape that produces 

the profile o f the tooth. 

The blade must be ground from the 

o utside, so that the grinding 

burrs come o n the inside where 

they will no t be Subject to 

tensile stress. 

Certain types of steel, especial-

ly the nickel-alloy steels that 

are often used fo r the thicker 

kinds of bandsaws, are somewhat 

susceptible to "emery-hardening", 

which means that when the grind-

ing wheel in use is too hard the 

i3rinding- wheel thickness 
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Avoid grinding wheels that are too 

hard 
- they cause emery- hardening 

Avoid grinding wheels that are too 
coarse- grained 

- they cause scratches 
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steel surface is heated beyond

the hardening temperature. This

leaves it glass-hard and full of

small cracks, which will serve as

the starting points for fatigue

cracks when the

action. The same

to grinding burrs,

removed by filing

in ing.

Grinding wheels

blade is in

thing applies

which must be

, shaving or

Grinding wheels are manufactured

from two main essentials; the

"Pbrasive" which does the actual

cutting and the "Bond" by which

the abrasive particles are held

bagether.

The abrasive particles are known

as the "Grit" or "Grain", and are

sized according to the size of

the mesh irle through which they

fall during the sieving process

in manufacture. The size of mesh

is relevant to the number of mesh
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steel surface is heated beyond 

the harden ing t.emperature. This 

leaves it glass-hard and full 0 f 

small cracks, which will serve as 

the start ing po in ts fo r 

cracks when t.he blade is in 

action. The same thing applies 

to grinding burrs, which must be 

removed by filing, shaving or 

honing. 

Grinding wheels 

Grinding wheels are manufactured 

from tv.\) main essentials; the 

"Abrasive" which does the actual 

cutting and the "B:md" by which 

the abrasive particles are held 

together. 

The abrasive particles are knOI'on 

as the "Grit" or l1Grain" I and are 

sized according to the size of 

the mesh hole through which they 

fall during the 

in manufacture. The 

process 

of mesh 

relevant to the number of mesh 
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holes :r linear measurement.

(e.g. 36 per linear inch). Hence

lower figures denote large grit

particles and the higher figures

smaller particles.

The bond most cowonly used for

the manufacture of bandsaw

sharpening grinding wheels is

ceramic or vitrified, and the

ideal bond is one which holds the

abrasive particles together as

long as they are sharp, but lets

them break away when becoming

dull; Thus minimising the

possibility of over heating the

area being ground. (Burnt saw

tooth gullets cause cracks).

The "Grade" of a grinding wheel

denotes the hardness of the wheel

but this is not related to the

hardness of the abrasive but bo

the strength of the bond holding

the particles together. By this

measure, a grinding wheel losing

its abrasive particles quickly
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abrasive particles together as 
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them break away when becoming 
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deno tes the hardness of the wheel 
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the particles together. By this 

measure, a grinding wheel losing 

its abrasive particles quickly 
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wculd be called soft and one

which retained them when dull

sculd be hard.

Suitable specifications regarding

grinding wheels for sharpening

bandsaws will vary somewhat

according to the thickness of the

blade and tooth pitch. Generally

thicker blades with long tooth

pitch require a larger grit size

than thin blades with shorter

tooth pitch. Grinding wheel

manufacturers will always give

advice if necessary.

Grinding wheels using grit size

36-60 with a medium rate grade M

N or 0 have proved suitable for

sharpening bandsaws. Fbr

sharpening bandsaws with blades

over 1.6 mm thickness and tooth

pitch over 57 mm a suitable wheel

would be Carborundum A36 M 4BR or

an equivalent. A smaller grit

size would be used for thinner

gauge saws with less tooth pitch.
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according te the thickness of the 

blade and tooth pitch. Generally 
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For the efficient operation of

the automatic bandsaw sharpener

and well sharpened saws the

following precautions must be

observed:

- Make sure the bandsaw blade and

teeth are perfectly clean before

starting the machine for sharpen-

ing. A dirty saw blade will gum

up the grinding wheel and cause

burnt gullets which will cause

cracks. The blade will not feed

evenly through the saw clamp and

this will result in irregular

grinding on the tooth faces and

variation in tooth point widths.

- Avoid burnt gullets by not

grinding too heavily. Dress the

grinding wheel frequently and

accurately which will also main-

tain tooth shape and avoid cracks

caused by sharp corners or ridges

created in the gullet area. A

template fitting the correct
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For the efficient operation of 
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wheel is very useful to make sure

the required shape of the wheel

is maintained when the grinding

wheel is dressed.

Make sure the grinding wheel

speed (bes not exceed the speed

recommended by the manufacturer.

Make sure the automatic

sharpening machine is maintained

in good mechanical working order.

Make sure the dust extraction

unit is working efficiently.

3.4. tome +Common Causes of Cracks in

Bandsaw Blades

Fig. 6.26 - Lmproper grinding resulting in

burnt gullet areas and/or sharp

angles being created.

Bandsaw blade has too much ten-

sion and/or too much crown on

back edge.

Grind the gullet with a carbide bur

e-ri.11.1111WEItork
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wheel is very useful to make sure 

the required shape of the wheel 

is maintained when the grinding 

wheel is dressed. 

- Make sure the grinding wheel 

speed ebes not exceed the speed 

recommended by the manufacturer. 

Make sure the automatic 

sharpening machine is maintained 

in good mechanical w:>rking order. 

- Make sure the dust extraction 

unit is w:>rking efficiently. 

3.4. 8:lme CblTllIDn Causes 0 f Crac ks in 

Bandsaw Blades 

Fig. 6.26 - Improper grinding resulting in 

burnt gullet areas and/or sharp 

angles being created. 

- Bandsaw blade has too much ten

s ion and/or too much crown on 

back edge. 

Grind the gullet with a carbide bur 
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Bandsaw blade not properly

levelled and/or badly marked with

flamer.

Bandsaw blade has irregular

back edge and uneven tension.

Bandsaw blade running too far

forward on bandmill wheels.

Bandsaw blade being used too

long when teeth are dull.

Bandwheel scrapers allowing gum

build up in patches on wheels.

Shearboard not adjusted

properly allowing sawdust and

wood slivers to go between the

saw and bottom wheel.

Saw straining device not

working freely.

- Saw guides set too tight

causing saw blade to heat up and

run off from its working position

on the wheels.
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Bandsaw blade not properly 

levelled and/or badly marked with 

hanrner. 

Bandsaw blade has irregular 

back edge and uneven tension. 

- Bandsaw blade running too far 

forward on bandmill wheels. 

- Bandsaw blade being used too 

long when teeth are dull. 

- Bandwheel scrapers allowing gum 

build up in patches on wheels. 

Shearboard not adjusted 

properly allowing sawdust and 

wood slivers to go between the 

saw and bottom wheel. 

Saw straining device not 

working freely. 

Saw guides set too tight 

causing saw blade to heat up and 

run off from its working position 

on the wheels. 



Bandsaw blade too thick for

bandmill wheel diameter.

Bandmill wheel faces badly worn

and out of true causing vibra-

tion. Wheels should be refaced.

4. VARIOUS KINDS OF FAULTS

A correctly tensioned handsaw

blade is one that hugs the pu-

lleys over the whole width

with its toothed edge projecting

so that the gullets are not more

than 5 mm beyond the edge of the

pulley rim.

Faulty tensioning or levelling

can often be detected by observ-

ing the way in which the blade

runs over the pulleys (in the

case of crowned rims).

4. 
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- Bandsaw blade too thick for 

bandmill wheel diameter. 

- Bandmill wheel faces badly worn 

and out of true causing vibra

tion. Wheels should be refaced. 
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A correctly tensioned bandsaw 

blade is one that hugs the pu

lleys over the whole width 

with its toothed edge projecting 

so that the gullets are not more 

than 5 lml beyond the of the 

pulley rim. 

Faulty tensioning or levelling 

can often be detected by observ

ing the way in which the blade 

runs over the (in the 

case of crowned rims). 
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Fig. 6.27 A. The blade runs steadily but

projects too far, despite reduced

tilt: the back edge is too long -

tension the blade near the

toothed edge.

The blade runs steadily, but

too far back, despite maximum

tilt: the front edge is too long -

tension the back edge.

The blade runs unsteadily and

shifts under load: too little

tension in relation to the crown-

ing, or an incorrect hook angle.

The blade runs steadily but

makes a wavy cut: the blade is

channelled or ground out of

square, or has a setting error.

(May also be due to machine

defect).

The blade runs in the right

position and saws straight, but

develops edge cracks: it is 'WO

Tooth

Various kinds of faults
Band

Correct
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Fig. 6 . 27 A. The blade runs steadily but 

projects too far, despite reduced 

tilt: the back edge is too long -

tension the blade near the 

toothed edge. 

B. The blade runs steadily , but 

too far back, despite maximum 

tilt: the front edge is too long-

tension the back edge. 

C. The bl ade nms unsteadily and 

shifts under load: too little 

tension in relation to the cro\>Kl-

ing, o r an incorrect took angle . 

D. The blade runs ste ad ily but 

makes a wavy cut: the blade is 

channelled o r ground o ut of 

square , or has a setting error. 

(May a l so be due to machine 

defect) . 

E . The blade runs in the right 

position and saws straight , but 

develops edge cracks : it is too 

Various kinds of faults 
Band 

ToothED 

-1>.- --8 -

DO 
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CrD' 
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heavily tensioned in relation to

the crown. May also be due to

grinding errors, deposits on the

pulleys or poor alignment,

F. The blade shifts rapidly back

and forth on the pulleys: poor

levelling (uneven back), uneven

tensioning or worn pulleys.

The croldning of the pulleys must

be checked to ensure that it has

not been upset by adhering resin

or by wear. There is otherwise a

grave risk that the central tine

of the band will be overloaded.

The pulleys should be reground

after a maximum of 5,000 running

hours.
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heavily tensioned in relation to 

the crown. May also be due to 

grinding errors, dep::>sits on the 

pulleys or lX'Or alignment. 

The blade shifts rapidly back 

and forth on the pulleys: poor 

levelling (uneven back) I uneven 

tensioning or worn pulleys. 

The crowning of the pulleys must 

be checked to ensure that it has 

not been upset by adhering resin 

or v,ocar. There is otherwise a 

grave risk that the central zone 

of the band will be overloaded. 

The pulleys should be reground 

after a maximum of 5,000 running 

h::Jurs. 
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CHAPTER 7 - GANGSAWING

WHERE AND WHY ARE GANGSAWS USED?

THE MACHINE

2.1, Cverhang

2.2. Saw Fitting

2.3. Feed

THE BLADE

3.1. Thickness

3.2. Tensioning

THE TOOTH

4.1. Tooth Shape

4.2. The Chips

SUMMARY
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ED?

Fig. 7.1 The gang saw is used mainly at

the larger sawmills in

Scandinavia and in Central

Europe. It is a very heavy

machine, weighing five or six

tonnes, and stands two storeys

high. Compared with

other types of saw it offers the

following advantages:

Fig. 7.2 - It makes many cuts at the same

time.

It is f high dimen-

sional accuracy.

Fig. 7.3 Its disadvantages are as follows:

It requires the sawlogs to be

sorted.

Its noise level is high.

Advantages of the

Many simultaneous cuts

High dimensional accuracy

Usable chips

Disadvantages of the gang saw

Sorted sawlogs required
High noise level

Low feed speed

Wide kerfs
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GANGSAWING 

1. l'lHERE AND WHY ARE GANG SAWS USED? 

Fig. 7.1 The gang saw is used mainly at 

the larger sawnills in 

Scandinavia and Central 

Europe. It is a very heavy 

machine, weighing five or six 

tonnes, and stands two storeys 

high. Compared with 

other types of saw it offers the 

following advantages: 

Fig. 7.2 - It makes many cuts at the same 

time. 

- It is capable of high dimen-

sional accuracy. 

Fig. 7.3 Its disadvantages are as follows: 

- It requires the saw logs to be 

sorted. 

- Its noise level is high. 

Gang saw 

Advantages of the gang saw 

- Many simultaneous cuts 

- High dimensional accuracy 

- Usable chips 

Disadvantages of the gang saw 

- Sorted sawlogs required 
- High noise level 

- Low feed speed 

- Wide kerfs 
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It has a IOW feed speed.

It makes relatively wide kerfs,

entailing a neavy chip loss.

Fig. 7.4 Gangsaws are used EDr two stages

of production. The "headsaw"

cuts the log into side boards and

a cant, also called a flitch.

The "resaw" cuts up the cants,

and has a larger number of blades

than the headsaw.

The bulk of the sawing is

completed in a single pass

through two machines. Thus we

get a very compact and efficient

line, even though each individual

macnine is large.

Each size calls bpr its own

particular blade spacing in order

to achieve the most economic

yield. TO avoid the expense of

repeated reganging the saw must

be supplied throughout a whole

run with the same size of sawlog.

Headsaw

Resaw

slabs

side
boards

cant
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- It has a low feed speed. 

- It makes relatively wide kerfs, 

entailing a heavy chip loss. 
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of produc tion . The II head sawll 
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The "resaw" cuts up the cants, 

and has a larger number of blades 
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The bulk a f the sawing is 

completed in a single pass 

through two machines. Thus we 

get a very compact and efficient 

line, even though each individual 

macnine is large. 

Each size calls for its own 

particular blade spacing in order 

to achieve the mst economic 

yield. 1b awid the expense of 

repeated reganging the saw must 

be supplied throughout a whole 

run with the same size of sawlog. 
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slabs 
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:1TITIr~ \ill1JlJ} 
Resaw 
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Fig. 7.5 Sawing is considerably facili- Round reducing

tated if a "root reducer" is used

to get rid of root spread.

2. THE MACHINE

2.1. Overhang

Fig. 7.6 To prevent the back of the teeth

from cutting when the frame is on

the upstroke, the whole gang of

blades is given a forward tilt or

"overhang" in relation to the

wood. This permits a continuous

feed to be used. A recognised

standard overhang is equal Lo

half the feed per stroke plus cle

to ta o millimetres.

The effect of this overhang is

that the teeth are not in action

at the top of the stroke. Just

after the bottom of the stroke,

however, the teeth will "backcut"

for a short distance. Back-

cutting puts a heavy load on the

teeth and mars the sawn surface,

Overhang

~'ig. 7.5 Sawing is considerably facili- Round reducing 

tated if a "root reducer" is used 

to get rid of root spread. 

2 • THE MACHINE 

2.1. OVerhang 

Fig. 7.6 To prevent the back of the teeth Overhang 

from cutting when the frame is on 

the upstroke, the whole gang of 

blades is given a forward tilt or 

"overhang" in relation to the 

wood. This permits a continuous 

feed to be used. A recognised 

standard overhang is equal to 

half the feed per stroke plus (,1e 

to two millimetres. 

The effect of this overhang is 

that the teeth are not in action 

at the top of the stroke. Just 

after the bottom of the stroke, 

hollrever, the teeth will "backcut" 

for a short distance. Back-

cutting puts a heavy load on the 

teeth and mars the sawn surface, 
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Fig. 7.7 and a number of designs have been

proposed to avoid it. The essenr-

tial feature of them is that the

loose frame is given a small

movement in the feed direction at

the bottom of the stroke, sane-

times at the top as well, so that

a given point on the frame

describes not a straïght line but

an elongated figure-of-eight.

Since the designers have not

succeeded in entirely eliminating

back-cutting we must ensure that

the clearance angle is big enough

to prevent the forces acting on

the blade and the feed mechanism

fram becoming too great. It is

sound practice to have a clear-

ance angle of at least 25 degree.

Excessive overhang leads to

gullet cracks in the upper part

of the blade; insufficient over-

hang leads to cracks in the lower

part.

Gang saw with non-linear
movement of the loose frame
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Fig. 7.7 and a number of designs have been 

proposed to avoid it. The essen-

tial feature of them is that the 

loose frame is given a small 

movement in the feed direction at 

the bottcrn of the stroke, scme-

times at the top as well, so that 

a given point on the frame 

describes not a straight line but 

an elongated figure-of-eight. 

since the designers have not 
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back-cutting we must ensure that 

the clearance angle is big enough 

to prevent the forces acting on 

the blade and the feed mechanism 
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of the blade; insufficient over-
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Gang saw with non-linear 
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2.2. Ganging

Fig. 7,8 The saw blades are strained in a

vertically reciprocating loose

frame, which can take up to about

ten blades in a single gang.

The distances between the blades

are set by means of spacers, for

which various materials may be

used. Since one of the lirst

important advantages of the gang

saw is dimensional accuracy,

which permits small tolerances,

this facility should be exploited

UD the full by the use of

light-alloy spacers. By virtue

of their precision, such spacers

admit smaller thickness allow-

ances.

Fig. 7.9 The tension in each blade is set

by means of the upper straining

iron, which is adjustable by

means of a screw or eccentric,

lis some extent the tension must

be suited to the width of the

blade. The broader the blade,

the greater is the required

tension. NOrrnal values are 7-9

tonnes.
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2.3. Feed

Fig. 7.10 The state of the feed devices is

of the utmost importance for the

dimensional accuracy and the life

of the blades. Play, vibration,

and deposits on the rails that

guide the log carriage will tend

to impose lateral forces on the

blades. Also, the rails of the

log carriage must be accurately

aligned with the frame.
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Fig. 7.11 The feed rolls must be properly

aligned and set to the correct

pressure SD as to reduce slippage

and impression damage to a

minimum. Separate roll drive is

the best arrangement. Feed rolls

with carbide spikes retain the

optimum shape longest and are

superior to other types.

Feed equipment

orrkt

-
'

"ru

Defects in
the machinery

Play or dirt on
the guide rails

Feed rolls
out of true

Gang-saw feed rolls

-n-rt
carbide spikes in the central zone
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blades. Als:J, the rails of the 

log carriage must be accurately 

aligned with the frame. 

Fig. 7.11 The feed rolls must be properly 

aligned and set to the correct 

pressure so as to reduce slippage 

and impression damage to a 

minimum. Separate roll drive is 

the best arrangement. Feed rolls 

with carbide spikes retain the 

optimum shape longest and are 

superior to other types. 

Feed equipment 

Defects in ' 

Feed rolls 
t of true 

the machine~.~ ~ 
Play or dirt on ~ 
the guide rails 

Gang-saw feed rolls 

- carbide spikes in the central zone 



3. THE BLADE

3.1. Thickness

Fig. 7.13 The t 3 of g, blades

is genera]'y 2.0-2.6 mm, while

their length is 1130-1690 m-n.

Thinner blades give thinner

kerfs. The disadvantage is that

they are rrore susceptible to

overloading and to damage by

stones, etc,, resulting in faulty

sawing. They may also impose a

reduction in the feed per stroke.
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for 25-cm sawlogs (600-mm

stroke). If the feed speed is
too high this is often revealed

by the failure of the blade to
cut straight producing instead a

"snaky" kerf. These feed ) ds

.ould be considerably

when sawing high density hard-

woods.

Length
1130-
1690
mm

10 stroker= 440 mm.-

Gang-saw blades

Thickness 2.

Fig. 7.12 F amples of feed speeds k.3D u 1 d be Feed per stroke

99-47 mm per stroke for 15-cm Length of stroke 15-cm sawlogs 26-cm sass4o4s

sawlogs and 32-39 mm per stroke 600 mm 44-47 rrrn 32-34 mm
700 mm 57-61 mm 42-45 mm

Fig. 7.12 Examples of feed VDuld be 

44-47 rom per stroke for 15-em 

sawlogs and 32-34 rrm per stroke 

for 25-cm sawlogs (600-mm 

stroke). If the feed speed is 

too high this is often revealed 

by the failure of the blade to 

cut straight producing instead a 

"snaky" kerf. 'l11ese feed speeds 

would be considerably reduced 

when sawing high density hard-

woods. 

3. THE Bf.ADE 

3.1. Thic kness 

Fig. 7.13 The thickness of gang saw blades 

is generally 2.0-2.6 mm, while 

their length is 1130-1690 rom. 

'l11inner blades give thinner 

kerfs. 'l11e disadvan tage is that 

they are more susceptible to 

overloading and to damage by 

stones. etc •. resulting in faulty 

sawing. 'l11ey may ala') imp::lse a 

reduction in the feed per stroke. 

Feed per stroke 

L.ngthof stroke' 15'cm ,awlogs 25·cm sawlogs 

600 mm 
700mm 

Length 
1130-
1690 
mm 

44-47 mm 
57-61 mm 

32-34 mm 

42-45 mm 

10 strokes m 440 mn,-~I 

Gang-saw blades 

. . . . . . 

• • • .... "" 

Thickness 2.0)-2,6 mm 



3.2. Tension ing

Fig. 7.14 If the blade is subjected to

lateral forces during sawing,

e.g. in wpod with crooked grain

and knots, there is a risk that

the blade will twist. it) prevent

this, its torsional rigidity must

be made as large as ppssible.

Three factors contribute to the

torsional rigidity: the width of

the blade, the straining force,

and the tension. Wide blades are

stiffer than narrow ones and

should be placed outenrost in the

gang, where the lateral forces

are greatest.

The applied straining force

should be high, but it is limited

by the strength of the loose

frame and of the straining irons

to 7-9 tonnes per blade. The

third factor - tension - is

ght to bear by shifting the
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Torsional rigidity

wide tal edet ue places outermost

the tension is limited hy th,ffength
of the loose len--e 04-

irons

the tensioning keeps the toothed edge
stiff even when it werms up
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3.2. Tension 

Fig. 7.14 If the blade is subjected tD 

lateral fcrces during sawing 1 

e.g. in =d with crooked 

and knots I there is a risk that 

the blade will twist. 1b prevent 

this, its torsional rigidity must 

be made as as p:lssible. 

Three factDrs contribute tD the 

torsional rigidity: the width of 

the blade t the strain force, 

a'1d the tension. Wide blades are 

stiffer than narrow ones and 

should be placed outermost in the 

gang, where the lateral forces 

are greatest. 

The applied straining furce 

should be high, but it is limited 

by the strength of the loose 

frame and of the straining irons 

to 7-9 tonnes per blade. The 

third factDr tension is 

brought to bear by shifting the 

Torsional rigidity 

- wide bladM are piaces outermost 

- the tension i$ limited by th& strength 
of the 10036 frame and the straining 
Irons 

the tensioninv keeps the toothed ed'Re 
stiff even when "It warms up 



4.1. 'Routh Shape

Normal tooth shapes for swaged

gangsaw blades have a 15 degree

angle and a 25 degree clearance.

Those for spring-set blades,
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tensile force as much as possible

to the edges. The toothed edge

will then remain stiff even as it

warms up during the course of

sawing.

Fig. 7.15 Tension is achieved by rolling

the middle Done of the blade 90

as to lengthen it in relation to

the edges. The edges will thus

come under increased tensile

stresses and will thereby be made

stiffer. The rolling in the

middle of the blade involves from

one to five roll passes. The

passes must not approach closer

than 20-25 mm from the toothed or

back edges.

4. THE TOOTH

Tensioning gang-saw blades

20-25mm

20-25mm

Middle of blade is elongated
Tensile stresses set up in edges
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tensile force as much as ~~ssible 

to the edges. The toothed edge 

will then remain stiff even as it 

warms up during the course of 

sawing. 

Fig. 7.15 Tension is aChieved by rolling 

the middle rone of the blade 00 
Tensioning gang-saw blades 

as to lengthen it in relation to 2------________ _ )20.25mm 

the edges. The edges will thus 1 ______________ __ 

3---------------come under increased tensile '-_________ -.l)2.0.25mm 

stresses and will thereby be made 
Middle of blade is elongated 

stiffer. The rolling in the T ensile stresses set up in edges 

middle of the blade involves from 

one to five roll passes. The 

passes must not approach closer 

than 20-25 llI1\ from the toothed or 

back edges. 

4 • TIlE TOOTH 

4.1. 'lboth Shape 

Normal tooth shapes for swaged 

gangsaw blades have a 15 degree 

angle and a 25 degree clearance. 

Those for spring-set blades, 
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Fig. 7.16 which are used in the smaller

sawmills, are given a 10 degree

hook angle and a 35-45 degree

clearance.

The tooth depth is from 15 to 18

mm, the lower figure being used

for high density wood.

The pitch of swaged teeth is for

the most part 25 or 30 mm. This

means that on a 1300-mm blade,

for example, there would be about

40 teeth.

Swage-set teeth give a better

sawn surface than spring-set

teeth; they also permit a larger

pitch and a higher feed speed.

Even though the blade is not

flexed it is desirable GD have a

large radius in the gullet. The

gullet must also be properly

ground, so as to reduce the risk

of cracks, which would be liable

to lead to blade breakage.

Tooth shape of gang-saw blades

Springsletting Swagesetting

115

25 or
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Fig. 7.16 which are used in the smaller 

sav.rnills, are given a 10 degree 

hook angle and a 35-45 degree 

clearance. 

The tooth depth is frum 15 tD 18 

mm, the lower figure being used 

for high density w::;.od. 

The pitch of swaged teeth is fOr 

the most part 25 or 30 rom. This 

means that on a 1300-mm blade, 

for example, there would be about 

40 teeth. 

Swage-set teeth give a better 

sawn surface than spring-set 

teeth; they aloo permit a larger 

pitch and a higher feed speed. 

Even trough the blade is not 

flexed it is desirable to have a 

large radius in the gullet. The 

gullet must aloo be properly 

grolXld, 00 as to reduce the risk 

of cracks, which v.ould be liable 

to lead to blade breakage. 

Tooth shape of gang-saw blades 

Springsetting Swagesetting 

250' 
30 mm 

2~~18 
" f( e,.m 

15" 



4.2. The Chips

Fig. 7.17 The thickness of the individual

chips produced by a gangsaw

varies at different points of the

stroke.

Gangsaw chips are a good deal

larger than those produced by

handsaws or circular saws ,

averaging 2-3 mm in thickness as

a rule.

They are thinnest at the midpoint

of the stroke and thickest at the

bottom , where the blade is

momentarily stationary while the

feed continues.

A good mental image of the varia-

tion in chip thickness can be

obtained by imagining that each

tooth is provided with a pen that

traces the movement of the tooth

on the sawn surface.
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Feed per stroke

Chip thickness

in diagrammatic form

Stroke
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4.2. The Chips 

Fig. 7.17 The thickness of the individual Feed per stroke 

chips produced by a gang saw .. ' 
varies at different points of the 

stroke . 

Stroke 

Gangsaw chips are a good deal 

larger than th::>se produced by 

bandsaws or circular saws, 

averaging 2-3 m:n in thickness as in diagrammatic form 

a rule. 

They are thinnest at the midpoint 

of the stroke and thickest at the 

bottom, where the blade is 

momentarily stationary while the 

feed continues. 

A good mental image of the varia-

tion in c hip thic kness can be 

obtained by imagining that each 

tooth is provided with a pen that 

traces the movement of the tooth 

on the sawn surface. 
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The formula for calculating chip

thickness is

feed per stroke
x tooth pitch

stroke

If for example we know that the

feed per stroke is 42 mm, that

the stroke of the frame is 600 mm

and that the pitch is 25 mm, we

can then calculate that the chips

will be 1.75 'tan thick.

( 42 mm x 25 mm = 1.75 mm)
600 mm

Fig. 7.18 The chip volume that has to be

packed into a gullet is, in terms

of sDlid measure, the chip

thickness x (cutting depth -

pitch), since the chip will

already have begun to leave the

gullet by the time the preceding

tooth has left the kerf. If we

have the aforementioned chip

thickness of 1.75 mm, and if we

know that the cutting depth is

Chip area of gang-saw blades

tooth
depth

f

pitch chip area

Chip area
chip thickness x (cutting depth

pitch)
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The formula for calculating chip 

thickness is 

feed per c~ troke 
s troke x tooth pitch 

I f for example we know that the 

feed per stroke is 42 nun, . that 

the stroke of the frame is 600 rom 

and that the pitch is 25 rom, we 

can then calculate that the chips 

will be 1.75 rom thick. 

42 
( 600 

mm 
mm 

x 25 mm = 1. 75 llUll) 

Fig. 7 . 18 The chip volume that has to be 

packed into a gullet is, in terms 

of s:>lid measure , the chip 

thickness x (cutting depth 

pi tch) , since the chip will 

already have begun to leave the 

gullet by the time the preceding 

too th has left the kerf. If we 

have the aforementioned chip 

thickness of 1. 75 rom, and if we 

know that the cutting depth is 

Chip area of gang-saw blades 

:Jooth'; 
: depth, 
, , 

Chip area = 
chip thickness x (cutting depth 

- pitch) 
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175 mm, then we shall have a chip

area of 260 sq.mm (the pitch

being unchanged at 25 um). A

heavy feed force is required tio

compress the chips. Overloading

due to bao high a feed force or

to an incorrect overhang shows up

in the form of gullet cracks in

the upper part of the blade and

by the fact that the chips

"burst" forth when the gullet

opens at the exit from the kerf.

The consequence of excessive

feed, and the compression of the

chips which it entails, is wavy

sawing. An excess of chip space

should therefore be preferred.

Fig. 7.19 Chip space for some cOaron baoth

shapes:

pitch depth chip area

swage 25 mm 17 mm 235 sq.mm

30 mm 18 mm 310 sq.lua

Chip space

Two common swaged teeth

/r.
17mm

25 mm

235 mm2

310 mm2

18mm

1
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175 mm, then we shall have a chip 

area of 260 sq.mm (the pitch 

being W1changed at 25 mm). A 

heavy feed force is required to 

compress the chips. Overloading 

due to too high a feed furce or 

tc an incorrect overhang shews up 

in the form of gullet cracks in 

the upper part of the blade and 

by the fact that the chips 

"burst" forth when the gullet 

opens at the exit from the kerf. 

The consequence of excessive 

feed, and the compression of the 

chips which it en tails, is wavy 

sawing. lYl excess of chip space 

sheuld therefore be preferred. 
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5. SUMMARY

Fig. 7.20 Gangsawing comes into its own

when you are able to vzork on the

same size of sawlog throughout a

run . Its compactness, moreover,

mean S that relatively small

premises will suffice.

Although the previous information

relates mainly to softwood

species, gangsaws are al so used

very successfully on high density

hardwoods in developing coun-

tries. The feed speeds are

appreciably less than those

quoted in Fig. 7.12 and the gang -

Saws are often used in conjunc-

ton with bandmills which produce

cants from large logs for

resawing. The quality of the

sawn timber produced from these

cants is invariably much higher

from the gangsaws than would be

achieved through other machines.
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,

same size of sawlug throughout a run,

small space requirements

easily handled blades

limited feed speed
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5. SUMMARY 

Fig. 7.20 Gangsawing comes in to its oW"! 
Gang saw 

when you are able to w::>rk on the 

same size of sawlog throughJut a 

run. Its compactness , TTOre::>ver, 

means that relatively small 

premises will suffice. 

Although the previous information 
- same size of sawlug throughout a run, 

relates mainly s.:J f t w::>O d - small space requ irements 

- easily handled blades 

spec ies, gang saws are aloo used - limited feed speed 

very successfully on high density 

hard\'U)ds in developing coun-

tries. The f eed speeds are 

appreciably l ess than toose 

quoted in Fig . 7 .12 and the gang-

saws are often used in conjunc-

tion with bandmills which produce 

cants from large logs for 

resawing. The guali ty of the 

saW"! timber produced from these 

cants is invariably much higher 

from the gangsaws than w::>uld be 

achieved through other machines. 
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The blades used in gangsawing are

easier to handle than bandsaw

blades, but if single cuts are

wanted the feed speed is limited.
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The blades used in gangsawing are 

easier to handle than bandsaw 

blades, but if single cuts are 

wanted the feed speed is limited. 
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CHAPTER 8 - MAINTENANCE OF GANGSAW BLADES

THE MACHINE

1.1. Overhang

1.2. The Distance Between the Blades

1.3. Alignment

1.4. Outermost Blades Advanced

1.5. Straining Force

THE BLADE

2.1. Tensioning

2.2. Levelling and Checking

2.3. Clamping Tabs

THE TEETH

3.1. Spring-setting

3.2. Swage-setting

3.3. Tooth-point Hardening

3.4. Grinding

3.5. Retoothing

FAULT TRACING
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MAINTENANCE OF GANGSAW BLADES

1. THE MACHINE

- 13d -

Fig. 8.1 In the wprk of ganging the blades

in the loose frame it is of the

utmost importance tO get the

following points right:

The blades must have the right

Overhang (= forward tilt).

The distance between the blades

must be in accordance with the

spacing diagram.

- The blades must be exactly in

line with the feed and exactly

vertical in the frame.

The outermost blades must be

wmewhat farther forward than the

rest of the gang.

The blades must be strained

equally in the frame.

Correct
overhang \

Checkfistforganging
Correct spacing, -

il i
Outermost blades
leading

iv IOW/ A!
Correctly aligned,
parallel and vertical

Equal
straining

9
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MAINTENANCE OF GANGSAW BLADES 

1. TIlE MACHINE 

Fig. 8 .1 In the work of ganging the blades Checklist for ganging 

in the lOose frame it is of the 

u trrost imfOrtance to get the 

following fOints right: 

- The blades must have the right 

overhang (= forward tilt). 

- The distance between the blades 

~ f~] 
correc~ Corre: tlyaligned, 

overhang \ .~\ ~tical 

I~" ~ 
~~~. i · ~::,~,~ 

must be in accordance with the 
leading 

9. 

spacing diagram. 

- The blades must be exactly III 

line with the feed and exactly 

vertical in the frame. 

- The outermost blades must be 

somewhat farther fOrward than the 

rest o f the gang . 

- The blades must be s trained 

equally in the frame . 
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1.1. Overhang

Fig. 8.2 Most gangsaws have a continuous

feed. TO prevent the blade from

cutting into the workpiece during

the upward movement it is given a

forward tilt.

With present-day machine designs

however, we cannot entirely

prevent the flanks uf the teeth

from cutting on the upstroke as

well.

Rack-cuttlng is avoided in

machines with intermittent feed

and a low feed per stroke, since

the workpiece is stationary while

the loose frame is on its

upstroke.

The size of the overhang is

measured in relation to the

stroke of the frame, i.e. we take

the difference in the position of

the tooth line at the tOp and

bottom of the stroke. A plumb-

Overhang
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1. 1. 0'erhang 

fig. 8.2 MOst ga'1gsaws have a continuous 
Overhang 

feed. 10 prevent the blade fmm 

cutting into the v.orkpiece during 

the upward mwement it is given a 

forward tilt. 

with present-day machine designs 
Overhang 

rowever, we cannot entirely 

prevent the flanks of the teeth 

f=m cutting on the upstroke as 

well. 

Back-<::utting is avoided in 

machines with intennittent feed 

and a low feed per stroke, since 

the w::>rkpiece is stationary while 

the loose frame is on its 

upstmke. 

The size of the overhang is 

measured in relation to the 

stroke of the frame, i.e. we take 

the difference in the posi ticn 0 f 

the tooth line at the t()p and 

oottom of the stroke. A plumb-
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toard Or spirit-level is used for

setting the overhang. It is

necessary for the frame tò be

absylutely vertical. My devia-

tion would mean that the inclina-

tion of the blade to the aork-

piece culd not be as intended,

rendering it necessary to effect

corrections .

The size of the overhang is

determined by the feed per

stroke. In practice, the over-

hang is put at a figure equal to

half the feed per stroke plus 1-2

. This corresponds tO 52-56%

of the feed per strOke. For

example, if we are going GO saw

25-cm logs in a machine with a

600-lTru stroke and feed of 32 rrn

per stroke, then the overhang

stould be atout 17 ram

(1/2 x 32 + 1).

- 140 -
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, . 



The instructions given for the

saw set-up will include the feed

per stroke and the overhang of

the blades. If the input logs

are of hioh density the figures

are often reduced by 10-15%. In

our example we should therefore

switch to an overhang of about

15 mm., when cutting high density

logs.

Fig. 8.3 The need to give the blade an

overhang might mean that its

toothed edge would not be suffi-

ciently stiff towards the top.

This disadvantage can to sane

extent be neutralised by giving

the loose frame a tilt. The tilt

is produced by repositioning the

blocks of the system so as to

shift the adjustable guide system

of the loose trame.

Giving the loose frame a tilt is

a tricky operation. It is there-

fore mode tram the beginning with

a tilt which corresponds to the

Position of the loose frame

Position of the straining Position of the straining
irons in a vertical loose frame gent in a tilted loose frame
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the blades. If the input logs 
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our example we should therefore 
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logs. 
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fore made fram the beginning with 

a tilt which corresponds to the 
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average need of overhang. The

sawyer then gives the blades the

exact desired inclination ti' the

workpiece by setting them at a

slight angle tb the loose frame.

If 32 mm is the average feed per

stroke, then the loose frame must

be tilted 1/2 x 32 + 1 mm, i.e.

17 mm. If the feed is put at 34

uiit per stnake for another

prOduction run then the overhang

is adjusted by tilttng the blades

(not the frame) another 1 mm.

Since the loose frame has a tilt

the upper straining beam will _Je

farther ahead than the Lower one.

The upper straining irons will be

nearer to the bpothed line of the

blades. In this way we secure

the desired stiffness, which the

overhang wpuld otherwise operate

against.

average need of overhang. The 

sawyer then gives the blades the 

exact desired inclination to the 

workpiece by setting them at a 

slight angle to the loose frame. 

If 32 mn is the average feed per 

stroke, then the loose frame must 

be til ted 1/2 x 32 + 1 mn, i.e. 

17 mn. If the feed is put at 34 

mn per stroke for another 

production run then the '::)\lerhang 

adjusted by tilting the blades 

(not the frame) another 1 mn. 

Since the Loose frame has a tilt 

the upper straining beam will ..;e 

farther ahead than the lower one. 

The upper straining irons will be 

nearer to the to::>thed 1 ine of the 

blades. In this way we secure 

the desired stiffness, which the 

overhang would otherwise operate 

against. 
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1.2. The Distance Between the Blades

Fig.. 8.4 Spacers are used for adjusting

the distances between blades and

rendering them parallel. Spacers

can be made of woad, plywood or

light allby. They are fitted in

between the blades next tO the

straining irons. TO ensure that

the distances between blades will

be exact, the spacers must be

plane-parallel to within 0.1 mm

and the blades must be cumpletely

flat next ta the clamping tabs.

Fig. 8.5 The width pf the spacers is

determined by the desired width

of the sawn timber, with addi-

tions to cover twice the setting

width, the vibration of the

blades and the drying allowance.

For example, if we are going bo

saw a width of 100 mm then the

size of the spacers must be 100

(desired thickness) + 2.6 (twice

with setting width) + 2.6 (vibra-

Spacers for gang-saw blades

flatness and parallellism
must be accurate to 0.1 mm

the blades must be flat
next to the clamping tabs.

Width of spacers

Dry -.my I 1114 7, 1....4"T'&12'"Ir"----10Ornm
Green

102.6 mm

5
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I I II T l 
t-I'2 .CI ~ ~ 100 mm~ 1~'.4~ 

Green 
102.6 mm- -<ti 

.5 
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tion and drying allowance). l'he

better the blade maintenance, the

smaller the spacers can be made,

with rawmaterial savings in

consequence.

1.3. Alignment

Fig. 8.6 It is necessary to check that the

blades are exactly in line with

the feed. This is done by laying

a ganging rule at an angle up the

blades. IC alignment is at fault

the results will be wavy sawing

and heavier stresses on the

blades.

Fig. 8.7 In addition, the blades must be

vertical. This is checked by

running the loose frame slowly up

and down with the blades toirhing

a ganging rule. If the blades

are not vertical the spacers will

have to be repOsitioned.

Aligning the blade gang

Truing the blade gang to the vertical

1.3. 

Fig. 8.6 

Fig. 8.7 

tion and drying allowance). The 

better the blade maintenance, the 

smaller the spacers can be made, 

with raw-material savings in 

consequence. 

Alignment 

It is necessary to check that the 

blades are exactly in line with 

the feed. This is done by laying 

a ganging rule at an angle to the 

blades. If alignment is at fault 

the results will be wavy sawing 

and heavier stresses on the 

blades. 

In addition, the blades must be 

vert ieal • This is ehee ked by 

running the loose frame slowly up 

and cb~ with the blades tl:>uching 

a ganging rule. If the blades 

are net vertical the spacers will 

have to be repOsit~ed. 

, ' " 

Aligning the blade gang 

I I II 
00000 0 0 0 000 0 0 0 

Truing the blade gang to the vertical 



1.4. Outenrust Blades Advanced

Fig. 8.8 As the ls:Dg leaves the machine it

is suprxased te) fall apart in such

a way that the slabs drop off
first, followed by the side

boards, and lastly the cant.

This is achieved by positioning

the outermost blades somewhat in

advance of the others. It may

therefore be necessary to use the

widest blades in the end pasi-

tions and those that are most
heavily ground down in the

centre.

1.5. Straining Force

- 145 -

Fig. 8.9 The straining force in the blades

is controlled by means of the

upper straining iron, which may

be Of screw or cam type. Cn the

former type we use a torque

wrench and on the latter a socket

wrench and a slotted insert,

which facilitate correct and

unif3rm straining. Each blade

sl-Zuld be under a straining force

Of between 7 and 9 tonnes.

Positioning of saw blades in frame

lYlounting blades with straining irons

Cam t-ype

Shim
edge

Upper
straining
beam

p.
Blade holders--

Normal values 7-9 tonnes

U.0

Screw type
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1.4 . OUte~st Blades Advanced 

Fig. 8.8 As the l.c>g leaves the machine it 

is sUp[:Qsed tD fall apart in such 

a way that the slabs drop off 

first, followed by the side 

boards, and lastly the cant. 

This is achieved by positioning 

the outermost blades somewhat in 

advance ~f the others. It may 

therefore be necessary to use the 

widest blades in the end posi-

t iOns and those that are rrQst 

heavily grcmd do..n in the 

centre. 

1.5. Straining Fbrce 

Fig. 8.9 The strain ing force in the blades 

is controlled by means o f the 

upper straining iron , which may 

be of screw or cam type. 01 the 

fOrmer type we use a torgue 

wrench and on the latter a s:x::ke t 

wrench and a slotted insert , 

which f acil itate correct and 

uniIDrm straining. Eac h blade 

s tGuld be mder a straining fOrce 

Of between 7 and 9 tonnes. 

Positioning of saw blades in frame 

I 

•. c 

Mounting blades with straining irons 

Shim 
i-<--oVWedge 

Upper 
strain ing 
beam 

Screw type 

Normal values 7- 9 tonnes 



Fig. 8.10 It is neither desirable nor

possible to have a completely

rigid lOose frame. The straining

beams and sideposts of the frame

will therefore flex increasingly

as more and more blades are

strained in. The flexure is

greatest at their midpOints. In

mounting the blades the middle

ones should be strained last; in

removal they sl-tould te taken out

first.

Failure to observe this point

will result in the overloadingof

the micirreist blade and damage to

the clamping tabs or rivets. If

the socket wrench is lengthened,

e.g. with a piece of pipe, the
straining force can easily be

overdone and the same kind of

damage will be done. In both

cases, too, there is a risk of
cracking the blade.

Straining force

- if the midmost blade alone
is strained it will be heavily
overloaded

Fig. 8.10 It is neithet: desit:able not: 

possible to have a completely 

dg id lOose ft:ame. The stt:ain ing 

beams and sidep:>sts of the frame 

will thet:efore flex increasingly 

as IT'Qt:e and lPDt:e blades at:e 

stt:ained in. The flexut:e is 

greatest at their midp:,ints. In 

mounting the blades the middle 

ones sIDuld be strained last; in 

t:erroval they should be taken out 

fit:st. 

FailUt:e to observe this p:>int 

will result in the overUlading of 

the midmOst blade and damage to 

the clamping tabs or rivets. If 

the socket wrench is lengthened, 

e.g. with a piece of pipe, the 

straining fot:ce can easily be 

ovet:done and the same kind of 

damage will be done. In roth 

cases, too, there is a risk of 

ct:acking the blade. 

St . . f rammg orce 

--

I- -I , 
I I , , 

- I ',--, I , , 
, , 
I 

, 
, I 

, -3 • 2 -.... .~'--

- if the midmost blade alone 
is strained it will be heavilv 
overloaded 



2. BLADE

2.1. Tensioning

Fig. 8.12 As gangsawing proceeds, the blade

warms up along its front edge,

which thus grows longer. It

would then lose stiffness and be

more liable to make a crooked cut

were it not for the fact that it

has been "tensioned", whereby the

central zone of the blade is made

longer than the edges. Thus the

straining forces are carried

mainly by the front and back

edges of the blade. 'lb maintain

- 147 -

Fig. 9.11 Insofar as is possible the

straining force should act

parallel to the blade

line one-third of the

width of the blade from its front

edge. The size f the overhang

will decide the degree bD which

the straining force can be made

parallel in the blade.

Position of the gang-saw blades
in the straining irons

and On a Full-width blade Ground-down blade
-4 0

remaining 50 30

Foot iron

--Der

911

Tensioning gang-saw blades

tensioning keeps the edges of the
blade stiff despite. heating-up
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Fig. 9.11 Ins::>far as is p.Jssible the 

straining force stnuld act 

para lle l to t he blade and on a 

line one- third of the remaining 

width of the bl ade from its front 

edge . The s i ze of the overhang 

will dec i de the degree to which 

t he strain ing for ce can be made 

parallel in the blade . 

2 . BlADE 

2 .1. Tens ioning 

Fi g . 8. 12 As gangsawing proceeds , the blade 

warms up aLong its f ront edge , 

which thus grows longer. I t 

would then lose stiffness and be 

more liabl e to make a croaked cut 

we r e it no t for t he fact t hat it 

has been "tensioned", whereby the 

central zone o f the bl ade is made 

longer than t he edges. Thus the 

straining forces are carried 

mainly by the front and back 

edges o f the bl ade . 1b main tain 

Position of the gang-saw blades 
in the straining irons 

Full-width blade 

~ r 160 

5~ r 
Ground-down blade 

3Yr 

9.1' 

Tensioning gang-saw blades 

, 
- tensioning keeps the edges of the 

blade stiff despiK heating-up 
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a taut tooth edge the back edge

must also be made longer and is

cros.vned by rolling as with a

bandsaw.

Tensioning is effected by rolling

the zone nearest the centre of

the blade. New blades are given

from one to five roll passes over

their full length, a few centi-

metres apart. Used blades are

given as many roll passes as the

need dictates. No passes should

be made less than about 20 cm

from the gullets.

Fig. 8.13 To check the tensioning of a

blade it is first laid on a

bench. It is then lifted at one

end so that it hangs freely,

suppOrted by the hand at one end

and the bench at the other.

Under its own weight the blade

will flex dovnwards and

transversely. If it is cOrrectly

tensioned the blade will develop

a hollow along its length.

Checking the tensioning of a

gang-saw blade

rise of arc 0.3-0.5 mm,
the same on both sides

- 1118 -

a taut tooth edge the back edge 

must aloo be maele longer and is 

crowned by rolling as with a 

bandsaw. 

Tensioning is effected by rolling 

the zone nearest the centre of 

the blade. New blades are given 

from one tc five roll passes Over 

their full l ength, a few centi-

metres apart. Used blades are 

given as many roll passes as the 

need dictates . N:l passes srould 

be made less than about 20 cm 

f~m the gullets. 

Fig. B. 13 1b check the tensioning of a 

blade it is first laid on a 

bench . It i s then lifted at one 

end ro that it hangs freely, 

supp:lrted by the hand at one end 

and the bench at the other. 

Under its own weight the b l ade 

will flex downwards and 

transversely. If it is c~rrectly 

tens ioned the blade will develop 

a hollow along its length. 

Checking the tensioning of a 
gang-saw blade 

- rise of arc 0.3-0.5 mm 
the same on both side~ 
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This concavity is measured with

the aid of a straightedge which

is laid at right angles across

the width of the blade.

pressure stpuld be applied to the

straightedge. The daylight that

appears between the straightedge

and the blade indicates the

degree of tensioning. It can be

checked by using some kind of

wedge-shaped gauge which is

inserted between the straightedge

and the blade.

The rise of arc of the daylight

gap shnuld be around 0.3-0.5 mm,

and it should be the same on both

sides. Failing this, it is

probable that the blade has

permanent channelling, which

should be beaten out with a

levelling !limner.
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This concavity is measured with 

the aid of a straightedge which 

is 1a at right angles across 

the width of the blade. NJ 

pressure s~uld be applied to the 

straightedge. The daylight that 

appears between the straightedge 

and the blade indicates the 

degree vf tensioning. It can be 

checked by using some kind of 

wedge-shaped gauge which is 

inserted between the straightedge 

and the blade. 

The rise of arc of the daylight 

gap srould be around 0.3-0.5 lll1\, 

and it sfDuld be the same on both 

sides. Failing this, it is 

probahle that the blade has 

permanent 

should be 

channelling, which 

beaten out with a 

levelling hammer. 



2.2. Levelling and Checking

Fig. 8.14 Gangsaw blades require the same

systematic maintenance procedure

after each run as given tO

bandsaws which is:

- Thoroughly clean the blade.

Check the blade on both sides

with a straight edge for lumps

both lengthways and crossways.

This must be done with the saw

lying flat on a levelling block

which has a true machined flat

surface.

Lightly hammer as necessary to

make the blade perfectly level.

Check the back edge of the

blade with the appropriate back

gauge for convexity or crown

which is necessary bo ensure the

tooth edge remains taut after

heat expansion when working

(usually reckoned at 1 mm per

1000mm of saw length) .

Straigthtening and levelling

0000000

the tensioning must be
restored

- 150 -

2.2. Levelling and Olecking 

Fig. 8.14 Gangsaw blades require the same 

systematic maintenance procedure 

after each run as given t:¢> 

bandsaws which is: 

- Troroughly clean the blade. 

- Oleck the blade on roth sides 

with a straight edge for lumps 

both lengthways and crossways . 

This must be done with the saw 

lying flat on a levelling block 

which has a true machined flat 

surface. 

- Lightly hanmer as necessary to 

make the blade perfectly level. 

- Chec k the back edge of the 

blade with the appropriate back 

gauge for convexity or crov.n 

which is necessary to ensure the 

tooth edge remains t aut after 

heat expansion when w::>rking 

(usually reckoned at 1 mm per 

lOOOnrn of saw length). 

Straigthtening and levelling 

- the tensioning must be 
restored 
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Rooll the blade as required to

adjust the back edge if necessary

and keep the oorrect tension in

the blade.

- After rolling if tLis has been

necessary recheck the blade for

being level.

2.3. Clamping Tabs

Fig. 8.15 The clamping tabs must be firmly

riveted to the blade, without aay

gap between them. The straining

force must not be transmitted as

a shear force on the rivets; the

rivets must hold the clamping

tabs on so tight that the fric-

tion can transmit the straining

force. If the blade has been

overloaded SD that the rivets

have necked dOwn, the rivets must

be changed. The rivets should be

made of hardened and tempered

steel.

Clamping tabs of gang-saw blades

Poorly riveted:
the rivets take
the load and
may be sheared
off

Tightly
riveted:
the friction
takes the
load wis
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- RDll t he blade as required t.J 

adjust the back edge if necessary 

and keep the cor rect tens ion in 

the blade. 

- After rolling if tI.is has been 

necessary recheck the blade for 

being level. 

2 . 3 . Clamping Tabs 

Fig . 8.15 The c l amping tabs must be f i rmly 

riveted to the bl ade , witMut any 

gap between them . The straining 

force must not be transmitted as 

a shear fo rce on the rivets ; the 

rivets must hold the clamping 

tabs on so tight that the fric -

tion can transmit the straining 

force . If the b l ade has been 

overloaded so that the rivets 

have necked dOwn , the rivets must 

be changed. The rivets should be 

made of hardened and tempered 

steel . 

Clamping tabs of gang-saw blades 

Poorly ri'ive'ted 
the rivets take 
the load and 
may be sheared 
off 

Tightly 
riveted : 
the friction 
takes the 
load 9.15 
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Fig.8.16 The clamping tabs must also be

checked to ensure that they are

equal in width, so that the dile

straining force is transmitted

equally (:)n both sides. Otherwise

an excessive tensión uould be

thrtm...n on one clamping tab,

causing it to fail before long.

.,,hen changing saws, all hasrnering

on the ends of the clamping tabs

should be done with caution.

Treating them bpo roughly May

cause them to part from the

blade, rendering it necessary to

replace the tabs or re-head the

rivets.

3. THE TEETH

3.1. Spring-setting

Fig. 8.17 Spring-setting used ti) be the

comuonest way of making the width

of the kerf greater than the

blade thickness and thereby

avoiding unwanted friction

between blade and Kpod.

Po5itioning of clamping tabs

Spring-setting

normal set 0.55-0.75 mm per side
only the tip of the tooth most be
bent

- 152 

Fig.8.l6 The clam~ing tabs must also be 
Positioning of clamping tabs 

checked to ensure that they are 

equal in width, so that the whOle 

straining force is transmitted 

equally On toth sides. Otherwise 

an excessive tension WDuld be 

thrown on one clam~ing tab, 

causing it to fail before long. 

Imen changing saws r all hamnering 

on the ends of the clam~ing tabs 

soould be <:bne with caution. 

Treating them too roughly may 

cause them to part from the 

blade, rendering it necessary to 

replace the tabs pr re-head the 

rivets. 

3. THE TEETH 

3.1. Spring:-setting 

Fig. 8.17 Spring-setting used to be the Spring-setting 

commonest way of making the width 

of the kerf greater than the 

blade thickness and thereby 

avoiding unwanted friction 

between blade and wood. 
- normal set 0.55-0.75 mm per side 
- only the tip of the tooth must be 

bent 
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NOwadays, spring-setting is met

with only in the smaller

sawmills, and it gives poorer

dimensional accuracy. This

follows from the fact that each

sawn surface is worked only by

alternate teeth.

The job is done using a saw set

or in a setting machine. Only

the very tip of the tooth sh6uld

be bent; this ensures a more

durable set.

tZrmally, the set is about

0.55-0.75 mm per side. Varia-

tions are called for by the

cOnsistency of the wood. flow

values are used on high density

hardwoods; higher ones on soft

and fibrous wirods. The set

should be restored after each

regrinding.
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Nowadays, spring-setting is met 

with only in the smaller 

sawmills, and it gives poorer 

dimensional accuracy. This 

follows from the fact that each 

sawn surface is worked only by 

alternate teeth. 

The job is oone using a saw set 

or in a setting machine. only 

the very tip of the !:Oath sMuld 

be bent; this ensures a arore 

durable set. 

~rmally, the set is aOOut 

0.55-0.75 rom per side. Varia

tions are called f<llr by the 

cOnsistency of the w.x>d. tow 

values are used on high density 

hardWO<Jds; higher ones on soft 

and fibrous woods. The set 

should be restored after each 

regrinding. 



3.2. Swage-setting

Fig. 8.18 Swaging of the teeth leaves them

wholly symmetrical, and the

influence of the lateral forces

will be less in evidence during

sawing. Since every tooth works

both sawn surfaces it will

"track" better in the kerf, 1 ubr ic a t e the chip lace and flank
of the tooth

giving better dimensional acc swaging width 0.9-LO mm on
each side

uracy than spring-set blades.

The swaging operation is in most

cases carried out in modern swag-

ing machines. It begins with a

check to see that the teeth have

not been bent outwards.

Next, the chip face and flank of

the tooth are smeared with grease

of similar lubricant. This

prevents damage to the swage bar

and avoids the hazard of tearing

the saw steel.

Swage-setting

Newly Side-dressed
swaged (by pressing) Ground

check that the teeth are not bent out

3.2. Swage-setting 

Fig. 8.18 Swaging of the teeth leaves them 

wholly symrnetri cal, and the 

influence the lateral forces 

will be less in evidence during 

sawing. Since every tooth works 

both sawn surfaces it will 

"track" better in the kerf, 

giving better dimensional ace-

uracy than spring-set blades. 

The swaging operation is in most 

cases carried out in modern swag-

ing machines. It begins with a 

check to see that the teeth have 

not been bent outwards. 

Next, the chip face and flank of 

the tooth are smeared with grease 

of similar lubricant. This 

prevents damage to the swage bar 

and avoids the hazard of tearing 

the saw steel. 

Swage-setting 

'\{l'~ 
Newly Side-dressed 
swaged (by pressing) , Ground 

- check that the teeth are not bent Ollt . 
- lubricate the chip face and flank 

of the tooth 
swaging width 0.9·1.0 mm on 
each side 



As the swage bar is slowly

twisted against the chip face of

the tooth, the topth point is
nade to spread. The following

c9peratian of side-dressing

presses the swaged-out metal

back. After that, the outermsst

tips of the hOoth shnuld be

0.9-1.0 mm beyond the sides of

the blade. The resulting kerf

will be wide enough teD prevent

friction between the blade and

the ..00d. The swaged width

normally lasts fpr frpm three to

five regrindings. When it has

fallen to 0.7 mm the swaging

Operativo must be repeated.

Fig. 8.19 9daging produces an increase in

hardness in the tooth point and

thus gives better wear resis-

tance, the improvement being up

tO 7 Rockwell C. The hardness

than declines eE, the blade

is gnound dpwn.

Hardness increase in Rockwell C units

M the swage bar slowly 

twisted against the chip face of 

the tooth, the toellth pc in t is 

made to spread. The following 

operation of side-dressing 

presses the swaged-()ut metal 

back. After that, the oute=st 

tips of the tooth sruuld be 

0.9-1.0 rum beyond the s of 

the blade. The resulting kerf 

will be wide enough to prevent 

friction between the blade and 

the w;)od. The swaged width 

normally lasts fx fom three tel 

five regrindings. When it has 

fallen to 0.7 rom the swaging 

operation must be repeated. 

Fig. 8.19 SWaging produces an increase in 
Hardness increase in Rockwell C units 

hardness in the tooth pcint and 

thus gives better wear res is-

tance, the impr9vement being up 

tb 7 ROckwell C. The hardness 

then declines each time the blade 

is gl:Ol1l1d cb'-l'\. 



3.3. Taint Hardening

Fig. 8.20 A further increase in hardness

may be brought about by induction

hardening (high-frequency harden-

ing) of the tooth points in

automatic machines. T'his

Operation is repeated each time

the blade is sharpened.

Only a small part of the tooth

(0.2 un) is heated to beyond the

hardening temperature. Beneath

the hardened layer there is an

annealed layer. 'Ilhe difficulty

in tooth-point hardening is to

make the hardened layer thick

enough not to be worn through

before the sawing run is over,

but thin enough not tò interfere

with the next swaging operatiOn.

The same effect is produced by

hot-swaging, though no great

experience of this method has yet

been accumulated.

-156-

Tooth-point hardening
0.2 mm

9.2
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3.3. looth-point Hardening 

Fig. 8.20 A further increase in hardness 

may be brought about by induction 

hardening (high-frequency harden-

ing) of the tooth p:lints in 

automatic machines. This 

operation is repeated each time 

the blade is sharpened. 

Only a small part of the tooth 

( 0 • 2 urn) is heated to beyond the 

hardening temperature. Beneath 

the hardened layer there is an 

annealed layer. The difficulty 

in tooth-po in t harden ing to 

make the hardened layer thick 

enQugh not to be ~rn through 

before the sawing run is over, 

but thin enough not to interfere 

with the next swaging operation. 

The same effect is produced by 

hot-swag ing, th::>ugh no great 

experience of this method has yet 

been accumulated. 

Tooth-point hardening 

10,2 mm 

9,2 



3.4. Grinding

Fig. 8.21 When the saw blades have becOme

dull, through wear or through

runn ing into sand or fOreign

objects, they must be

resharpened. With normal wear

this point is reached after three

or four hours' sawing. The

regrinding is carried out in an

automatic machine, without any

liquid coolant. The thickness of

the grinding wheels must be about

One-third of the pitch. They

must be Of suitable grain size

and hardness. If the wheels are

too hard they can easily bum the

ground surface, while if they are

tbo coarse they give unwanted

grinding scratches. In both

cases the effect is tO increase

the risk of cracking in the

gullets.

The gullets must be well rounded.

A uniform tooth prOfile should he

aimed at.

- 157 -

Grinding

thickness 1/3 of the pitch

the grinding wheel must not be too hard
or too coarsegrained
the tooth profile must be uniform

- 157 -

3.4. Grinding 

Fig. 8.21 \\hen the saw blades have becOme 
Grinding 

dull, through wear Dr through 

running into sand or fDreign 

Objects, they must be 

resharpened. With normal wear 

this point is reached after three 
- thickness 1/3 of the pitch 

ttr bur hours' sawing. The - the grinding wheel must not be too hard 
or too coarsegrained 

regrinding is carried out in an - the tooth profile must be uniform 

automatic machine, without any 

liquid coolant. The thickness of 

the grinding wheels must be about 

One-third of the pitch. They 

must be Of suitable grain size 

and hardness. If the wheels are 

too hard they can easily bucn the 

ground surface, while if they are 

too coarse they give unwanted 

grinding scratches. In IxIth 

cases the effect is to increase 

the risk of cracking in the 

gullets. 

The gullets must be well rounded. 

A uniform tooth prOfile should be 

ai.me<l at . 



Fig. 8.22 Subsequent fettling with a

carbide bur removes all coarse

grinding scratches or emery-

hardened metal from the gullets.

Fettling reduces the risk of

cracking, and it can be

recommended as an after treat-

ment.
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Fig. 8.23 Following a tooth breakage it may

be worth while to retooth the

blade in an ordinary eccentric-

shaft press - a press of simpler

design will also do - if the

blade is not too narrow. After

retoothing, the teeth of the

blade must be ground to the

correct shape before any further

treatment. Levelling and renewal

of tensioning should also be

carried out.

After retoothing or repeated

regrinding it is also good

Fettling with a carbide bur

Angle-grinding of a gang-saw blade

after retoothing or repeated
regrincling

9.23

3.5. Retoothing

- 1,)0 -

Fig . 8.22 Subsequent fettling with a 

carbide bur removes all coarse 

grinding scr atches Or emery-

hardened me t al fran the gullets. 

Fett l ing reduces the risk of 

cracking , and it can be 

recommended as an after treat-

ment . 

3.5 . Retoothing 

Fig . 8 . 23 Fol l owi ng a t ooth breakage it may 

be worth whi l e t o retooth the 

blade in an ordinary eccentric-

shaft press - a press of simpler 

design wil l a l so do - if the 

blade is not too narrow . After 

retoothing , the teeth of the 

blade must be ground to the 

correct shape before any fur t her 

t reatment. Level li ng and renewal 

of tens i oning should also be 

card ed ou t . 

After retoothing or repeated 

regrindi ng it is also good 

Fettling with a carbide bur 

Angle-grinding of a gang-saw blade 

o 0 0 
o 0 0 0 

- after retoothing or repeated 
regrinding · 

9.23 
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practice to cut back or grind off

the ends of the blade to an

angle. This prevents dangerous

concentrations of load in the

outermost gullets while at the

same time making the blade less

trouble to regrind in automatic

machines.

4. FAULT TRACING

Fig. 8.24 'Moth breakage

Foreign bodies in the and

Incorrect overhang

Pitch too small

Emery-harden ing

Over feeding

Fault tracing gang-saw blades

Tc ott
c es in 'the wood

tneorn overhang
Pitch TOO si

Emery hal _ring

Bigde/angie-i o to.

VS1 ung working or,j,:r in ganging

Emerrherde,
Straining ton igg
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practice to cut back \Or gr.ind off 

the ends of the blade to an 

angle. This pr:even ts dangerous 

concentrations of load in the 

outermost gullets while at the 

same time making the blade less 

trouble tb regrind in automatic 

machines. 

4. FAULT TRACING 

Fig. 8.24 1both breakage 

- Fa re ign tvd i es in the v.nod 

- Incorrect overhang 

- pitch too small 

- Emery-hardening 

- Over feeding 

Fault tracing gang-saw blade$ 

Tooth breakage: 
Foreign bodies in the wood 

- Incorrect overhang 
- Pitch too sma!! 

- Ernery,hardening 

Blade/angle-iron breakage: 
- Incorrect overhang 
_ Wrong working order in ganging 
- Emery-hardening 

Straining too tl9M 



- Warn spacers
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Blade breakage and ang.je-irpn

breakage

- Incorrect overhang

- Wrong working order in ganging

Emery-Hardening

Fmk Angle too small

- Straining too tight

- Over feeding

Fig. 8.25 Wavy sawing (uneven Thickness)

- Insufficient blade tensioning

For shatpness

Blades not vertical

- Crooked swaging and/or crooked

grinding

Uneven thickness:
Insufficient ble-de tensioning
Poor sharpness
Blades not vertical
Worn spacers
Crooked swaging end/or
crooked grinding
Straining too lose

Fault !racing gang.saw blades

Long crookedness:
Faulty infeed

Poor surfaces:
I nsuf ficient overhang
Pitch too large
Poorly straightened blades
Uneven setting
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Bl ade breakage and ang le-irJn 

breakage 

- Incorrect Dverhang 

- wrong working order in ganging 

- Emery-Hardening 

- HOok Angle too small 

- Straining too tight 

- OVer feeding 

Fig. 8 . 25 wavy sawing (uneven Thickness ) 

- Insufficient blade tensioning 

- POor sharpness 

- Blades not vertical 

- \'bm spacers 

- CrOoked swaging and/ or c rooked 

grinding 

Faull trac ing gang·ssw blades 

Uneven thickness: 
Insufficient blede tensioning 

- Poor sharpness 
- Blades not vertical 
- Worn spacers 
_ Crooked swaging and/ or 

crooked grinding 

_ Stra ining too lose 

Long crookedncs.s : 
- Faulry infeed 

Poor surfaces: 
- Insu l l icient overhang 
- Pitch too large 

- Poorly straightened blades 
- Uneven selting 
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Straining too loose

Over feeding

Long crookedness

Faulty infeed (lo carriage)

Rapid wear

Insufficient overhang

Poor surfaces

Insufficient overhang

Pitch too large

Poorly straightened blades

Uneven setting

Over feeding

Summery maintenance of gong-saw blades:

Clamping tabs
firmly riveted

Fettling the gullets with
a carbide but

SWeging without toothipoint cracks

1,4^ quality b'ade + high quality inaintenance offers:

den jun01 accuracy raw matariff earnings
ffedurvao noinber of stoppages

- Smell bledo consumption
Simplit ad saw shop work

Thorough levelling
ulono to the clamping tabs
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- straining too loose 

- OVer feeding 

[Dng crookedness 

- Faulty infeed (log carriage) 

Rapid weM 

- Insufficient overhang 

PCor surfaces 

- Insufficient overhang 

- Pitch too large 

- PCorly straightened blades 

- Uneven setting 

- OVer feeding 

Summary maintert{mce of gang-saw blades; 

Clamping tabs 
firmly riveted 

Thorough levelling 
close to the clamping tabs 

Fettllng the gLlllets with 

a carbide bur 

Swagili\t Without tooth-point cracks 

HIif'! quality blade + high quality maintenance offers~ 
_ High demin$ione! accuracy -- raw materiel eamings 
_ Reduced number of stoppages 
_ Small blade COfl$IJmptiOn 

~ SimplifiOO WN ihop work 
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CHAPTER 9 - CIRCULAR SAWING

WHERE AND WRY ARE CIRCULAR SAWS USED?

RIPSAWTNG

2.1. Sawlogs into Flitches and Planks

2,2. Chipper Canters and Multi-bladed Saws

2.3. Cleaver

2.4. Guided Circular Saws

3, THE BLADE BODY

3.1. Thickness and Taper-grinding

3.2. Thicknesses

3.3. Flutter

3.4. Tensioning

3.5. Howling Blades

4. TI-TE TOOTH

4.1e Inserted Teeth

4.2. Tboth Shapes for Ripsawing

4.3. The Tooth Point in Ripsawing
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1. WHERE AND WHY ARE CIRCULAR SAWS USED? 

2 • RIPSAWING 

2.1. Saw10gs into Flitches and Planks 

2.2. Chipper Canters and Multi-bladed Saws 

2.3. Cleaver 

2.4. Guided Circular Saws 

3. TIlE BLADE BODY 

3.1. Thickness and Taper-grinding 

3.2. ThiCknesses 

3.3. Flutter 

3.4. Tensioning 

3.5. Howling Blades 

4 • TIlE TCX:lTH 

4.1. Inserted Teeth 

4.2. Tooth Shapes for Ripsawing 

4.3. The Tooth Point in Ripsawing 
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4.3. The Tooth Point in Ripsawtng

4.3.1. Spring-setting

4.3.2. Swage-setting

4.3.3. Carbide Tipping

4.3.4. Sharpening Ripsaw Blades

4.4. The Tooth Shape fcirr Cross-cutting

4.5. The Tooth Shape for Edging

4.6. Heatrng Up During Operatitm
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4.3. 'Ihe Tooth Point in Ripsawing 

4.3.1. Spring-setting 

4.3.2. Swage-setting 

4.3.3. Carbide Tipping 

4.3.4. Sharpening Ripsaw Blades 

4.4. 'Ihe 1bDth Shape for Cress-cutting 

4.5. 'Ihe Thoth Shape for Eldg iog 

4.6. Heating Up DJring Operation 



CIRCULAR SAWING

1. WHERE AND WHY ARE CIRCULAR SAWS

USED?

FIG. 9.1 Circular saws are used for most

sawmilling operations and are

more versatile than other types

of saws.

Fig. 9.2 The foremost advantages of

circular saws are as follows:

The machine is cheap in first

cost and in maintenance.

It takes up little space.

- It can readily be incorporated

into larger systems - trimmers,

chipper canter, etc.

Rapid technical development is
Edging

now taking place. It may be

expected that in due course

circular saws will gain ground in

areas where gangsaws are used Ripsawing

today.

Circular
sawing for

Cross-cutting

Advantages of the circular saw

cheap in first cost and main-
tenance

requires little space

fits readily into larger systems
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CIRCULAR SAWING 

1. WHERE AND WHY ARE CIRCULAR SAWS 

USED? 

FIG. 9.1 Circular saws are used for most 

sa;.mi11 ing operations and are 

more versatile than other types 

of saws. 

Rapid technical development is 

now taking place. It may be 

expected that ln due course 

circular saws will gain ground in 

areas where gangsaws are used 

today. 

Fig. 9.2 The foremost advantages of 

circular saws are as follows: 

- The machine is cheap in first 

cost and in maintenance. 

- It takes up l ittle space. 

- It can readily be incorporated 

into larger systems - trimmers, 

chipper canter, etc. 

Circular 
sawing for 

Cross-cutting 

Edging 

Ripsawing 

Advantages of the circular saw 

- cheap in first cost and main
tenance 

- requires I ittle space 

- fits readily into larger systems 



Fig. 9.3 Some OE its disadvantages are as

follows:

Thicker kerfs than other types

of saw in the case of larger

sizes.

Susceptibility to heat and to

overloading.

- 165 -

accuracy in some kinds Of rip-

sawdng.

2. RIPSAWTNG

2.1. Sawlögs into Flitches and Planks

Fig. 9.4 Bor the sawing of logs intO

flitches and planks, circular

saws are used, particularly in

the smaller sawmills and where

the input consists of unsorted

logs in various sizes. Such saws

are made with one blade and with

a reciprocating saw table, or

with tvo blades for cant-sawlng

in a single operation. Resawing

Disadvantages of the circular saw

thicker kerfs than other types of saw
in the case of large sizes

susceptibility to heat and overloading
sub-standard dimensional accuracy
in some kinds of ripsawing

Twin-blade circular saw

Headsawing Resawing
to flitches from flitches
and planks to planks

Sub-standard dimensional
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Fig. 9.3 S:>me of its disadvantages are as 

follG'ws : 

- Thicker kerfs than other types 

of saw in the case of larger 

si zes. 

- Susceptibility to heat and to 

over load ing . 

Sub-standard dimensional 

accurac y in sOme kinds of rip-

sawing. 

2. RIPSAWING 

2.1. Sawlogs into Flitches and Planks 

Fig. 9.4 FOr the sawing of logs intO 

flitc hes and planks, circular 

saws are used, particularly in 

the smaller sawmills and where 

the input consists of unsorted 

logs in various sizes. Such saws 

are made with one blade and with 

a rec iprocating saw table, or 

with tva blades for cant-sawing 

in a single operation. Resawing 

Disadvantages of the circular saw 

- thicker kerfs than other types of saw 
in the case of large sizes 
susceptibility to heat and overloading 

sub-standard dimensional accuracy 
in some kinds of ripsawing 

Twin-blade circular saw 

Headsawing Resawing 
to flitches from flitches 
and planks to planks 

If\.4 
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to flitches and planks is carrie,i

Out in similar machines, oLLoi

with up to three blacles.

Inserted tooth saws are commonly

used in these operations. See

4.1.

2.2. Chipper Canters and Multi-Bladed

Saws

Fig. 9.5 Among other current uses for

ripsawing circular saws we may

mention the ripsawing of cants

directly following chipper

canters processing small-size

logs.

Fig. 9.6 Multi-bladed saws with a horizon-

tal shaft are becoming more

common since they can be used in

continuous-flow prgduction lines.

Fig. 9.7 Sawmills on the main body of the

European Continent and in North

America aleo use multi-bladed

saws with vertical shafts. In

such machines cants are resawn

just as they emerge from the

headsaw, without being turned

onto their sides.

Ripsamm after chipper-canting

Multi-bladed saws with horizontal shaft

Multi-batkd saw with vertical shaft

2.2. 

Fig. 9.5 

Fig. 9.6 

Fig. 9.7 
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to flitches and planks is c arrie:l 

Out in similar machin e s , oft 'n 

with up to three bladps , 

Inserted tooth saws are cJlT1T1only 

used in these operations . Se e 

4.1. 

Chipper Canters and Multi-Bladed hipper-canting 

c 

Among other current uses for 

ripsawing circular saws we may 

mention the ripsawing of cants 

directly following chipper 

canters processing small- size 

logs . 

Multi-bladed saws with a horizJn-
Multi-bladed saws with horizontal shaft 

tal shaf t are becoming ITOre 

comrn::m since they can be used in 

continuous-fl. :Jw prgdoction lines . ::J n r: C5+:=-. t:l EI-<:'!i: 51" 
II g;g: If! :<- U U _ ....... - ' .. " -

Sawmills On the main tody of the 

European Cbntinent and in NGrth saw with vertical shaft 

America also use multi- bladed 

saws with vertical shafts. In 

suc h machines can ts are resawn 

just as they emerge from the 

headsaw, without being turned 

onto their sides. 



2.3. Cleaver
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Fig. 9.8 All ripsawing requires the use mf

a cleaver, which keeps the wood

Out of contact with the teeth on

the back edge of the . This

is a safety requiN.:m
, to cleaver

prevent the wood from being

lifted Or throwl back at the

sawyer. It also results in

better sa.n surfaces.

The adjustment of the cleaver

will depend on the type of saw

blade in use and On the thickness

of the piece of wood which it

saws off. It must be adjusted

accOrding ta the size Of the

blade.

Fig. 9.9 Ripsaws must be fitted with guide

pins. These pins are sited

beneath the blade and as close to

the tooth line as possible. They

may be made pf horn, 1 ignum

vitae, graphitic plastic or some

other material with low friction.

Cleaver

ta(b1:e

surfacn

guidpms
keeps wood
of back edge of
blade

is adjusted ac-
cording to size
of blade

Guide pins

feed
direction

eed direction

tabde surface
r.

cleaver
guide pins

limits the deflection of the blade
rnade of material with low friction
clearance the front pins about a tenth of

a millimetre
the rear pins 5 mm

2.3. Cleaver 

Fig. 9.8 All ripsawing requires the use IDf 

a cleaver, which keeps the \o,Qod 

out of contact with the teeth on 

the back edge of the blade. This 

a requirement, 

prevent the wood from being 

lifted Or throc.n back at the 

sawyer. It also results in 

better sawn surfaces. 

The adjustment of the cleaver 

will depend on the type of saw 

blade in use and On the thickness 

of the piece of wood which it 

saws aff. It must be adjusted 

according to the size Of the 

blade, 

Fig. 9.9 Ripsaws must be fitted with guide 

pins. These pins at:e sited 

beneath the blade and as close to 

the tooth line as possible. They 

may be made Gf horn, lignum 

vitae, graphitic plastic or some 

other material with low friction. 

Cleaver 

feed 

=1=1Y*====table surface 
1 ,~, , ... , 

,'-~', ~' 
guide pins 

- keeps wood clear 
of back edge of 
blade 

- is adjusted ac
cording to size 
of blade 

Guide pins 

10.8 

feed d kaet ion 

limits the deflection of the blade 
made of material with low friction 

- clearance the front pins about a tenth of 
a millimetre 
the rear Pins 5 mm 
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Their purpose is to limit the

deflection of the blade if it

should begin to vibrate or saw

out of line. The front guide

pins should have a clearance of

abOut a tenth of a millimetre.

The rear guide pins can have a

5mmm clearance and are there for

safety reasons.

2.4. Guided Circular aws

Fig. 9.10 A further advance along this line

Qf development i5 represented by

the guided circular . saws.

Instead of guide pins they have

bearing blocks with large contact

surfaces and they employ injec-

tion of air ar water-mist.

The whole Of the lateral fprce is

taken up by the blocks, and the

centre of the blade is sede so

that it can slide freely on the

splined shaft. In a machine with

several blades mounted On a

oommon shaft the size of the

Output timber can be changed by

shifting the guide blocks,

without the need bo stop the saw.

Guided circular saw

F

/
Sphned shaft

2.4. 

. 9.10 

Their purpose is to limit the 

deflection of the blade if it 

should begin to lIibrate or: saw 

out of bne. The front guide 

pins should halle a clearance of 

abOut a tenth of a millimetre. 

The rear guide pins can have a 

5-mn clearance and are ther:e f~r 

safety reasons. 

t; further advance along this line 

of dellel opnen t is represen ted by 

the guided circular saws. 

Instead of guide pins they halle 

bearing blocks with large COntact 

surfaces and they employ injec

tion of air I:lr water-mist. 

The whole of the lateral fQrce is 

taken up by the blocks, and the 

centre of the blade is made so 

that it can slide freely on the 

splined shaft. In a machine with 

several blades rrornted on a 

common shaft the size of the 

output timber can be changed by 

shifting the guide blocks, 

without the need to stop the saw. 

GUided circular saw 

Splined shaft Bearing block 
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3. THE BLADE BODY

3.1. Thickness and Taper-grinding

Fig. 9.11 The thickness PE circular saw

blades is standardised on the

basis Of what experience has

shown to be necessary for steady

running. In sizes up tiD 500 mm

they are thinner than gangsaw

blades; larger diameters are

thicker.

To reduce the wood loss in the

kerf, taper-ground blades are

used in certain cases. This

applies particularly in the

ripsawing of dry timber to small

sizes, where board sawn off is

thin enough tp permit bending

aside so as not to rub against

the thicker parts of the saw.

Tapered blades may be single-

tapered, with one flat side, or

double-tapered. The latter are

used for centre-line ripsawing.

LI ripsawing green wood a mincr

degree of taper may be useful in

easily sawn timber.

Taper-ground circular saw blades

blade with righthand taper

blade with left-hand taper

At 1100 mm (green wood-

tooth line 3.4 mm
centre 3.6 mm
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3 • THE BLADE BODY 

3.1. Thickness and Taper -grinding 

Fig. 9 .11 The thickness Jf circular saw Taper·ground circular saw blades 

blades is standardised on the blade with right -hand taper 

basis Of what experience has 

sho"" to be necessary for steady 

runn ing. In sizes up to 500 nm blade with left-hand taper 

At 1100 mm (green wood-
they are thinner than gang saw 

tooth line 3.4 mm 
blades; la rger diameters are centre 3.6 mm 

thicker . 

To reduce the \o,Qod loss in the 

kerf, taper -ground blades are 

used in certain cases . This 

applies particularly in the 

ripsawing of dry timber to small 

sizes, where bOard sawn off is 

thin enough tp permit bending 

aside so as not to rub against 

the thicker parts of the saw . 

Tapered blades may be single-

tapered , with one flat side , or 

double- tapered . The latter are 

used for centre- line ripsawing. 

In r ipsawing green wood a minOr 

degree of taper may be useful in 

easily sa"" timber. 



3.2. Thicknesses

Fig. 9.12 In normal use, blades ot 600 Trm

diameter usually have rOughly the

following miniyp.i:: thknesses:

Flat blade - body 2.4, acrOss

spring - or swage-set 3.6 mn.

Double-tapered dry-ripsawing

blade - centre 3.6, body at teeth

1.0, across spring-set 1.8 mm.

Carbide blade - body 3.5. bmoth

4.5 mn.

1000 an diameter:

Flat blade - body 3.2, acupss

spring -ror swage-set 4.6 nu.

D)uble-tapered ripsawing blade-

centre 4.5, body at teeth 1.2,
across spring-set 2.2 mn.

Carbide blade - body 4.0, tooth

5.5 rrrn.
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7 3,6

green
wood

4,6
10Ci

'4,0'"JJ1=
, - 27

?
,

At,od

3,6
I

3,2

gwroeoend

-4,2
m diameter

r3

Flat blade

Ripsawing

ouble{apered Carbide
lade blade
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3.2. 

Fig. 9.12 In normal use, blades Of 600 rrm 
Ripsawmg 

diameter usually have rOughly the 

folldwing minimum thicknesses: 

- Flat blade - body 2.4, across 

spring - Or swage-set 3.6 rrm. 

Ibuble-tapered dry-ripsawing 

! Flat blanc ~o1Jbtitiapered Carbide 
: I"lade 1 blade 

II 000 ~m dia~ 
" 3,6 I P": 2,2 I Til 3,6 ':1 ,: 1,2 , II green I \ dry I: dry 
,wood [\; \'\'009 i wood 

241 ~3'6' ~2'6l ", ;.2 '3,.2 I 1 3,2 
green green green 
wood wood II wood 

I ~3,O I ,. I 4,6 ' -4,2 4,6 
1000 mm diameter 

blade - centre 3.6, body at teeth 

1.0, across spring-set 1.8 mm. 

- Carbide blade - body 3.5, tooth 

4.5 rrrn. 

1000 mm diameter: 

- Flat blade - body 3.2, acl1VSS 

spring - or swage-set 4.6 rrm. 

- DJuble-tapered ripsawing blade-

centre 4.5, body at teeth 1.2, 

across spring-set 2.2 rrrn. 

- Carbide blade - body 4.0, tcoth 

5.5 rrrn. 



3.3.

Fig. 9.13 Circular t blades have a
A flutteringlimiti. cf revolution at blade shows

which they opletely lose their lateral flex'Hg
above the log.

stiffness. The closer we

- 171 -

approach this critical speed, the

lower the stiffness becomes and

the greater the tendency tio wavy

sawing.

This corresponds in the case of

bandsaw blades to the limiting

speed at which the feed force

causes the band to buckle.

A normal prOduction r.p.m. gives

a peripheral speed around 50

ni/sec. for ordinary blades.

Carbide blades give 70-75 m/sec.

The blades are dimensioned

(tensioned) so that the flutter
limit lies 40-50% above these

levels.

Flutter-

Fig. 9.13 Circular- saw blades have a 

of mvolution at 

which they completely lose their-

stiffness. The closer- we 

approach this cr-itical speed, the 

lower- the stiffness becomes and 

the gr-eater- the tendency to wa"'1 

sawing, 

This cor-r-esp::lnds in the case of 

bandsaw blades to the limiting 

speed at which the feed force 

causes the band to buckle. 

A normal prodoction t:.p.m. gives 

a peripheral speed around 50 

m/sec. for ordinary blades. 

Carbide blades give 70-75 m/sec. 

The blades are dimensioned 

(tensioned) so that the flutter 

limit lies 40-50% above these 

levels. 

A fluttering 
blade shows 
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A way of explahning this

phenomenon is that the impulse

from a lateral force pn the blade

in the kerf spreads over the

blade in twp wave wotions. They

follow the circumference, one in

the same direction as the

rotation, the other in the

opposite direction.

These waves have the same

velocity and the came impulse,

Now if the saw is rotating almost

as fast as the waves are travel-

ling, the wave moving opposite

the rotation cannot get clear.

Instead, it remains standing next

to the kerf, and merely gets

bigger and bigger as it receives

further impulses from the lateral

forces. Flutter, it will be

seen, is not due be centrifugal

force.

Thus in order to improve the

stiffness and reduce the risk of

flutter we must increase the

speed at which the flexural waves

travel.

A way of explaining this 

phenomenon is that. the impulse 

from a lateral force ~n the blade 

in the kerf spreads over the 

blade in tl«,! wave llDtions. 'Ihey 

follow the circumference, one in 

the same 

rotation, 

direction 

the other 

opposite direction. 

These waves have 

as 

in 

the 

the 

the 

same 

velocl and the ,c~me impulse. 

Now if the saw is rotating almost 

as fast as the waves are tcavel

ling, the .. lave moving opp::lsite t:J:) 

the rotation cannot get clear. 

Instead, it remains standing next 

to the kerf, and merely 

bigger and bigger as it receives 

further impulses from the lateral 

forces. Flutter, it will be 

seen, is not due t:J:) centrifugal 

force. 

'Ihus i11 order ro improve the 

stifEness and reduce the of 

flutter we must increase the 

speed at which the flexural waves 

travel. 



Fig. 9.14 This can be done by tensiGning

the blade SID as to set up tensile

stresses at the circumference

where the flexural waves travel.
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The tensile stresses greatly

increase the velocity of the

flexural wave. This calls to

mind the way in which we alter

the rate of vibratiOn of the

strings on a guitar by varying

their tension. The tensile

stresses in the blade must not

be made WO great, since this

wpuld cause it to become hollow,

dished or saucershaped.

Fig. 9.15 The usual method of creating

tensile stresses at the circum,-

ference of a blade is bo place it

on an anvil and haulier the

central zone so that it stretches

the metal and increases the

diameter. HDwever the design and

Overtemperature
at the
circumference

Flutter

-- Tensioned blade
Untensioned blade

Tensile stresses at the circum-
ference are created by:

expanding hub
packing near the hub

I 0
hammering and perhaps rolling
the central zone of the blade

thermal tensioning in a narrow
zone beneath the gullets

3.4. Tensioning

Steady

r.p.m.
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Fig. 9 .14 This can be done by tensi6ning 

the bl ade so as to set up tensile 

stresses at the circumference 

where the flexural waves t ravel . 

The tensile stresses greatly 

increase the velocity of the 

fle xura l wave. Thi s ca lls to 

mind the way ln whic h we alte r 

the rate of vibratiOn o f the 

st rings On a guitar by varying 

their tension. The ten s ile 

stresses in the blade mus t not 

be made t o o great, since this 

wJuld cause it to become hol low , 

dished or saucershaped. 

3.4 . Tens ioning 

Fig. 9 .15 The usual method of c reating 

tensile stresses at the c irc um-

ference of a blade is to place it 

on an anvil and hamner the 

central zone so t hat it stretches 

the metal and inc reases the 

diameter. HJwever the design and 

Overtemperatu re 
at the 
circumference 

, 
" . 

Flutter 

"< ~ Tensioned blade 
"-<. Untensioned blade 

" " " ' Steady ,,' ,,' 
r.p .m. 

.Tensile stresses at the circum
ference are created by: 

~::::::=::::::J 

expanding hub 

~ 
packing near t he hub 

o 
hammering and perhaps roll ing 
t he central zone of the .blade 

thermal tensioning in a narrow 
zone beneath the gullets 
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manufacture of stretcher r011s

fgr circular saws of all sizes

has made it possible bD carry Out

the operation much faster and

more efficiently by machine.

Other, less common methods are:

Thermal tensioning, effected by

rapidly heating a narrow zone

immediately beneath the gullets

and allowing it to coal slowly.

An expanding hub, which presses

Outwards on the edges of the

hole; this method works only with

large holes.

Packing the saw, a method that is

now rarely used; cotton waste is

pressed against the body of the

saw so that it heats up during

operation.
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3.5. Howling Blades
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Fig. 9.16 Besides flutter, we may also meet

another oscillatiOn problem:

resonance. When certain

rotational speeds are reached the

saw begins to howl. The vibra-

tions rOtate with the blade and

produce a widening of the kerf,

in addition to the sound effects.

Resonance occurs at certain

sharply defined speeds. It is

markedly affected by tensioning.

It can thus be avoided by

altering the speed of the

machine, if this is possible, or

by altering the tensioning sO

that it becomes harder, softer,

or differently distributed over

the surface.

4. THE TOOTH

4.1. Inserted Teeth

Inserted tooth circular saws are

widely used in many countries.

They are available in sizes from

Blade howl

Occurs at sharply defined speeds

Dealt with by

changing the speed

changing the tensioning
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around 150 ram Diameter up to 1500

mm with various styles and

numbers of teeth to suit the type

and size of logs or limber to be

sawn. Saw manufacturers will

gladly provide detailed informa-

tion and advice regarding the

rhost suitable type of saw for any

PurP5se

The in it i al cost of inserted

tooth circular saws is higher

than the cost of solid circular

saws of comparable diameter with

punched teeth. From a main-

tenance point of view the sane

techniques apply for both types

of saw but, the inserted tooth

saw will never need jointing or

gumming as the teeth are only

sharpened on the face and

replaced when le.orn out, thus

maintaining the same diameter.

The standard tooth bits can be

hand filed but high speed steel

bits an d bits with Stellite
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overlay which are readily avail-

able can only be sharpened by

grinding. These tooth bits are

ideal for high density hardwoods

Or abrasive species, and,

although more expensive, the cbst

is negligible when the increased

production is taken into account.

Inserted tooth saws using these

bits are sharpened on precision

hand sharpening machines. These

cost much less than automatic saw

sharpeners with high f requency

harden ing un its .

4.2. Ibçrth Shapes for Ripsawing
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Fig. 9.17 The tooth shape used for rip-

sawing must have a heavily

positive trok angle - 20-30

degree. There are many reasons

for this, among them being the

following:

Tooth shapes for ripsawing

table solace

0
Heavily positive
hook angle, 20-30'

large radial force
large gullet
less crushing-
damage to the chips

direction of fe=td

- 1/7 -
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- While the blade is running, a

large part mf it is within the

wOod. A large radial force is

needed to ensure that the wood

will be held down against the saw

table when the shaft is beneath

the table.

On the other hand, when the shaft

is above the table, hook angles

Of 0-5 degree can be used in the

case of upcut sawing.

- A positive angle gives a larger

gullet and a chip form that

effectively fills the gullet.

- The chips have more suitable

properties as raw material for

pulping or manufacturing chip-

board, since they suffer less

crushing damage.

4.3. The Tboth Point in Ripsawing

The tooth point in a ripsaw may

be (1) spring-set, (2) swage-set,

or (3) carbide-tipped.

4.3. 
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4.3.1. Spring-setting

Fig. 9.18 Spring-set blades are still the

most common kind. The set should

be 0.3-0.6 mm tO each side for

dry or high density wood, and

0.6-0.8 for green wood.

4.3.2. Swage-setting

Swaged teeth

symmetrical.

with the sane

- 179 -

Fig. 9.19 Swage-set teeth are not sa

common, though they are gaining

ground. The swaging width should

be 0.4-0.7 mm on each side.

are made whDlly

This means that

surface smoothness

as from a spring-set blade we can

increase the pitch and the feed

speed. Swaging gives the tooth

increased hardness and wear

resistance. It can also be

combined with tooth-point

hardening by inductive heating or

by h(Ot-swaging. For specially

abrasive tropical woods, stellite

is applied to the swaged surface

by overlay welding.

Newly swaged

Spring-setting

dry frozen wood
0.3-0.6 mm to
each side

green wood 0.6-0.8 mm

Swage-setting

Side-dressed Ground
(by pressing)

swaging width 0.4-0.7 mm on each side
gives increased hardness and wear resistance

also hardening or stefliting
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4.3.3. Carbide Tipping

Fig. 9.20
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-tipped circular saws are

.g increasingly common,

Lally for small-size timber

ripsawing of dry wood.

H_de blades give wider kerfs

-,:fing-set or swaged blades,

are used tor the most part in

diameters up to a maximum of

600 mm.

Carbide blades for ripsawing haue

a 20-25 degree hook angle and

their teeth are ground to an

alternating 3-10 degree anCe- n

the top. The only circ--'

in which carbide blades are )

suitable is when the ar

contains grit or metal

since any damage suffered t an

carbide will be a gaad deal more

oostly LD repair.

Carbide bladesin ripsayring

4.3.3. Carbide 

Fig. 9.20 Carbide-tipped circular saws are 
Carbide blades in ripsawing 

c:::mmOn f 

especially for small-size timber 

and ripsawing of dry wood. 

Carbide blades give wider kerfs 

than spring-set or swaged blades, 

and are used for the most part in 

diameters up to a maXi'llUIn of 

600 rrm. 

Carbide blades for ripsawing have 

a 20-25 hook angle and 

thei r teeth are ground to an 

alternating 3-10 degree angle on 

the top. The on ly circumstances 

in which carbide blades are not 

suitable is when the timber 

contains grit or metal bodies, .. 
since any damage suffered by the 

carbide will be a gJPd deal more 

oostly to 
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4.3.4. Sharpening Ripsaw Blades

Fig. 9.21 The durability of the sharpness

varies with the shape of the

tooth point. A spring-set blade

has the least durable sharpness -

3-4 hours, while a swaged blade

needs to be reground after 6-8

hours. A carbide-tipped circular

saw can go for 50-100 hours

without regrinding.

4.4. The Tooth Shape for Cross-cutting

Fig. 9.22 The blades used for cross-

cutting, e.g. in deck saws and

trimming saws, are quite diff-

erent from those used in rip-

sawing. The hook angle can be

zero or negative, in combination

with a heavy bevel of 15 degree

on both chip side and clearance

side. On blades with carbide

teeth the hpok angle is 0-10

degree positive, often combined

with alternating bevel-grinding

of the tops of the teeth.

Sharpening blades

spring-set blade every 3-4 hours

swaged blade ever-y 6-8 hours

carbide-tipped blade every 50-100 hours

Cross-cutting

short pitches so as to cut
without splintering

heavy bevelling on both chip side
and clearance side

lower requirements as to fast
stock removal

hook angle small or negative

- Id l 
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In cross-cutting, the demand for

fast cutting is generally not SD

important as in ripsawing. The

desirability of a cut without

splintering and with a good

surface leads to the use of small

pitches, 15-20 mm, and small chip

thicknesses.

Fig. 9.23 The pOinted taoth, Type F,

produces an uneven cut surface

when the feed is high, owlng to

the flexing of the teeth and to

uneven wear. The use of carbide

blades is therefore preferable.

4.5. The Thoth Shape for Edging

Fig. 9.24 Edger blades cannot be made so

thin as ripsaw blades, since the

lateral forces are particularly

high in edgers.

Tooth shapes for cross-cutting

At(14,

carbide blades

Edging

The need is for a robust-. blade Thicker blades should be use(

that does not become deformed and

start sawing off line upan uneven

heating, and does not loose

teeth.

- Hl2 -
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Carbide blades are used )nly

where there is little risk of

hitting stones in the wood.

4.6. Heating Up D.xing Operation

Fig. 9.25 when the saw blade is at work,

the teeth aid the peripheral aone

warm un. This reduces the

tensile stresses in a tensioned

blade, while an untensioned blade

may develcr (78mpressive stresses.

In both - . the speed of wave

travel is reduced and the risk s)f

flutter increases.

Blades that get especially ho

along the tooth line, e .g .

carbide blades, are prOvided with

three trD five slots. Their depth

should be equivalent to 10-15% of

the radius in order to avoid

compressive stresses.

Fig. 9.26 TO keep the heating within bounds

it is necessary ta maintain the

teeth sharp and also

particularly with green

coniferous woods - to use a large

spring-set or swage width,

Slots to counteract heating

Overheating is control Iii by
making slots in tarliide blades
equivalent to 10 15`,. of the iadius
keeping the teeir
using a ar5:":!!!
width on gr, s co,.ci

Carbide blades aLe used :mly 

where there is little risk Dr 

hi t ting stones in the w09d. 

4.6. 
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The use of thin blades is limited

to the J.wer critical r.p.m. and

the greater susceptibility to

heat. This necessitates the need

to cut dghn feed speed and

increase setting width which

cancels Out the gain anticipated

fr9m the use of a thin blade.
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CHAPTER 10 - MAINTENANCE OF CIRCULAR SAW BLADES

THE BLADE BODY

1.1. As-delivered Condition

1.2. Flatness

1.3. Tensioning

1.3.1. Enlarging the Central Zone

1.3.2. Central Zone Too Slack

1,3.3. Dished Blade

1.3.4. 'Checking the Tensioning

THE ICUTH

2.1. Spring-setting

2.2. Swage-setting

2.3. Sharpening

2.4. Edger Blades

CARBIDE BLADES

FAULT TRACING
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MAINTENANCE OF CIRCULAR SAW BLADES

Fig. 10.1 The smaller sizes )f circular saw

blades (up to 600 mm) are deliv-

ered ready for use. Larger

blades sometimes come with the

teeth only presharpened, while

setting and sharpening remain to

be done. One reason for this is

that the tooth templates in the

grinding machines of the sawmills

may differ from the usual

pattern_
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Fig. 10.2 When a used blade is to be re-

sharpened it must first be

checked for flatness. Lumps do)

not disappear of their own

accord; they get worse as time

goes on until the blade is warped

and useless - unless you beat

them do.

Circular saw blades

smaller blades are supplied
ready for use
sometimes only have ore-
sharpened teeth

Beating down

elongated Lumps

1. THE BLADE BODY

As-deiivered Condition

1.2. Flatness
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For beating down elongated lumps

you use a panelbeater's hammer

(twistface), which has the effect

of straining and shifting the

metal at right angles to the

long, narrow face of the hammer,

but not parallel to it. The

blows are delivered with the

hammer face parallel to the long

axis of the lump.

Fig. 10.3 If the lump is round, the hammer

blows are delivered tangentially,

since it is easiest to shift

metal out towards the periphery

Of the blade.

Fig. 10.4 Small lumps are beaten down with

the panelbeater's hammer (twist-

face). During the flattening

operation you should check with

the straightedge to see whether

you have got the saw flat and

whether the tensioning has been

changed. Finally, a check is

made to ensure that the roundness

has nOt been affected.

tensioning

Hammering round bumps

Checks after flattening

flatness

roundness
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1.3. Tensioning

1.3.1. Enlarging the Central Zone

Fig. 10.5 The serviceability of the blade

depends on whether you still have

tensile stresses at the tooth

line even after the saw has

warmed up.

This is achieved by hammering

with a round hammer known as a

doghead. YDU can also enlarge

the central zone of the blade by

r011ing one or more rings around

the blade, using a stretcher

roll, which is more effective,

accurate and less damaging to the

steel of the sawblade.

Fig. 10.6 When you hammer or roll an area

you reduce its stiffness and

cause it to feel slacker. The

aim in tensioning must be to make

the tooth line as stiff as

possible without making the

centre unduly slack. The most

Tension-rolling

Tensionim

Tensioning
makes the tooth
line rigid without

o
making the centre
too slack

- I tJl:i -
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effective area to harmer or roll

is half way between the

centre-hi0le and the teeth and a

bit farther out.

1.3.2. Central Zone Too Slack

Fig. 10.7 If the blade has been tOD heavily

tensioned the centre will be so Tensioning

slack that it buckles out to one

side or the other and can with

ease be pressed to and fro. The

tooth lisie is now too stiff, and

is eased a little by hammering

just beneath the gullets with the

round hammer.

Fig. 10.6 The blade may als0 become

"di.shed" or hollow without being

too slack in the centre. in this

case it is flattened by hanmering

with a panelbeater's hamner all

over the convex side. Likewise

it can be levelled much quicker

by using a stretcher r011.

Centre too
slack: correct

by hammering
beneath the
gullets

Tensioned

A dished blade
is flattened by
evenly dis-

tributed beating
with a panel-

bea,ter's hammer

1.3.3. Dished Blade

eff~'Ct i ve area to hamne\: lOr rt>11 

is half way !Jetween the 

centre-hole and the teeth and a 

bit farther cut.. 

1.3.2. 

Fig. 10.7 If the blade has been toD heavily 

tensioned the centre '"ill be so 

s lack that it buckles out to one 

side or the other and can with 

ease be pressed to and fro. The 

tooth line is now too stiff, and 

is eased a little by hammering 

just beneath the gullets with the 

round hanmer. 

1.3.3. Dished 

Fig. 10.8 The blade may also become 

"dished" Dr hollow with::>ut being 

too slack in the centre. In this 

case it is flattened by hammering 
I 

with a panelbeater's hanmer all 

over the convex side. Likewise 

it can be levelled much quicker 

by using a stretcher roll. 

Tensioning 
Centre too 
51 ack: correct 

o 
by hammering 
beneath the 
gullets 

Tensioned 

, 
, -, 

I 
, 

, , 
, , 0 , , , , 
, , 

_ ... ~ "" J1 

, 

, 

A dished blade 

, 

is flattened by 
evenly dis
tributed beating 
with a panel
bea,ter's hammer 
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1.3.4. CI -F

Fig. 10.9 The blade can be checked in

various ways to see that it has

the right degree of tension. To

check it during the straightening

operation, lift the blade by the

edge so that it rests on the

teeth at the opppsite side. This

causes a tensLoned blade to

"dish". This is confirmed by

viewing the daylight beneath a

straightedge held transversely

along a diameter. Approximate

daylights measured at the centre,

for various diameters, are as

follows:

0 400 mm 0.3-0.5 mm

0 600 mm - 0.6-0.8 mm

0 1000 mm - 1.6-1.8 mm

0 1400 mm - 2.4-2.6 mm

The upper end of the range

applies to thin blades. Blades

for extra-high speeds require a

larger daylight.

Checking the tensioning

Daylight at tha centre:
400 rnm 0.3-0.5 mm
soo, rnm mur

1000 rnm 1.6-1.8 mm
1400 rnm 2.4-2,6 rnm
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1.3.4. 

rig. 10.9 The blade can be chec ked in 

various ways to See that it has 

the right degree of tension. Ti? 

check it during the straightening 

Dpe rat iDn , lift the blade by the 

edge so that it rests on the 

teeth at the oppJsite side. This 

causeS a tensioned blade to 

"dish". This is confirmed by 

viewing the daylight beneath a 

straightedge held transversely 

along a diameter. Approximate 

daylights measured at the centre, 

for various diameters, are as 

follows : 

~ 400 mm 0.3-0.5 rom 

~ 600 rom - 0.6-0.8 rom 

~ 1000 rom - 1.6-1.8 rom 

~ 1400 rom - 2.4-2.6 rom 

The Upper end of the range 

applies to thin blades. Blades 

for extra-high speeds require a 

larger daylight. 

Checking the tensioning 

Daylight at the centre: 

~ 400 mm - 0.3-0.5 mm 
tf; 600, mm - 0.6-0,8 mm 
q; 1000 mm - 1.6·UJ mm 

1/1 1400 mm - 2.4-2,6 mm 



2. THE TOOTH

2.1. Spring-setting
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Fig. 10.10 Spring-setting is carried out

with simple tools - a saw set or,

in the case Of thin blades, a

pair of setting pliers.

Automatic machines are al SD

commonly used. Cn ripsaws, the

tooth should be bent to such an

angle that only the extreme tip

touches the sawn surfaces, not

any appreciable length of the

flank, the set involving a

certain measure of twisting as

well. If the bend is made

farther ciow on the tooth, much

Of the set will disappear when

the blade is put to work.

Fig. 10.11 The set should be 0.3-0.6 ram tO

each side for high density wood

and 0.6-0.8 mm for low density

wood. The size of the set is

checked with a setting gauge,

which has three or four feet that

bear against the blade body.

Spring-setting

on ripsaws, only
the extreme tip
should' touch
the sawn surfaces

Checking the set

- high density
wood: 0.3-0.6

mm to each side
low density
wood: 0.6
0.8 mm to each side
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2. THE TOOI'H 

2.1. Spr-ing-set ting 

Fig. 10.10 SpICing-setting is car-r-ied out 

with simple to~ls - a saw set or-, 

in the case ()f thin hlades, a 

pair- of setting plier-s. 

Automatic mac hines a r-e als~ 

conm:xtly used. en r-ipsaws, the 

tooth srould be bent to such an 

angle that only the extr-eme tip 

touches the sawn surfaces, not 

any appreciable length of the 

flank, the set inv~lving a 

cer-tain measur-e of twisting as 

well. If the bend is made 

farther- cbwn on the tooth, much 

6f the set will disappear when 

the blade is put to wor-k. 

Fig. 10.11 The set srould be 0.3-0.6 rrm to 

each side for- high density w=d 

and 0.6-0.8 mm for low density 

wood. The size of the set is 

checked with a setting gauge, 

which has thr-ee or four feet that 

bear against the blade body. 

Spring-setting 

- on ripsaws, only 
the extreme tip 
should'touch 
the sawn suriaces 

Checking the set 

-high density 
wood: 0.3-0.6 
mm to each side 
low density 
wood: 0.6 

0.8 mm to each side 



The set must be the SaMC size On

both sides. A tooth here and

there that is overset will give a

very pcor sawn surface.

2.2. t. ng

Fig. 10.12 Fr.',..ging is carried out by hand or

in automatic machines and must

leave the teeth symmetrical. The

swaging operation first shapes

the chip lace of the tooth by

pressing with a twisting eccen-

tric swage bar. The hook angle

must be at least 20 degree so as

to afford a grip for the swage

bar.

The swaging must not extend right

to the tip of the tooth but must

stop about 0.5 mm short of it,

since cracking and nicking would

otherwise occur. On the other

hand, the tooth must be widened

right out t o the [pint. The chip

side to the tooth must be

Swage-setting

Newly swaged Sidedressed
by pressing)

The set must be the same size on 

both sides. A tooth here and 

there that overset will give a 

very poor Sa"", surface. 

2.2. 

fig. 10.12 Swaging is carried out by hand or 

in automatic machines and must 

leave the teeth symmetrical. The 

swaging operation 

the chip face of the tooth by 

pressing with a twisting eccen-

trie swage bar. The hDok angle 

must be at least 20 r1P,,,'~"" so as 

to afford a grip fOr the swage 

bar. 

The swaging must not extend right 

to the tip of the tooth but must 

stop about 0.5 rom short of it, 

since cracking and nicking would 

otherwise occur. O:l the other 

hand, the tooth must be widened 

right out to the point. The chip 

side to the tooth must be 

Swage-setting 

Newly swaged Side-dressed 
(by pressing) 

~ 
Ground 



2.3 . Sharpen irLq

Fig. 10.13 Cnce the blade is flat and

tensioned, the teeth must be

ground. IE heavy grinding is

needed it should be done before

the final tensioning so as not to

risk upsetting the tension.

Spring-set and swage-set tlades

are reground at the sawmills,

since the jot needs repeating in

every shift. Carbide blades,

which are reground at much larger

intervals, are usually sent te

special service shops.
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lubricated 50 as tz, avoid tearing

the metal and to spare the

swaging tpo ls

The sides Of the tooth are then

dressed to a suitable clearance

and infOrm width by using a

shaper.

Swaging need not be repeated more

often than Once every three or

tour regrindings.

Grinding In an

automatic machine

- the grinding - the centre of the
wheel must not be grinding wheel
too hard, leaded, Must be directly
or poorly dressed above the tooth
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lubricated so as to avoid tearing 

the metal and to spare the 

swaging t<;)ols. 

The sides cf the tooth are then 

dressed to a sui table clearance 

and infOrm width by using a 

shaper. 

Swaging need not be repeated m?re 

orten than once every three or 

four regrindings. 

Fig. 10.13 O1ce the blade is flat and 

tensioned, the teeth must be 

ground. 1£ heavy gdnding is 

needed it should be done before 

the final tensioning so as not to 

risk upsetting the tension. 

Spring-set and swage-set blades 

are reground at the sawmills, 

since the jOb needs repeating in 

every shift. Carbide blades, 

which are reground at much larger 

intervals, are usually sent t~ 

special service shops. 

Grinding in an 
automatic machine 

- the grinding 
wheel must not be 
too hard. leaded, 
or poorlv dressed 

,~--

- the centre of the 
grinding wheel 
must be directly 
above the tooth 
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Grinding is carried out in

automatic machines without any

liquid coolant. It is important

to have a sufficiently high rate

of stock removal and a grinding

wheel that is just soft enQugh.

A grinding wheel that is boo

hard, too heavily loaded or too

badly dressed produces SO much

heat that it results in emery-

hardening on the surface of the

tooth and annealing beneath it.

The grinding machine must be

adjusted according to the thick-

ness of the saw SD that the

centre of the grinding wheel

comes directly above the tooth.

The teeth would otherwise be

asymmetrically ground.

Ripsaw blades are ground at right

angles, except fiDE the top of the

teeth, which are given an altern-

ating bevel. In cross-cutting

blades, the entire teeth are

bevel-ground alternately. Swage-

set teeth, however, are usually

noT BEVELLED.

- 194 

Grinding is carried out in 

automatic machines without any 

liquid CODlan t. It is imjX)ctan t 

to have a sufficiently high rate 

of stock rerrova1 and a grinding 

wheel that just soft enl(lUgh. 

A gt:inding wheel that is t..'"'O 

hard, too heavily loaded or: too 

badly dressed produces so much 

heat that it results in emecy

hardening on the surface of the 

tooth and annealing beneath it. 

The grinding machine must be 

adjusted acoording to the thick

ness Df the sa\V sO) that the 

centre of the gcinding wheel 

comes dicectly arove the tooth. 

The teeth ¥Ould otherwise be 

asymmetrically ground. 

Ripsaw blades are ground at right 

angles, except for the top of the 

teeth, which are given an altern

ating bevel. In cross-cutting 

blades, the entire teeth are 

bevel-ground alternately. Swage

set teeth, h:>W8ver, are usually 

nOT BEVF.:LLED. 
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Fig. 10.14 The most important factor

regarding the sharpening of all

circular saws is to ensure the

blade is made a true circle with

all the points being equidistant

from the centre. MOdern

automatic circular saw sharpeners

maintain this condition as the

saw is located on a conical

centre piece which rotates ten a

fixed shaft during the sharpening

operation.

Circular saws which are hand

filed can easily become out of

round with some teeth higher than

others. Tnese saws need rounding

or jointing as it is commonly

called. The procedure can be

carried out by hand filing and

the use of a circular saw filing

vice with a jointing fixture.

The saw is located on the conical

arbor and the jointing fixture

adjusted to the height of the
lowest tooth LC, which level all

Resharpening by grinding

11 Turn the blade true

211f the blade ir to be taken out of
the bench its position should
first be marked
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Fig. IO.14 The ITOst im[y)rtant fact»r 

regarding the sharpening of all 

circular saws is to ensure the 

blade is made a true circle with 

all the points being equidistant 

from the centre. M:>dern 

automatic circular saw sharpeners 

maintain this condition as the 

saw is lxated on a conical 

centre piece which rotates on a 

fixed shaft during the sharpening 

:)peratie>n • 

Circular saws which are hand 

filed can easily become out of 

round with some teeth higher than 

others. These saws need rounding 

:>r jointing as it is c()mm:>nly 

called. The procedure can be 

carried out by hand filing and 

the use of a circular saw filing 

vice with a jointing fixtUre. 

The saw is located on the conical 

arbor and the jointing fixture 

adjusted to the height Of the 

lowest tooth to which level all 

Resharpening by grinding 

1) Turn the blade true 

2) I f the blade is to bt3 taken out of 
the bench its position should 
fiY$t be marked 
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the other teeth can now be filed.

Similarly the gullet depth can be

increased if necessary which is a

procedure widely known as

gunning. After these operations

are completed all the teeth can

he sharpened taking every care to

ensure the filing is just suffi-

cient to bring up a sharp edge.

Filing after this will make the

tooth point lower than the

others.

Hand filing is a slow process and

files are expensive which is why

many sawshops have precision hand

sharpening machines. Some of

these machines can be used on

saws frOm 150 mm dianeter to 1500

mm diameter and are ideal for

fast accurate jointing, gumming

or sharpening operations. The

saw is located On a conical arbor

and the grinding head which

pivots can be set to stop at the

10u9st tooth point. All the

Other teeth are then brought

under the grinding wheel head and

the e>ther teeth can now be filed. 

Similady the yu.ut) depth can be 

reased if necessary which is a 

procedure widely known as 

gurrming. After these operations 

ace completed all the teeth can 

be sharpened taking evecy care to 

ensure the filing is just suffi

c ient to bring up a sharp 

Filing after this will make the 

tooth point lowel: than the 

others. 

Hand filing is a slow process and 

files are expensive which is why 

many sawshops have prec ision hand 

sharpening machines. Some of 

these machines can be used {;)n 

saws from 150 nm diameter to 1500 

mm diameter and are ideal for 

fast accurate jointing, gurrming 

or sharpening operations. The 

saw is located on a conical arbor 

and the grinding head which 

pivots can be set to stop at the 

lowest t:nth p:)in t. All the 

other teeth are then brought 

under the grinding wheel head and 



reduced to a uniform tooth

height. Similarly the grinding

wheel head is set to stop at the

depth oE gullet required and each

gullet is then brought under the

grinding wheel head which is

fitted with the appropriate size

of wheel suitably dressed. The

grinding wheel is then carefully

pulled down to the stop and a

uniform depth of gullet obtained,

care being taken t) avoid burning

the booth points or gullets

through heavy grinding. Final

sharpening can likewise be

carried out making sure that

tooth points are not sharpened

below the tooth level created

from the jointing operation.

Jointing can also be carried out

by leaving the saw in the machine

and using a special holder

carrying an abrasive stone called

a hone which is moved against the

front of the teeth when the saw

is running and reducing them all
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redoced to a uniform tOOth 

height. Similarly the grinding 

wheel head is set to stop at the 

depth of gullet required and each 

gullet is then brought under the 

grinding wheel head which is 

fitted with the appropriate size 

Df wheel suitably dressed. The 

grinding wheel is then carefully 

pulled down to the stop and a 

un i form depth of gullet obtained, 

care being taken to aVdid burning 

the tooth p:>in ts or gullets 

through heavy grinding. Final 

sharpening can likewise be 

carried out making sure that 

tODth points are not sharpened 

below the tooth level created 

fr:>m the jointing operation. 

JOinting can also be carried out 

by leaving the saw in the machine 

and using a special holder 

carrying an abrasive stone called 

a hone which is moved against the 

front of the teeth when the saw 

is running and reducing them all 
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t0 the same height. If the saw

has no driving pin it is

advisable to mark the saw blade

and saw flange or collar to

ensure the saw goes back on the

arbor in the same position after

removal for sharpening. This

practice of jointing and

resharpening is confined to small

woodworking operations where the

machines are not in cantinuous

operation and capital outlay on

saw sharpening equipment is not

warranted.

2.4. Edger Blades

Fig. 10.15 A problem specific to edger

blades is that the waod an one

side of it, the edging, is

flexible, so that most of the

frictional heating occurs on the

Qther side. To prevent its

becoming convex on the inside,

the blade used fDr edging is

thicker than tar ordinary

ripsawing.

Edging

Thicker blades
should be used

2.4 . 

Fig. 10.15 
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to the same height . If the saw 

has no driving pin it is 

advisable to mark the saw blade 

and saw flange or collar to 

ensure the saw goes back on the 

arbor in the same position after 
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Edger Blades 

A problem specific to edger 

blades is that the w1>od on one 

side of it, the edging , is 

flexible, so that most o f the 

frictional heating occurs on the 
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ripsawing. 

Edging 

Thicker blades 
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It is also particularly important

to use guide pins in edging

machines.

3. CARBIDE BLADES

Fig. 10.16 Even if most sawmills do not

regrind their carbide blades, the

blades still require strict

VDutine inspu_tion and cleaning.

Inspection and cleandng should be

carried out at' least once a day.

A particular watch should be kept

fDr damaged teeth and gullet

cracks. If the blade is found tD

be coated with gum or similar

deposits it must be carefully

cleaned in a suitable liquid.

Carbide blades

inspection:
damaged teeth
gullet cracks
coatings
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It is a l so particul ar l y important 

to use gu ide pins in edging 

machines . 

3 . CARB IDE: B[A[)E:S 

Fig. 10. 16 Even if most sawmills do not 
Carbide blades 

regrind the i r car bide blades , the 

blades still require strict 

routine inspoctico end clealing . 

Inspection and cleaning should be 
Inspection : 
- damaged teeth 

carried out at · least once a day . - gullet cracks 
- coatings 

A particular watch should be kept 

for damaged teeth and gullet 

c racks. If t he blade is found tD 

be cDa t ed with gum or similar 

deposits i t must · be carefully 

c l eaned in a suitable liquid . 
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4. FAULT TRACING

FAULT CAUSE

BLkDE MACHINE ETC.

Rough, scratchy
sawn surface

Wavy sawing

Crooked sawing

Pattern of burnt
spots

Occasional burnt
spots -

Sluggish sawing,
motor loses speed

Tooth failure

some of the teeth are
over-set

Difference between
r.h. and 1.h. sides
in set or sharpening

Poor tensioning

Poor tensioning

Poor flatness

Poor sharpness,
insufficient hook
angle, insufficient
set

Excessive hook angle,
excessive clearance
angle, insufficient
gullet radius, over-
set, heavy emery-
hardening in gullet

bearing play

poor alignment (shaft play,
warped flanges). Feed rolls
out of parallel

Poor alignment. Play in the
feed mechanism.

Cleaver too thin. Cleaver
wrongly positioned

Bent shaft

Power source undersized

Running into nails or stones

4. 
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FAULT TRACING 

r------------,-----------------------------------------
FAULT 

~U;1h, scratchy 
.sawn surface 

\'iavy sawing 

c["ooked sawing 

Pattern of burnt 
spots 
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CAUSE 
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over-set I 

i 
Difference between I 
r.h. and l.h . sides i 
in set or sharpening i 

Poor tensioning I 
i 

Poor tensioning ! 
, 
I 

MACHINE ETC. 

bearing play 

poor alignment (shaft play, 
warped flanges). Feed rolls 
out of parallel 

Poor alignment. Play in the 
feed mechani~. 

Cleaver too thin. Cleaver 
wrongly positioned 

Poor flatness i Bent shaft 

Poor sharpness, 
insufficient hook 
angle, insufficient 
set 

Excessive hook angle, 
excessive clearance 
angle, insufficient 
gullet radius, over
set, heavy emeI"Y
hardening in gullet 

Power source undersized 

Running into nails or stones 



Fig. 10.17

Fault tracing circular saws.

Rough, scratchy sawn surface
Some of the teeth are over set
Bearing play

Wavy sawing

Difference between r.h. and 1.11,
sides in set or sharpening
Poor alignment
Feed rolls out of parallef

Fault tracing circular saws:

Tooth failure:
Running into Rails or stones
I nsufficient gullet radius
Lack of smoothness in gullet
Heavy emery hardening

Sluggish sawing, motor loses speed:
Power source undersized
Poor sharpness

I nsufficient set
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Fault tracing circular saws

Crooked sawing
Poor tensioning
Poor alignment
Play in the feed
mechanism

Pattern of burnt spots
Poor tensioning
Cleaver too thin or wrongly positioned

Occasional burnt spot
Bent shaft
PoOr flatness

Summary maintenance of circular saws

Tensioning by rolling
or hammering

Centre of the grinding wheel
directly above the tooth

o
,

f

Panelbeater's hammer
for small bumps

High quality blade+ high quality maintenance offers:
Narrow cut raw material earnings
Reduceci number of stoppages

Reduction of noice
Small blade consumption

Fig. 10. 17 

Fault traCing circular saws : 

Rough , scralchy sawn surfa ce 

So me of the teeth are over set 
- Bearing play 

Wavy saw ing 

- D i fference between r.h. and I.h . 

sides in set or sharpenin g 
Poor alignment 

- Feed roll s out of parallel 

Fau lt traClOg circular saws: 

Tooth failure : 
- Running into r.ails or stones 

_ Insufficient gull et radiu s 

Lack of smoothness in gullet 

- Heavy emery hardening 

Sluggish sawing. moto r loses speed : 

- Power source undersized 

- Poor sha rpness 
- I nsufficient se t 
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Fault tracing circular saws 

C,ooked saw ong ' .: ~ 
- Poor tenSioning . 

- Poor alignment 

- Play in the feed 
mechanism 

Pattern of burnt spots 
- Poor tensioning 

- Cleaver too th in or wrongly positioned 

Occasional burnt Spot 
Bent shaft 

- Poor flatness 

Summ(lry maintenance of ci~cular saws 

or hammering 

Centre of the grinding wheel 

directly above th e tooth 

o 

for small bumps 

High quality blade 1- high quality mainte nance offers: 
- Narrow cut _ raw mater ial earnings 

- Reduced number of stoppages 
- Redu ction of no ice 
- Small blade consumption 
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CHAPTER 11 - SAWMILL TOOL DEVELOPMENT

RAW MATERIAL YIELD

1.1. Kerf-loss

1.1.1. High-strain bandsawing

1.1.2. Gang-sawing with non-linear movement

1.2. Chip quality

1.2.1. Reducer technique

PRODUCTIVITY

2.1. Feed

2.1.1. Guided circular saws

2.2. Running time

2.2.1. Fettling of tooth gullets

2.2.2. Tnoth-point hardening

2.2.3. Stellite facing

2.2.4. Swage-set circular saws

ENVIRONMENT

3.1. Noise

3.1.1. Silent carbide tipped circular saws

TOOL MAINTENANCE

4.1. Band saw blade tensioning

4.2. TIG/MIG-welding
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SAWMILL TOOL DEVELOPMENT

1. RAW MATERIAL YIELD

1.1. Kerf-loss

1.1.1. High-strain Bandsawing

Fig. 11.1 "High-strain" versus "normal

strain" is often discussed.

"Normal strain" indicates a blade

flexural stress of 7 kb/sq.mm and

"high-strain" some 12 kp/sq.mfli.

This indicates that "high-strain"

can use a thinner blade and still

keep the same dimensional

accuracy as with a thicker blade.

In reality, "high-strain" is

nothing new. Ta salve sawing

problems, sawyers have tended to

increase saw strain considerably.

HDwever, this can create new

pr)blems such as broken shafts

and tooth gullet cracks.

High-strain bandsaw

1,65 mrn 1,47 mmnÍÇ
7-10 Kp/mm? 12-15 Kpirnm'

Conventional High-strain

Thinner cut
Dimensional accuracy kept
More difficult to tension
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High-strain bandsaw 
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1.1.2. wing with Nof -

Fig. 11.2 Gang-sawing with continuous feed

puts a heavy load on the blade at

the upturn off the blade after

the bottom of the stroke ("back-

cut"). G - awing with an

elongated '3f-eight has

been develo v- in order to avoid

this problem. The principle is

shown in the picture.

Sawing with a figure-of-eight

avoids the "back-cut" completely.

The following advantages are to

be found in comparison wirh

conventional gang-saws:

Increased feed

Thinner saw-blades

Better san surface

Increased quality of the chips

Gangsawingwithnowfinear

rl.ovement

A

0 Eliminated "banainnt"
Increased (bed

t Thinner blades { 1,80 mml
Setter sawn cprfaces

Raised chip quality
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M:-vement 

• 11. 2 Gang-sawing wit:" continu:;.us feed 

a heavy load on the blade at 

the upturn off the blade after 

the bottom of the stroke ("back-

cut" ) . Gang-sawing wi th an 

ebngated figure-of-eight has 

been developed in order to avoid 

this problem. The princ iple 

soo"", in the ture. 

Sawing with a figure-of-eight 

avoids the "back-cut" completely. 

The following advantaCjes are to 

be found in compar ison wi t:h 

conventional gang-saws: 

- Increased feed 

- Thinner saw-blades 

Better sawn surface 

- Increased quality of the chips 

with non-linear 

" 
f Eliminated "back"cv1" 
" - Increased f .. ed 
\ - Thinner blades \ -1,80 mrn) 

".1 _ Setter sawn surfaces 
- Raised chip quality 



1.2. Chip Quality

1.2.1. Reducer Technique

Fig . 11.3 Sawmill reducer techn ique is

relatively new and stil1

developing.

There are three types of

reducers:

Round reducer

Chipper canters which produce

cants with two or four sides

Chipper canters which produce

cants with "profile"

Round reducer produces a log

with a more iniform diameter for

subsequent sawing. The main task

is to remove swellings at the

root end.

Chipper canter can give, the

log tuso or four flat sides for

- 205 -

Reducer

Round reducer

Canes w ' two or c , - ardes

er
"Profile cants"
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1.2. 

1.2.1. Reducer Technique 

Fig. 11.1 Sawmill reducer techn ique is Reducer 

relatively new and still ~ound reducer 

developing. 

Cants With two or lour sides 

There are three types of 

reducers: 

'"ProWe cants" 

A. ROund reducer 

B. Chipper canters which produce 

cants with two or four sides 

C. Chipper canters which produce 

cants with "profile" 

A. lbl!1_d reducer pr:)duces a log 

with a 110re un ifoLm diameter for 

subsequent sawing. The main task 

is to remove swellings at the 

root end. 

B. ~~2:'E-~~t,-"e!l:r~can give the 

log two or four flat sides for 
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further processing. The method

is also used for production of

sleepers.

C. "Profile" chipper canter

produces a cant with such a

profile that sawing and chipping

can be done in a continuous

process without edgers involved.

Fig. 11.4 Reducer technique offers the

following advantages:

- Handling and transport is

facilitated by the removal of

swellings and other irregular

forme Edgings and slabs which

would normally arise are directly

processed as chips.

- Sawing is facilitated as logs

without root end swellings can be

processed using smaller sawing

equipment. Advantageous combi-

nations can be made with band-,

gang- and circular saw equipment.

Reducer technique advantages
The /ogs are given a known maximal dimension

-- Smaller sawing equipment can be used
Easily combined with band-, gang- and circular sawing

Disadvantage
less valuable ships, increased amount ot tines
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further processing. The method 
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produces a cant with such a 

profile that sawing and chipping 

can be done in a continuous 

process without edgers involved. 

Fig. 11.4 Reducer technique offers the Reducer technique advantages 
- The !Qgi are given a known maximal dimension 

following advantages: -" Smaller sawing .equipment can be used 
Easily combined with band·, gang· and circular ..awing 

Disadvantage 

- LelS valuable ships, increa>ed amount of tincs 

Handling and transpcrt is 

facilitated by the removal of 

swellings and other irregular 

form. Edgings and slabs which 

would normally arise are directly 

processed as chips. 

- Sawing is facilitated as logs 

without root end swellings can be 

processed using smaller sawing 

equipment. Advantageous cambi-

nations can be made with band-, 

gang- and circular saw equipment. 



2. PRODUCTIVITY

2.1. Feed

2.1.1. Guided Circular Saw

-207-

Fig. 11.5 The products from circular sawing

can be negatively influenced by

four factors:

Vibrations in the saw blade

Heating of the saw blade

Lncorrect tensioning

Incorrect saw shop work (faulty

setting/swaging, grinding)

Circular saws with bearing blDcks

instead of guide pins have been

in use for a considerable time.

These bearing blocks have large

cantact surfaces. Jets DE air or

water-mist are used in order ta

decrease the friction between

block and blade.

Vibration is diminished by the

block which, as well as the air

or water-mist, moderates the

heating.

A. water etc.

Guided circular saw

\\

Vibtation and heating decrease
Less susceptible to incorrect tensioning
Allowes for the use of thinner blades
Quick change to different timber output dimensions

Spiinedshalo 6e.119bloa,
almwalemlst
ccredftS
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2. PRODJCfIVITY 

2.1. Feed 

2.1.1. Guided Circular Saw 

Fig. 11.5 The pmducts fom circular sawing 

can be negatively influenced by 

f:>ur factors: 

Vibrations in the saw blade 

- Heating of the saw blade 

- Incorrect tensioning 

- Incorrect saw shop w:>rk (faulty 

setting/ swaging, grinding) 

Circular saws with bearing blocks 

instead of guide pins have been 

in use hr a considerable time. 

These bearing blocks have large 

c?Otact surfac es . Jets of air Or 

water-mist are used in order b 

decrease the friction between 

block and blade . 

Vibration is diminished by the 

bbck which, as well as the air 

or water-mist, rn:>derates the 

heating. 

Guided circular saw 

B~ .. 'nll bloct, 

. " '" "'lefm,,1 

- Vibration and heating decrease 
- Less susceptible to incorrect (ensioning 
_ Allowes for the use of thi,,"er blades 
_ Quick change 10 different timber output dimen~ions 



2.2. Running Time

2.2.1. Fettling (polishing) the tooth

Gullets

Fig. 11.6 Breakage of blade or tooth is

usually due to the presence af

stanes, nails or other matter in

the wood.

The bearing blocks have alsa made

it possible tO reduce the blade

thickness in some cases by 50%.

Main advantages with guided

circular saws are:

Diminished vibrations and

heating

Reduc(,II- ,ckness

The centre ef the blade can

slide freely on a splined shaft.

The size of the output timber can

be changed by shifting the guide

blocks, without the need to stop

the saw.

Fettling of tooth gullets

Grind t met,-
Emeryfhw s'oe

Limit for fatia.., crack s increaset
fewer cracks and tenures

2.2.1. 

Fig. 11.6 

The bearing blocks have als:) made 

it p)ssible to reduce the blade 

thicy~ess in sOme cases by 50%. 

t1ain advantages with guided 

circular saws are: 

Diminished vibrations and 

heating 

- Reduced blade thickness 

- The cen tre of the blade can 

slide freely on a splined shaft. 

The size of the output timber can 

be changed by shifting the guide 

blocks, without the need to stop 

the saw. 

Runn ing Time 

Fettling (polishing) the tooth 

Gullets 

Breakage of blade or tooth is 

usually due to the presence ~f 

stones t nails or other matter in 

the w:>od. 

Fettling of tooth gullets 

Fatigue cracks 

~ Grinding scratches 
Emery-hardenio9 

Limit for fatl91JEl cracks increases 
fewer cracks and failures 
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Cracks are usually caused by poor

blade maintenance or metal

fatigue due to prolonged opera-

tion when saw teeth are dull.

Tests have shown that the limit

for fatigue cracks increases

substantially by fettling

(polishing) with a rotating

carhide bur.

The fettling will remove both

coarse grinding scratches and

emery-hardened metal from the

gullets. This leads to:

Fewer cracks and thus fewer

break downs with subsequent down

Extra saw shop work is created

but this is compensated for by

less work due to reduction of

cracks.
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Cracks are usually caused by poor 

blade maintenance or metal 

fatigue due to prolonged opera

tion when saw teeth are dull. 

Tests have sho,"", that the limit 

f::>r fatigue cracks increases 

substantially by 

(pvlishing) with a 

carhide bur. 

fettling 

t"otating 

The fettling will remove both 

coarse grinding scratches and 

emery-hardened metal from the 

gullets. This leads to, 

- Fewer cracks and thus fewer 

break dol>.\'1s with subsequent do,"", 

time . 

- Extra saw shop work is created 

but this is compensated for by 

less work due to reduc tion :;;f 

cracks. 
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2.2.2. To t rdening

Fig. 11.7 Several methods for increasing

the hardness of saw blades are

now in common use. Tooth-point

hardening by induction (high-

frequency) is quite common.

The process, in puim 115, as

follows:

Each tooth passes alto ,,:ing

and grinding a coil, which has

high-frequence alternating cur-

rent. The temperature in the

tooth-point causes a change of

structure. The fast cooling

coming from the cold part of the

tooth is sufficient to cause

hardening of the tooth-point.

It is very important that only a

layer of sane 0.2 mm is hardened.

A layer, even softer than the

rest of the material, will appear

if the hardened layer is not

Tooth-point hardening

02-m

Doubled wear istab
teed andior le ntervels
Exact depth ot ar nectssery
Hardening repeated eb,e,obt. reprinding

- 2~.Q -
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Fig. 11.7 Several methods for increasing 

the hardness of saw blades are 

now in carmon use. Tooth-point 

hardening by induction (high-

frequency) is quite common. 

The process, in principle, is as 

follows: 

Each tooth passes after swaging 

and gr:inding a coil, which has 

high-frequence alternating cUr-

rent. The temperature in the 

tooth-point causes a change of 

structure. The fast cooling 

coming frern the cold part of the 

tooth is sufficient to cause 

hardening of the tooth-point. 

It is very imp.xtant that only a 

layer: of serne 0.2 rrm is han:lened. 

A layer, even softer than the 

rest of the material, will appear 

if the hardened layer is not 

T oath-point hardening 

- Doubled wear re&istance,increased 

feed and/or lonqer regrinding intervals 
~ E:o::act depth .of hardened layer neceml.!)' 
- Hardening repeated after each regrinding 
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thick enough Go stand a certain

wear. A hardened layer that is

too thick will remain by the next

grinding and swaging. The tooth-

point will thus get cracks etc.

Factors affecting the thickness

of the layer are the power of the

treatment and the distance

between the coil and the tooth-

paint.

Increased hardness in the tooth-

paint can result in increased

feed and/or longer intervals

between regrindings.

2.2.3. Stellite Facing

Fig. 11.8 Some tropical woods are

difficult ta saw as the c

silicon. Normal blades will

sharp only a few Min,.

Suggested solutions have been

tooth-point hardening, carbide

tipping etc. A good result has

been obtained by the use pf

stellite facing on the tips.

Steil-Ile faced saw

Steil de facing

Increased weer resistance (aid times) but limite
because of blade fatigue
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thick enough b::> stand a certain 

wear. A hardened that is 

tJJ thick will remain by the next 

qrinding and The t:>:>th-

p:>int will thus cracks etc. 

FactJrs affec the thickness 

)f the layer are the QOwer )f the 

treatment and the distance 

between the c:> il and the t»th-

p)int. 

Increased hardness in the t:>:>th-

PJint can result in increased 

feed and/or longer in tervals 

between regrindings. 

2.2.3. Stellite Facing 

• 11.8 S:>me topical w:x>ds are very 

difficult to saw as they c::mtain 

silicon. NOrmal blades will stay 

sharp only a few minutes. 

Suggested sJlutions have been 

t»th-p:>int hardening, carbide 

tipping etc. A good result has 

been :>btained by the use )f 

stell fac ing on the tips. 

Stellite faced saw 

Stellite facing 

Increased wear (e$istance (2·3 times) bUl limits 
because of blade fatigue 
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This material is not very hard

but has q)od wear resistance. It

can be ground with conventional

grinding wheels and can be

applied on steel by gas-welding.

It is advantageous u) sharpen

stellite tipped saws at least

once per day, even iF they are

still in a fairly sharp

condition. Thi5 will minimise

the possibility of cracks arising

from blade fatigue created by

dull teeth and loss of tension

due to a prolanged working

period.

Stellite has been used

successfully on gang-saw blades

for cutting high density tropical

hardwoods and abrasive species.

Stellite-facing implies:

Increased wear resistance.

More work in the saw shop with

the welding, but lesser grinding

time due bD fewer saw changes.

- ?12 -
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but has g:>od wear resistance. It 

can be gound with c:>tlventbnal 

gt:inding wheels and can be 
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the possibility of cracks ing 
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perbd. 

Stellite has been used 

successfully on gang-saw blades 

for cutting high density tr:>pical 

hardwoods and abrasive species. 

Stellite-facing implies: 

- Increased wear resistance. 

- M:>re w:>rk in the saw shop with 

the welding, but lesser grinding 

time due to fewer saw changes. 



2.2.4. Swaged Circular Saws

Fig. 11.9 Swaged saw blades have been u.sed

since the 'Second World War' .

The lack of a suitable swaging

machine delayed the developnent

and use of circular saws to some

extent. Machines which will take

blades of all dimensions are now

available.

2ti -

A special material has been

produced, suitable for swaged

blades which is unlikely to crack

,or chip. A comparison with

spring-set circular saw blades

offers the following advantages

for the swaged blade:

Increased feed speeds.

Better san surfaces.

Langer interval.s between

regrindings,

Swage-set circular saw

Special steet quality demanded
Otters possibilities for increased feed, better
sawn surfaces, longer intervals between regrindings
and more valuable tines

- 2 
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Fig. 11.9 Swaged saw blades have been used 

since the 'Second vorld War'. 

The lack of a suitable swaging 

machine delayed the develC>fX11ent 

and use of circular saws t:) s:;>me 

ex ten t. !1achines which will take 

blades of all dimensions are n:)w 

available. 

A spec ial matedal has been 

pr:;>duced, sui table for swaged 

blades which is unlikely to crack 

or chip. A C:mlparisXl wi th 

spring-set circular saw blades 

:) Hers the following advan tages 

f:)r the swaged blade: 

- Increased feed speeds. 

Better sa"" surfaces. 

l.Dnger intervals between 

regdndings. 

Swage-set circular saw 

- Special ~tee\ quality demanded 
_ Offen possibilities for increased teed, better 

:>awn turiaces, longer int€P/l)!s between regrindings 
End more valuable fines 



3. ENVIRONMENT

3.1. Naise

3.1.1. "Silent" Carbide Tipped Circular

Saws

Fig. 11.10 Naise is a big prablem within the

sawmill industry. The heavy

praducts as well as the speedy

cutting toals affect the

enviranment. Investigations have

sha that naise not only gives

hearing defects, but also makes

the individual isolated as

conversation is made difficult.

Regulatians in many countries

stipulate that cutting tools

shall have their naise reduced.
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Hearing damage risk ranking in sawmill production
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The first type ot sound c>mes

from air eddies at cutting edges

and tooth gullets and from

vibration of the tool.

The sawing process

vibrati.ons both in the sa ade
and in the wcrk. The biggest

part comes frxri the periphery

speed.

Fig. 11.11 Reduction of noise from air

eddies can be achieved by

diminishing the diameter of

blade, number of revolutions,

width of the tooth and tooth

gullet area. The cutting process

must, however, not be disturbed.

The following approximations are

given:

20% decrease of periph. speed or diameter 4 dB

20% decrease of gullet area 3 dB

20% decrease of tooth width 2 dB

20% decrease of tooth number 1 dB

Sdentcarhifietippedcircularsaw

p, ph. 'Peed ør diirmtp, d dB
( 47. 3 dB

2,;\ decrease I c crh vr di, 2 dB

2r,` riKr, 1,, CI, ett.,, 1,71ber,i dB

The first type of sound c)mes 

from air eddies at cutting 

afld tooth gullets and from 

vibration of the tool. 

The sawing process 

vibratiXls roth in the saw blade 

and in the wo rk • The biggest 

part comes fom the periphery 

speed. 

Fig. 11.11 Reduction of noise from air Silent carbide circular saw 

eddies can be achieved by - '\\\\ ~ .. -
diminishing the diameter ·:>f 

blade, number of revolutions, 

width of the to~th and tooth 20% decrease of perjph. $peed Or diameter, 4 dB 

20% decrease 0( gullet area· 3 dB 
20% deo::n:asa of tooth width· 2';:iB 
20% decrease of tooth number, 1 dB gullet area. The cutting process 

must, however, not be disturbed. 

The following approximations are 

given: 

20% decrease of periph. speed or diameter 4 dB 

20% decrease of gullet area 3 dB 

20% decrease of tooth width 2 dB 

of tooth number 1 dB 



4. TOOL MAINTENANCE

4.1. Band Saw Blade Tensioning

Fig. 11.12 Tensioning of wood band saw

blades is today done manually in

a stretcher roller. The "pro-

file" of the blade must suit the

crown of the pulleys and the

thickness of the blade. It is,

however, rather difficult to

reach the correct result manu-

ally. An automated band saw

blade tensioning equipment has

thus been constructed.

The required tension "profile" is

fed into a computer. The blade

will then be tensioned automati-

cally until this profile is

reached. Main disadvantages are

that the blade must be thoroughly

levelled in advance and that the

operation is rather slow.

- ':216 -

Automated band saw blade tensioning

Gives ideal profile and even tensioning
Disadvantages: levelling required

slow operation

4. T<XlL MAINTENANCE 

4.1. Band Saw Blade Tensioning 

Fig. 11 .1 2 Tensioning of wood band saw 

blades is today done manua lly in 

a stretcher roller. The "pro-

fi l e " of the bl ade must sui t the 

crown of the pulleys and the 

thickness of the blade . It is, 

however , ra the r difficult to 

reac h the correc t result manu-

ally. An automated band saw 

blade tensioning equipment has 

thus been constructed. 

The required tension "profile" is 

fed into a computer . The bl ade 

will then be tensioned automati-

cally until this profi l e i s 

reached . Main disadvantages are 

that the blade must be tho roughly 

levelled in advance and that the 

opera tion is r ather s l ow . 

Automated band saw blade tensioning 

Gives ideal profile and even tenSioning 

Disadvantages : levelling required 
slow operation 



4.2. TIG/MIG-welding

Fig. 11.13 These gas-arc welding methads

TIG, MIG have been substantially

develaped. They affer impraved

welding wark. Main Eeatures are:

High welding rate.

Gaad uniform welding.

Well suited tiD autamatiovn.

These methods have inert gas

blawn anta the welding zane ta

prevent axidatian. In the MIG-

methad the heat canes fram an

electric arc formed between an

electrade, which at the same time

acts as filler metal, and the

workpiece. In the TIG-methad the

arc is farmed between an tungsten

electrade and the warkpiece. A

separate rad ar wire af filler

metal is used.
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TIG-welding

Tungsten
electrode \\E

Gaz

NV

TI G/M1 G-welding

Melting
electrode

MIGwelding

MI G.welding advantages

Quick operation
-- No change of electrode

Stronger penetration through high arc power
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4. 2 . TIG/ MIG-welding 

Fig. 11.13 These gas-arc welding me th:)ds 

'fIG, MIG have been substantia lly 

devebped . They :)ffer impDved 

welding w:)rk. Main fea tures are : 

- High welding rate. 

- Go:)d unif:)rm welding. 

- \~ll suited to aut:)mation. 

These meth:)ds have inert gas 

prevent nidatbn. In the MIG-

meth:)d the heat c~mes fr :)m an 

electric arc fo rmed between an 

electr:)de, which at the same time 

acts as filler metal , and the 

w::>rkpiece . In the TIG-meth:)d the 

a rc is f:)rmed between an tungsten 

elect r:)de and the wnkpiece. A 

separate r:)d ~r wire :)f filler 

metal is used. 

TI G/ MIG-welding 

TIG -welding 

Tungsten 

MIG-welding advantages 

- Qu ick operation 

- No change of electrode 

Melting 

electrode 

- Stronger penetration through high arc power 
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MIG has the following advantages

in comparison with other gas-arc

welding methods;

Faster welding.

The bare electrode is contin-

ually fed to the weld spot from a

spool. Electrode is not changed.

Deeper penetration because of

high arc power.
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MIG has the following advantages 

in comparison with other gas-arc 

welding methoos: 

- Faster welding. 

- The bare electrooe is contin

ually fed to the weld spot from a 

spool. Electrooe is not changed. 

- Deeper penetration because of 

high arc power. 



ABRAS IVE CLOTH

ANNEAL

ANVIL (SAW)

BACK GAUGE

A cloth OE string flexible sheet of paper
coated with abrasive particles.

To soften metal and make it ductile by heat
trelhent.

sk c)f steel usually with a convexed
sunco and chilled face used for levelling
and tonsioning saw blades.

The fixed steel component in a saw swage which
rests on the top of the saw tooth that is
being pressed by the action of the die.

The shaft or mandrel on which a circular saw
is mounted.

A long steel garage u.ually with one edge
straight and the other slightly concave used
for checking the shape and uniformity of
bandsaw blade back edges.

BRAZE To join ends or attach carbide inserts
to saw teetti ry using a hard type of solder
usually called silver solder.

BRAZINI. A pair of steel bars heated to around 950°C
used in a braz..,A c7 for joining the two
ends of a bandsaw i silver solder.

BURR The rough edge rem ining on the inside face of
saw teeth after the grinding operation.

CARBIDE A common te...... red to describe the very hard
materiLl is for saw tooth inserts
and other v,:ar res'iing components relevant
to saw opeition ad 7,.1.enance.

A rotating steel disc, specially shaped to
create movemmt of machine parts controlling
other rT.-7/Er, '5 such as the rise and fall of a

or, the forward and
ba,-k,rard movemeni_ of the pawl finger in

automatic ra sharpening machines.

"RIZING FLAME An Oxy/Acetylene flame using excess acetylene.
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GLOSSARY O~ TECHNICAL TERMS WIDELY USED 

ABRASIVE CLOTH 

ANNEAL 

ANVIL (SAW) 
---

ANVIL (SWPCE) 

ARBOR 

BACK GAUGE 

BRAZE 

BRAZING 

BURR 

CARBIDE 

CAM 

CARBURIZING FLAME 

RELEVANT TO SAW MAINTENANCE 

A cloth or string flexible sheet of paper 
coated with abrasive particles. 

To soften metal and make it ductile by heat 
treatment. 

A block of steel usually with a convexed 
surface and chilled face used for levelling 
and tensioning saw blades. 

The fixed steel component in a saw swage which 
rests on the top of the saw tooth that is 
being pressed by the action of the die. 

The shaft or mandrel on which a circular saw 
is mounted. 

A long steel gauge u~ually with one edge 
straight and the other slightly concave used 
for checking the shape and uniformity of 
bandsaw blade back edges. 

To join uandsaw ends or attach carbide inserts 
to saw teeth by using a hard type of solder 
usually called silver solder. 

A pair of steel bars heated to around 9500 C 
used in a brazing clamp for joining the two 
ends of a bandsaw with silver solder. 

The rough edge remaining on the inside face of 
saw teeth after the grinding operation. 

A carmon term used to describe the very hard 
material which is used for saw tooth inserts 
and other wear resisting components relevant 
to saw operation and maintenance. 

A rotating steel disc, specially shaped to 
create movement of machine parts controlling 
other movements such as the rise and fall of a 
grinding wheel head, or, the forward and 
backward movement of the pawl finger in 
automatic saw sharpening machines. 

An OXy/Acetylene flame using excess acetylene. 



CARRIAGE

DISHED

DOG HES_
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The un t speciall ,iv?signed for carry nq logs
during the sa,. . .ilge
c^r5:sts of a carryi,,;
:A.rtr.,nrks and vices which hol, ne log

,awjn.1 and move it. f t o I after
each cut as The COM7 kt: carriage
assembly is TourIL,,,,:l Dr] wheels which run on
tracks parallel to the saw and is usually
motivated by pc,,,nr driven cable.

The force crc- !'-1 by rotation which impels
material t J out4ard from the centre of
rotation.

A circu..c n sawing machinery for
convertir lumber.

Also call,AJ riving knife, sp.ea.ier of
splitter. A ccc or knife blo.io fixed behind
a circular to prevent binding
or pinching ti- ;,aw and boar,. t ,r pieces
falling on to it.

A shape which is hollow. Curvod inwards.

A shape which is rounded. Curved outwards.

A special hai..mer for levelling bandsaws.

A pulley with the face ground convex,

Cut across the grain. A cross cut saw.

Distance through which saw cuts from top to
bottom "workpiece".

F.pec.; d very half spindle
rot,t, -ge he front top

saw :,-oth fa re a::1 spread iti,t I r Dressre )J1716t. the anvil.

A term used to describe the condition of a saw
blade that has become hollow on one side.
Also used to describe a grinding wheel
specially made with one side concave and the
othe, convex.

A - with crowned face round head used for
ni n saw blades.

COLLAR A steel flange for suppor :rcular saws or
grinding wheels. Cne on

COITRIFIGUAL FORCE

CIRCULAR HEADSAW

CLEAVER

CONCAVE

CROSS FACE

CROWNED PULLEY

CROSS CUT

DEPTH OF CUT

DIE (SWAGE)

CARRIAGE 

CENTRIFIGUAL FORCE 

CIROJIAR HEADSAvl 

COLLAR 

CONCAVE 

CROSS FACE 

CROWNED PULLEY 

CROSS OJI' 

DEPTH OF OJI' 

DI E ( SW!lGE ) 

DISHED 

DOG HEAD HAMMER 
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The unit spec designed for carrying logs 
during the sawing operation. The 
consists of a heavy frame carrying headblocks, 
setworks and other devices which hold the log 
steady during sawing and move it forward after 
each cut as The ccrnplete carriage 
assembly is mounted on wheels which run on 
tracks parallel to the saw and is usually 
motivated by power driven cable. 

The force created by rotation which impels 
material to move outward from the centre of 
rotation. 

A circular saw used on sawing machinery for 
converting to lumber. 

Also called ri ving knife, spreader of 
splitter. A disc or knife blade fixed behind 
a circular headsaw to prevent hoards binding 
or pinching the saw and hoards or pieces 
falling on to it. 

A steel for supporting circular saws or 
grinding wheels. One on each side. 

A shape which hollow. Curved inwards. 

A shape which is rounded. Curved outwards. 

A special haulier for level! bandsaws. 

A pulley with the face ground convex. 

Cut across the grain. A cross cut saw. 

Distance through which saw cuts from top to 
bottoo of "workpiece". 

Specially shaped very hard 
designed to be rotated 
section of a saw tooth 
wider under pressure 

steel spindle 
nst the front 
and spread it 

the anviL 

A term used to describe the condition of a saw 
blade that has beccrne hollow on one side. 
Also used to describe a grinding wheel 
specially made with one s concave and the 
other convex. 

A hammer with crowned face round head used for 
tensioning saw blades. 
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DRIVE PULLEY The wheel by which motivation is passed on.

EDGER A machine used for sawing length ways through
boards to remove wane and produce square edged
lumber of desired width.

EXPANSION SLOT A slot in the rim of a circular saw designed
to minimise the effect of stresses developed
when the saw expands.

FAST SAW A circular saw with the rim area too long for
the inner area of the blade when running at
operating speed.

FEED SPEED Speed at which the timber of workpiece is fed
into the machine for sawing.

FEED WORKS The mechanism by which the log carriage is fed
past the saw.

FENCE A straight rail or linebar fixed parallel to
the saw blade against which the lumber, cant
or flitch slides as it is sawn.

FIXED COLLAR

FLAT TOP GRIND

FLITCH

FUJX

FORGE

A collar fixed to the saw arbor as dis-
tinguished from a loose collar which is
pressed against the other side of the saw by a
nut.

FILING SADDLE A curved block of wood on which brazed joints
or butt welds are filed.

A term used to describe saw teeth which are
sharpened square on top as opposed to teeth
with alternate top bevels such as those on
circular cross cut saws.

A section of a log sawn on two or more sides
indended for remanufacturing into lumber.
Also called "cant" or "deal".

Substance used when brazing or welding to
prevent oxidisation and remove films of oxide
torming during the operation.

To hammer metal when it is red hot in order to
shape it and improve the strength of the
section being forged.

GAUGE A tam used to decribe the thickness of a saw
blade usually termed "Birminghcuu Gauge".

DRIVE PUlLEY 

ECGER 

EXPANSION Su)[ 

fAST SAW 

fEED SPEED 

FEED IIDRKS 

FENCE 

FIXED mLIAR 

fILING SADDLE 

FLAT TOP GRIND 

FLITCH 

FUJX 

FORGE 

GAUGE 
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The wheel by which motivation is passed on. 

A machine used for sawing length ways through 
boards to remove wane and produce square edged 
lumber of des ired width. 

A slot in the rlin of a circular saw designed 
to minimise the effect of stresses developed 
when the saw expands. 

A circular saw with the rim area too long for 
the inner area of the blade when running at 
operating speed. 

Speed at which the timber of workpiece is fed 
into the machine for sawing. 

The mechanism by which the log carriage is fed 
past the saw. 

A straight rail or linebar fixed parallel t o 
the saw blade against whi c h the lumber, cant 
or flitch s lides as it is sawn. 

A collar fixed to the saw arbor as dis
tinguished from a loose collar which is 
pressed against the other side of the saw by a 
nut . 

A curved block of wood on which brazed joints 
or butt welds are filed. 

A term used to describe saw teeth which are 
sharpened square on top as opposed to teeth 
with alternate t op bevels such as those on 
c ircular cross cut saws. 

A section of a log sawn on two or more sides 
indended for remanufacturing into lumber. 
Also called Ucant" or "deal". 

Substance used when brazing or welding to 
prevent ox idisation and remove films o f oxide 
forming during the operation. 

To hammer metal when it is red hot in order to 
shape it and linprove the strength of the 
section being forged. 

A term used to decribe the thickness of a saw 
blade usually termed "Birmingham Gauge" • 



GANGING
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A machine having a number of circular aws all
running in the same machine on '' - shaft
or two shafts.

A frame saw in which a number of straOlt
blades are fixed in a reciprocating frame and
the log or cant is fed into them.

A term used for fitting the saw blades into
the frame of a gang saw.

GIAZFD GRINDING A grinding wheel which no longer cuts
freely due to the r.ive particles having
worn and/or the cl pares being filled with
metal.

GUIDES The device Citted above and/or below the cut
with han,cod or similar inserts to keep the
saw cutt on a straight line.

GUIDE RAIL ly a rail cont., i the loj
It to a C.' , line.

GULLET TI.a area between saw teeth in which the
sawdust particles or chips are car!'

The procedure covering the deepening or
cutting out the gullets of a saw.

HAVi,Y,ERING The process ot using a hamer to straighten,
level or tension a saw blade.

HAND (RIGHT OR LEFT) The hand side from which the log passes the
sawyer in his operational position.

HEADRIG The unit assembly of equipment used for the
primary breakdown of logs.

HOOK The angle b,tweon a line down the tooth face
and a line i/,X. Ild of the tooth edge square
across the blade.

HUSK Term usually used to describe the main trame
carrying the saw arbor and other components on
a circular saw headrig.

JOINTING The procedure whereby all the tooth points on
a circular saw are made
equidistant from the saw centre.

GANG CIRCULAR

GANG SAW (SASH)

GillIG CIRCULAR 

Gh"<G SAl, (SASH) 

GANGING 

GLAZED GRINDING 

GUIDES 

GULLET 

GUMMING 

HAMMERING 

HAND (RIGHT OR LEFT) 

HEADRIG 

HOOK 

HUSK 

JOINTING 
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A machine having a number of circular saws all 
nmninq in the same machine on the same shaft 
or two shafts, 

A frame sa'.., in which a number of straight 
blades are fixed in a reciprocating frame and 
the log or cant fed into them, 

A term used Eor fitting the saw blades into 
the frame of a gang sa"" 

A grind wheel which no longer cuts 
freely due to the abrasive particles having 
worn and/or the bond pores being filled with 
metal, 

The device fitted above and/or below the cut 
with hanoxl or similar inserts to keep the 
saw cutting on a straight line. 

Usually a vee rail controlling the lcx] 
carriage movement to a fixed line. 

The area bet'H8en saw teeth in Which the 
sawdust particles or chips are carried. 

The procedure covering the deepening or 
cutting out the gullets of a saw. 

The process of using a hamller to straighten. 
level or tension a saw blade. 

The hand side from which the log passes the 
sa~ier in operational position, 

The unit assembly of eguip11ent used for the 
primary breakdown of logs, 

The angle between a 
and a line frern 
across the blade, 

line down the tooth face 
of the tooth edge square 

Term usually used to describe the main frame 
carrying the saw arbor and other components on 
a circular saw headrig. 

The procedure whereby all the tooth points on 
a circular saw are made 
equidistant from the saw centre. 



KEPF

SAW

PAWL FINGER

PIN HOLES

or '
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The width of the gap created by the saw when
cutting is called kerf and due to tooth
misalignment, saw blade irregularities, etc.
is usually larger than the actual width of the
saw teeth.

The length by which the ends of a bandsaw
hiede overlap to make a brazed jo nt.

A raised section in a saw blade located by the
use of a straight edge.

A circular saw stretched too much in the inner
area of the blade which will not stand
straight.

Oxygen compouned oler elements which
can form rust c 5.'

A welding dame us, e oxygen than
acetylene.

The part of an automatic saw sharpening
machine which pushes the teeth forward ready
for sharpening.

The holes in the bc,' circular saw
li:hbe driv= 1..IS 5n the fixed c.

Dr a-oor go in:o -Lhe loose collar.
1.21.3 these pins prevent the saw

rourri cri the arbor.

Distance between tooth points.

The speed of the saw blade at tooth point
periphery ,hen rotated.

The te: °- t.7.. a saw for cutting wood
lengthw, A.el to ti I ,Rs.

The tyr, saw tooth developed for cutting
wood par11e1 to the fibres.

SHANK The c- -nt which holds and locks the
insert. .,ith point in a circular saw.

The distal:e between the b:r2. of the saw and
the extre141,; nf which
must proj,, be-,,L,nd the ::F4- 01 the saw blade
body to .reate ,_learance w;,en sawing.

PITCH (TOOTH)

RIM SPEED

RIP SAN

RIP TOCTH

KERF 

OXIDISING FLAME 

PAWL 

PIN HOLES 

RIM SPEED 

RIP SAW 

RIP TOOTH 

SHANK 

SIDE CLEARANCE 

The width of the gap created by the saw when 
cutting is kerf and due to tooth 
misalignment, saw blade irregularities, etc. 

usually larger than the actual width of the 
saw teeth. 

The length by which the ends of a band saw 
blade overlap to make a brazed Joint. 

A raised section 
use of a straight 

a saw blade by the 

A circular saw stretched too much in the inner 
area of the blade which will not stand 
straight. 

compounded with other elements which 
can form rust on saw steel. 

A welding flame using more oxygen than 
acetylene. 

The part of an automatic saw sharpening 
machine which pushes the teeth forward reildv 
for sharpeni ng • 

The holes in the body of circular saws through 
which the driving pins from the fixed collar 
on the oybor go into the loose collar. On 
deep cuts these pins prevent the saw slipping 
round on the arbor. 

Distance between tooth points. 

The of the saw blade at tooth point 
periphery when rotated. 

The term given to a saw used for cutting wood 
parallel to the fibres. 

The type of saw tooth developed for cutting 
wood parallel to the fibres. 

The component which holds and locks the 
inserted tooth point in a circular saw. 

The distance between the body of the saw and 
the extremi of the saw tooth point which 
must project beyond the line of the saw blade 
body to create clearance when sawing. 



SIDE DRESSING

SIDE GAUGE

SPRA1,1

SPRING SET

STELLITE

STRAIN

SWAGE

TENSION

TENSION GAUGE

TOP

The pr tied out by use of
whirl- is a irechanical manually i ed
implement for compressing newly swaged saw
teeth. The saw tooth points are pressed
betwE, 1 h .(ar jaws or dies to an accurate
uniform

A measuring device for checking the projection
of saw teeth beyond the body of the saw blade.

A steel d.-3c or curv,A blade mounted close
behind r lar healz043 to prevent boards
bindir, c: eces tailing on the saw. They
shoulU be 10 mm to 15 mm from the back
of the saw.

The term used to do-cribe saw teeth which have
been bent sideways alt=iately to create the
necessary blade cle,aan2e in the cut.

The trade name for a hard metal alloy widely
used for tipping cutting tools in order to
achieve longer working periods between
sharpening requirements.

The state hmposed on a bandsaw by various
means (usually balance weights) to keep the
blade pulled tight between the bandmill
pulleys.

A mechl.':ril device incorporating clamping
-apvil and eccentc die by which the

t ) frnt section ot saw t,,Ah can be uni-
:7 widened under pri.

A t-Hrm used to describe the condition created
in a saw blade after the centre section of the
blade has been expanded by halnering or
rolling.

A piece of flat steel with one edge straight
and the other ground convex. The straight
edge is usi for checking the blade for level
(flatpe:,.1 ,-ind the convex edge for checking
the dege of tension and its uniformity
uoid the blade. The gau;,!s are manufactured

will various convex cur to suit the
vari.Dus widths of baAsaw:

The degree of clearance existing backwards
from the top of the saw tooth. Also called
back clearance angle.

SIDE DRESSING 

SIDE GAUGE 

SPREADER 

SPRING SET 

STElllTE 

STRAIN 

SWAGE 

TENSION 

TENSION GAUGE 

TOP CLEARANCE 

The process carried out by use of a shaper 
which is a small mechanical manually operated 
implement for compressing newly swaged saw 
teeth. The saw tooth points are pressed 
between the shaper jaws or to an accurate 
uniform shape. 

A measuring device for checking the projection 
of saw teeth beyond the body of the saw blade. 

A steel disc or curved blade mounted close 
behind circular headsaws to prevent boards 
binding or pieces falling on the saw. They 
should be fixed 10 rom to 15 tm1 fra:; the back 
of the saw. 

The term used to describe saw teeth which have 
been bent sideways alternately to create the 
necessary blade clearance in the cut. 

The trade name for a hard metal alloy widely 
used for tipping cutting tools in order to 
achieve longer working periods between 
sharpening requirements. 

The state imposed on a bandsaw by various 
means (usually balance weights) to keep the 
blade pulled tight between the bandmill 
pulleys. 

A mechanical device incorporating clamping 
screws, anvil and eccentric die by which the 
top front section of saw teeth can be uni
formly widened under pressure. 

A term used to describe the condition created 
in a saw blade after the centre section of the 
blade has been expanded by hammering or 
rolling • 

A piece of flat steel with one edge straight 
and the other ground convex. The straight 
edge used for checking the blade for level 
(flatness) and the convex edge for checking 
the degree of tension and its uniformity 
around the blade. The gauges are manufactured 
with various convex curvatures to suit the 
various widths of bandsaws. 

The degree of clearance existing backwards 
from the top of the saw tooth. Also called 
back clearance angle. 



TOOTH BITE The depth by which each saw tooth enters the
wood when sawing.

TUNGSTEN CARBIDE

TWIST FACE

WANDERING

WAVY SA[N1NG

WOBBLE
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An extremely hard and abrasive resistant
material used for cutting tools and other fast
wearing components.

A special hammer used for levelling circular
saws.

Term used to describe a bandsaw which deviates
from a straight line in the cut.

Term used to describe inaccurate dimensional
sawing caused by wandering saws.

Term used to describe the motion of a circular
saw which is incorrectly tensioned for the
speed at which it orates.

TUNGSTE~ CAPBIDE 

'Iv-'1 ST fACE 

vJANDERING 

WAVY SAlvING 

WJBBLE 

The depth by which each saw tooth enters the 
wood when sawing. 

An extremely hard and ahrasive resistant 
material used for cutting tools and other fast 
wead ng ccmponents. 

A speclal hammer used for levelling circular 
saws. 

Term used to describe a bandsaw which deviates 
from a straight line in the cut. 

Term used to describe inaccurate dimensional 
sawing caused by wandering saws. 

Term used to describe the motion of a clrcular 
saw which is incorrectly tensioned for the 
speed at which it operates. 



r SAVJ DIAMETER
REQUIRED
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DIAMETER OF SANS SUGGESTED FOR VARIOUS LOG DIAMETERS

7-
WHEEL DTAMEJER BLADE WIDTH

AVERAGE DIAMETER -1- SAW DIAMETERT AVERAGE DIAMEIER
OF LARGEST LCGS REQUIRED OF LARGEST LOGS
INCHES MILLIMETERS MILLIMETERS

RECOMMENDED SIZES OF BAND MILL WHEELS TO RANDSAW BLADES

BLADE THICKNESS RATIO

The above table is intended as a guide in order to prevent fatigue
cracks in bandsaws being caused by running blades too thick on the wheels
concerned. The relationship should always be a minimum of 1000 times the
biade thickness to the diameter of the wheel.

40 18 1016 457

44 20 1118 508

48 22 1219 559

52 26 1321 660

56 30 1422 762

60 34 1524 864

FEET METRES INCHES CENTI-
METRES

INCHES MILLI-
METRES

WHEEL DIAMETER
BLADE THICKNESS

5 1.52 5- 9 12.70-22.86 0.058 1.473 1034

5.5 1.68 7-11 17.78-27.94 0.065 1.651 1015

6 1.83 8-12 20.32-30.48 0.072 1.829 1000

7 2.13 10-14 25.40-35.56 0.083 2.108 1.000

8 2.44 12-16 30.48-40.64 0.095 2.413 1000

9 2.74 14-16 35.56-40.64 0.109 2.769 1000
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DIAMF.TER Or SAI'iS SUGGF:STED POR VARIOUS LCG DIAMf:TF.RS 

-~~~-~~~~;.~- ~~~~;~-~~~~;.~-~-~~~-~~~~~~ 
ROOUIRm Or LARG!':ST UX;S I RE:(lUIRED 
INCHES INCHES MI LLIMf:T!':RS 

40 18 1016 

44 20 1118 

48 22 1219 

52 20 1321 

AVERAGE DIAI'1f:TER 
Or LARGEST LCGS 
MILLIMP.TI::RS 

457 

508 

559 

660 

762 

864 

RECDMMENDED SIZES OF BAND MILL v/HEELS TO AANDSAW BLADES 

----------------~---------------------T-----------------i---------------l 

WHEEL DIAMf:TER · BLADE worn BLADE THICKNESS I RATIO [ 

PEf:T METRES I INCH!':S CENTI- I INCHES ~lILLI- I vJHEEL flIAMf:TER 
METRES I METRF.:S , RLADE THICKNESS 

. I 
---------------,-----------------------,-----------------r---------------

5 1.52 I 5- 9 12.70-22.86 0.058 1.473 1034 
I 

5.5 1.68 ; 7-11 17.78-27.94 0.065 1.651 I 1015 

6 1.83 8-12 20.32-30.48 0.072 1.829 1000 

7 2.13 10-14 25.40-35.56 0.083 2.108 1000 

8 2.44 12-16 30.48-40.64 0.095 2.413 1000 

9 2.74 14-16 35.56-40.64 0.109 2.769 1000 

The above table is intended as a guide in order t o prevent fatigue 
cracks in bandsaws being caused by running blades too thick o n the wheels 
concerned. The relationship should always be a minimum of 1000 times the 
blade thickness t o the diameter of the wheel. 
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SAW GAUGE THICKNESS CONVERTED TU INCHES AND MILLIMETERS

BIRMINGHAM
GAUGES

FRACTION OF INCH THOUSANDTHS
OF INCH

MILLIMETRES

1 1.000 1000 25.40
7/8 0.875 875 22.225
3/4 0.750 750 19.05
5/8 0.625 625 15.875
1/2 0.500 500 12.70
15/32 = 0.46875 468 11.905

0000 29/64 0.454 454 11.53
000 FULL 27/64 = 0.425 425 10.70

00 FULL 3/8 0.380 380 9.65
O SCANT 11/32 = 0.340 340 8.64
1 SCANT 5/16 = 0.300 300 7.62
2 9/32 = 0.284 284 7.21
3 FULL 1/4 0.259 259 6.57
4 15/64 = 0.238 238 6.04
5 7/32 = 0.220 220 5.59
6 13/64 0.203 203 5.18
7 SCANT 3/16 = 0.180 180 4.57
8 FULL 5/32 = 0.165 165 4.19
9 SCANT 5/32 0.148 148 3.76

10 FULL 1/8 = 0.134 134 3.40
11 SCANT 1/8 0.120 120 3.05
12 7/64 = 0.109 109 2.77
13 3/32 = 0.095 95 2.41
14 FULL 5/64 = 0.083 83 2.10
15 SCANT 5/64 = 0.072 72 1.82
16 FULL 1/16 = 0.065 65 1.65
17 SCANT 1/16 = 0.058 58 1.47
18 3/64 = 0.049 49 1.24
19 0.042 42 1.06
20 0.035 35 0.89
21 1/32 = 0.032 32 0.81
22 0.028 28 0.71
23 0.025 25 0.64
24 0.022 22 0.56
25 0.020 20 0.51
26 0.018 18 0.46
27 1/64 = 0.016 16 0.41
28 0.014 14 0.36
29 0.013 13 0.33
30 0.012 12 0.30
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SAW GAUGE THICKNESS CONVF.RTED TO INCHES AND MILLIM~P.RS 

--------------l'-------------------------- -------------- ------------

BIRMINGHAM , FRACTION OF INCH nlOUSANDI'HS MILLIM~RES 

GAUGES Of INCH 
------------------------------------------ -------------- -------------

1 = l.000 1000 7.5.40 
7/8 = 0.875 875 22.225 
3/4 0.750 750 19 .05 
5/8 = 0.625 625 15. 875 
1/2 0.500 500 12.70 
15/ 32 = 0.46875 468 11 . 905 

0000 29/ 64 = 0.454 454 11. 53 
000 fULL 27/ 64 0 .4 25 425 10.70 

00 fULL 3/8 = 0.380 380 9.65 
0 SCANT 11/32 0.340 340 8.64 
1 SCANT 5/16 = 0 .300 300 7 .62 
2 9/32 = 0.284 284 7.21 
3 PULL 1/4 0.259 259 6.57 
4 15/64 = 0.238 238 6 . 04 
5 7/32 = 0.220 220 5.59 
6 13/64 = 0.203 203 5.18 
7 SCANT 3/16 = 0.18(1 1RO 4.57 
8 FULL 5/32 = 0.165 165 4 . 19 
9 SCANT 5/32 = 0 .148 148 3.76 

10 fULL 1/8 = 0.134 134 3.40 
11 SCANT 1/8 = 0.120 120 3.05 
12 7/ 64 = 0.109 109 2.77 
13 3/32 = 0.095 95 2.41 
14 FULL 5/64 0.083 83 2.10 
15 SCANT 5/64 = 0 . 072 72 1. 82 
16 fULL 1/16 = 0.065 65 1.65 
17 SCANT 1/16 = 0.058 58 1.47 
18 3/64 = 0.049 49 1.24 
19 = 0.042 42 1.06 
20 = 0.035 35 0.89 
21 1/32 0.032 32 0.81 
22 = 0.028 28 0 .71 
23 0.025 25 0.64 
24 = 0.022 22 0 . 56 
25 = 0.020 20 0.51 
26 = 0.018 18 0.46 
27 1/64 = 0.016 16 0.41 
28 = 0.014 14 0.36 
29 = 0.013 13 0.33 
30 = 0 . 012 12 0.30 

------------- --------------------------- ------------- -------------




